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LACE Curtains
Cleansed,

and Tinted the Fashiona-

ble Shades, and finished in Frames by Steam
Piano
Covers, Draperies, Shawls,
process.
Bacques, and Garments of all kinds

DYED

OR

CLEANSED
AT

FOREST

FOSTER’S
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DYE HOUSE & STEAM CARPET

marten collar and

CLEANSING

WORKS,

Casco/.
Paper)
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Ladies’ J ackets.
r—-—-——I makes

Reefer Jackets, just as sty..=li
and fit as well as a $10 garment Our
price $5.
Kersey Reefer Jackets, short or long,
just as you prefer, short is the pronounced style this season, $8.98.
Boucle Reefer Jackets, very pretty, neat
Cheviot

garments, for $8.98.
Tight Fitting Jackets,
a
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particular jacket
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40o.
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We ha e a good 5c Pa’nt Brush for ohalrs
and small work- Also at the better grades.

a
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browns
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WHITE STORE.
516

Congress Street.
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
....will offer
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tickets to points in the.

White Mountain

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING
Also, Headquarters for Shorthaud Work
and Typewriting.
ENTENN'IAL BLOCK, 93 EXCHANGE SI
o
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unanimously adopted:

James S.
For lieutenant-governor,
Grinnell of Greenfield; for secretary of
of
J
Boston;
Flynn
state, Edward
Sudbury;
treasurer, Eben S. Stevens of
auditor, Alfred G. Whitney, Boston; atHurlbut of
torney general, Henry F.
Lynn.

were
oommittee
state
given
authority to fill vacancies, and the members at lartre on the state oommittee of
Derng
1896 were chosen, among them
John J. Donovan of Lowell.
The committee who had been appointed
to find Mr. Willaims, now appeared in
The apcompany with the nominee.
plause was deafening for several moments.
Mr.
When silenoe had been secured,
apWilliams made a speech which was
continually throughout its

The

Ail stations Portland to Hiram
To Mt. Pleasant, Fabyaus

Region.
inclusive:
or

Twin

S3.00
Mountain.
3.35
To Jeffe son, Whitefleld or Lancaster,
To N. Stratford, Colebrook or W.
3.50
Stewartstown.
Tickets limited to ten days from date of sale.

PAYS »N TUCKER. V. P. & Gen. Man.
F. E. BOOTHBY. ti. P. & T. A.
dtoctll
sepb

NEW MANCHESTER HOUSE,
W ith Windsor Hotel Annex,
Makes

MANCHESTER, N. H.,
It the largest and best equipped hotie
north of Boston.

WINCHESTER, Proprietor.
J. WESLEY BENNER, Manager.
XuThtlYY&Ip
A. M.
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of the Lake region and on the
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the
recent order affecting
coast. It is low north of Eastern the

region and over the Plateau rogion where
The weather conit is slightly cooler.
tinues generally fair with local showers
reported from Montana and New Mexico.
The weather will continue generally fair
eastward
in the Central valleys, thence
to the Atlantic coast Thursday.
Local

servioe.

THE TARIFF.
We
congratulate the manufacturing
interests of Massachusetts on the successful operation of the present tariff. While
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adopted unanimously.

Lawrenoe
Jeremiah T. O’Sullivan of
offered an additional plank to the effect
state
is
tlii
that the Democracy of
opposed to a thiid presidential .-in. Mr.
O’aullivan said that he
supposed that
“the wise and beneflcent
despotism of
this convention” would
suppress the
resolution, but he urged, nevertheless,
Demothat it was a proper one for the
He said that he had full
crats to adopt.
confidence in President Cleveland, and
it was
admired his administration, but
on the principle that he desired that the
The
democracy should declare itself.
resolution was referred without debate.
of
Leicester,
Hon. John E. Russell
and applause.
arose amidst enthusiasm
He was forced to the platform where he
to
moved that the convention proceed
and
nominate candidates for governor
motion
The
prelieutenant-governor.
vailed and Mr. Russell proceeded naming
George Fred Williams.
The nomination of Mr. Williams was
seconded by Hon. John F. Fitzgerald ot
Boston, in a ringing speech and was
carried by acclamation.
A committee on the balance of the
ticket made the following report which

The principal planks
platform
Boston, October 2.—Looal forecast for
Thursday: Fair; stationary temperature; are as folllows:
The Democrats of Masssaohusetts, in
variable winds.
assembled, again deolare their
Washington, October 2.—Forecast for conventionto
the principles of
governfor New
England: Fair; allegianoe
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ment
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th
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a
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by
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The committee on credentials reported
1559 delegates present, out of a possible
The committee on permanent or2821.
ganizations reported, naming Hon. Josiah
Quincy of Boston for permanent ohairman, and Henry V. Cunningham of Boston for permanent secretary. Mr. Quincy
proceeded to the delivery of his formal
address.
At 13.45 Hon. John W. Coughlin of
committee
Fall River, ohairman of the
on resolutions made his
report, which

of

to

VW

l;H4iuu

pointed.
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The above house on Fesse often and
has
seven roomsand bath,
streets, contains
modem improvements, new and best construcwall
cemented
ami
cellar
cemented
has
tions;
heavy timber, large lot; they will be sold very
cheap, and upon very easy terms of payment.
For particulars inquire ot
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Hon. John W. Corcoran, chairman of the
state committee, and the oall was read by
The
Henry Y. Cunningham, secretary.
the
usual committees for facilitating
work of the convention were then ap-

deliverv.
At 1.54 p.m. the convention

and

Well Built Residence at Oakdale.
Low Prices, Easy Terms.

Prominent among the spectators was
Charles F. Johnson, twice the
Hon.
Democratic candidate for governor of
Maine.
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government accounts.
somewhat tardy in getting together
We reaffirm the demands of our platthe hall having hardly more than 150 form of last
year that this government
time
stated
the
in
it
at
11
shall
business,
o’clook,
not oarry on a banking
persons
or
This nucleus of the and that the untaxed notes of state
for convening.
national banks shall be the only credit
coming crowd was continually augmented ourronoy, and the government shall witli
until at 11.30, when the convention was the development of a banking
system
called to order, the floor of the hall was adequate to the demands of trade, retire
as rapidly as possible all Its paper money.
a
was
there
and
perhaps two-thirds full
We reoommend that the administration
flimsy fringe of humanity in the gallery, formulate and present to the next Conwhioh with two exceptions was entirely gress a measure calculated to secure these
results. Ponding a return to these sound
of the male persuasion.
principles of finance, from which the
Battery B band was stationed in the country has departed under Republican
it
northeast corner of the balcony whence
rule, we favor the grant to the Secretary
of negotiating
projected volumes of sweet and spirited of the Treasury offorpower
the purpose of mainshort term loans
harmony throughout the enclosure, both
and inreserve
taining a sufficient gold
before the convention came to order and
suring the parity of all our different
at intervals during the exercises.
forms of curreny and an increase in the

was

90o.

stylish garment and not
be compelled to pay too much for it.
Only $21.
Cloth Jackets, reefers and
Astraohan
tight fitting, $23.
care
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A Whitewash Brush
A largi p ok ge of Calsom,
Water to mix it,
Some spare moments,

$20.
Kersey Jackets, lined throughout with
silk, velvet collar. We’d like you to
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whole house
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You are invited
come and see it all.
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dangers that it

preserving

edge, extra heavy, lining $60, $50, $45 13 Preble st.
opp. Preble House
$42.50, $33.50, $27.50. $25, $20.
Telephone Connection.
without the
and
full,
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Seal
Capes,
marten, $45, $35, $25, $20, $18, $15.
Astrachan Capes, very longhand full, not
TLSie—_11?
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•'•Nd—
almost as well, $35, $33, $22, $20.
linon/uu^'m/_119
seal
fancy
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Fur
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Coney Capes, marten oollar and edge, $15.
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vention at Oldtown.
A DAT OF INTERESTING
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AND STIRRING SPEECHES.

Meetings of the Convention Are Attended

NATIONAL FINANCES.
by Crowds—An Interesting Keview of
the Schools and Colleges.
We demand the maintenance of the exthe Platform.
isting gold standard of value, and that
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
the government shall keep all its obligaOctober 2.—The sun shone
Worcester,
Mass., October 2.—The tions,
Oldtown,
at all times, redeemable in gold.
Democratic State convention was held in We oppose the free coinage of sliver
and brightly on the brethren of the Baptist
The delegates any further purchase of silver bullion on convention
this
Mechanics’ hall today.
morning when they

X HO

ter come see why.

$1.00.

dozens of

at

GINGER, tried
so

wrapper. Sold every where. Potter Drug
Chem. Corp., Sole Proprietors, Boston.

Hundreds of ladies have discovered that
this is the place to buy Muslin Unsold more underHave
derwear.
two days than
the past
wear in
we’ve sold in as many weeks. Cot-

The

in the world.

ter

and true, is

Containing among its ingredients the purest
of medicinal French brandy and the best of
imported ginger, it is vastly superior to the
cheap, worthless, and often dangerous gingers
Ask for SANFORD’S
urged as substitutes.
GINGER and look for owl trade mark on the

Muslin Underwear.

that’s best and most desiAll tne blacks

SANFORD’S
midst of

N ovelty Dress Patterns at $12.
Novelty Dress Patterns at $9.73.
Novelty Dress Patterns at $7.
Novelty Dress Patterns at $6.86.
Novelty Dress Patterns at $5.63.

exhibition of all

an

THE OLDGUARD

Dress Patterns.

Novelty

Shepherd

Maine

Him—Only 1559 Delegates PreseDt Out
of a Total of 8381—Pertinent Points of

them on the start*
our buyer recently discovered
but
several new
things and, of course,
They’re here now
sent th6m along.
and Wednesday you’ll have an opportunity to get acquainted with them.
Don’t miss our opening of

in the window.
Novelty Dress Patterns at $18.
Novelty Dress Patterns at $14.
Novelty Dross Patterns at $13.86.

than

more so

The Gentle

It would be useless to attempt to describe
these new stuffs. There are upwards
of 150 different patterns in blaok and
red, blue and red, black and green,
brown, green and blue,
black and
and red, in
green and brown, green
fact all the color combinations that
these foreigners oould think of. Here
There are others
are a few of them.
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that’s

in
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DRESS
Germans and EnglishFrenchmen,
We thought we
men are turning out.

weights, we realize the
hopelessness of trying to
bring it to your minds
eye by newspaper description. There’s only one

OF
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to the NOVPATTERNS these

no

ELTY

kinds, the varietyof sorts
and colors, qualities and

way to

to be

seems

GOVERNOR

FOR
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partments of this store,
the
when
we consider
eno.-mous

Slaughter” By

To Be “Led To the

tell

to

STILL AT WORK.

vantages

f

fair.

adfull
renew our regret that tho
of tho bill as It came from the
House were not realized, the placing of
Important raw materials of manufacture
on the free list
is already
producing
Wo call attention to
bonefloial rosults.
the marked increase in the exports of our
manufactured goods as an index of the
enlargement of our foreign commerce,
which, under the reduced duties, will
revenue
for
the
furnish sufficient
legitimate needs of the government.
Under the operation of the present tariff
law, this country will take that placo
the
"greatest manufacturing
among
nations of the world to which it is entitled by virtue of its varied resources, its
abundant capital, its inventive genius,
Wo therefore deand its skilled labor.
nounce the efforts of the
Republican
tariff
quostion for the
party to reopen tho
abominations
of
the
of
purpose
restoring
the MoKinley aot.

local
2.—The
October
Portland,
weather Bureau office records as to the
weather the following:
8 a.m. —Barometer, 30.157; tbermomoter,
63 0;
37; humidity,
49 0; dew point,
weather,
8;
wind, SW: velocity,
clear.
8 p. m. —Barometer, 30.081; thermome61;
ter. 57.0; dew point, 44; humidity,

wind, southwest; velocity, 10;

weather,

clear.
maxiMean daily thernromteer, 53.0,
mum thermometer, 66.0; minimum therof
maximum
velooity
mometer. 40;
wind, 16 SW; total precipitation, 0.

unity

ever
Having sold
warerooms

Isaac Jackson,

a

well-known

Bath, died suddenly Wednesday.

citizen o:

our

world

opporthas

known.
lease of the

largest piano

the world to the New Hotel
the Largest Piano Manufacturers

in

Syndicate, we
n the world, must

remove as

soon as

possible,

and must realize on the largest stock, greatest
variety and grandest assortment of Pianos and
Organs the world has ever seen.

They Must

be Sold or They Must
be Rented,

Maine Postmasters.

Washington, October 2. —Fourth class
as
postmasters were appointed to day
J- W. Hawkes, York, vice A.
follows:
BradHawkes, deceased; J. N. Marshall,
ford, vice Mrs. M. V. Houston, resigned:
Eagle Lake, vice, Wm.
J. M. Brown,
Brown, resigned; Frank Coburn, Soutt
Melunkus, vice B. Z. Coburn, resigned;
J. T. Loland, West Trenton, vice K. K.
Thompson, removed.

the

the church here for the second days’ session of the anniversaries.
The day’s programme began at 8.30 with
At 9.3C there
hour.
a
young poople’s

gathered

in

__

Whitemore.
Alvin Record, T. F. Whit..
B. F. Shaw,
W, A. Newootube, I. BArad
Thompson, C. E. Owen.
Mower,
W. Woods, C. E. Harden, S. H. Emery,
T. BE. Kingsley,
N. T. Dutton, A.
Samson, S. A True, H. M. Maling, W(J. Stetson, C. F. Richards, W. G. SarEstes, Sewall Browne, V. Hgent, B.
G. W. EPerkins,
Sprague, Horace
S. Riggs, F. J. Bioknell.
Barrows, A.
G, S. Fuller, G. Mayo, J. M. Wyman, J.
E. Cochrane, C. A. Towne, C.E. Young,
G. E. Tufts, H. E. Thayer, E. S. Drew,
E. PO. E. Hussey,
J. C. Donbam,
Grimes, S. C. Fletcher, J. H. Parshley.
X BX H. Barrows,
W. S. Ayres,
Foster, G. Merriam, A. N. Dury, B. hTilton,
F.
X
Lawrence, T. J. Ramdell.
Winslow, G. S. Chase, W. H.
B. H.
H*
Spencer, F. M. Preble, E. M. Foster,
R. Mitchell, E. W. Porter, F. M. Shaw,
RichLitchfield,
H B. Woods, W. N.
ard
Fosa, J. H. Tolman, J. W. Bangs,
H. Record, L. H.
E. N. Carver, E.
W. N. Thomas.
YOUNG PEOPLE’S
TION.

Copeland,
THE

organization

The new associayoung poople’s union.
a yearly convention at the
hold
tion
will
were
devotional exercises in charge of
time and place of the anniversaries and
Kev. W. B. Shumway.
each local Y. P. S. C. E. or Young PeoThen came the reports. The commitple’s Union will send delegates. The
tee on credentials reported 96 delegates new association is the result of a disto the best way
and 53 pastors in attendance, the mis- cussion of a year ago as
of accomplishing the end desired withsionaries and visitors also in attendanc
other young
the
out
interfering with
this
making a total of 227. As a matter of people’s societies. At the meeting
A. E. Kingsley of
Rev.
fact while the number registered is only forenooon,
of
presided. Rev. Mr. Samson
227, there are over 300 persons in atten- Bangor,
the formation of the
Portland
opposed
dance on the anniversary.
new
society op the ground that the
In accordance with the report of the young and old should work together in
4
committee, Damarisootta was selected the church.
that
Rev. Mr. Parshley maintained
as the place for next year’s meetings, and
would
prove a valuable
the new society
with
Rev.
as
S.
W.
Rev.
preacher,
Ayres
gold reserve.
adjunct to the work of the church.
We tender President Cleveland and J. H. Parshley as alternate.
The new society organized, with .he folthe
Demof
thanks
the
Carlisle
Secretary
On motion of Mr. White it was voted lowing officers:
ocratic party of Mossachusetts for their
President—F W. Johnson, Waterville.
that a week from next Sunday be set
patriotic efforts to protect the public
Vice-President—E. W. Porter, Kockthe pastors
adverse conditions apart as a day on which
the
oredit
under
land.
about
misrule,
Republican
by
the
desirbrought
should urge upon their people
Corresponding Secretary—Rev. *\. B.
and we oomrratuiate the
country upon
Zion’s Ad- Shumway, Springfield.
of
liberally
supporting
ability
confidence
business
the marked revival of
Secretary—Miss Maude
Recording
their s-nnoi-n fLia ototn nnnCP
aDd prosperity which has followed
Matthews, Belfast.
action.
rr.nouiii.flT-_Rov
_T W. nnnhrane. Hallo
The oommittee on Sunday sohools reported a series of resolutions recognizing well.
HOME RULE FOR CITIES.
Committee from the AssoExecutive
tho value of the Sunday sohools; urging
In state affairs we firmly believe that
ciations—Aroostook, Bev. C E. Owen;
the presence
that
be
by
they
supported
Bowdoinhanm Bev. C. A. Towne; Cumevery city in the state should be allowed
of the mombers of the church; berland, V. B. Foss; Damariscotta, Bev.
We denounce the efforts and aid
to govern itself.
the adoption of a system E. 0. Whittemore; Hanoocb, Bev. E. A.
of the Republican party to centralize the recommending
Bev. A. T. Binggold;
police power of cities in the governor of of grading suoh as is in use in some Mason; Kennebec,
self
Lincoln, Bev. J. F. Tilton; Oxford, W.
the state as a deadly blow at local
of the larger sohools, a method of house E.
comSargent; Penobscot, H. W. Bhodcs;
every
government and a libel on
which those who are debarred Piscataquis, H. A. Farrat; Washington,
We work by
munity affected by such legislation.
the
lessons
from attendance may study
H. Ward; York, Bev. Wm. Fletcher.
arraign the Republican party for fostering at home and help support the work, and G.
partisan purposes, a the use of the lessons prepared by the
upon cities tor
THE EDUCATION SOCIETY.
with
system of guardianship at variance
publication societies.
was devoted to the
afternoon
The
tne free exercise of the rights of their inmina
few
B. Illsey spoke
Rev.
Maine Education
This autocratic
method, utes inGeorge
habitants.
of the Maine annual meeting of the
commendation
adopted to thwart the will of the Bible Society and put into that few min- sooiety, over which the president, Bev.
majorities, is another proof that the utes so many faots and figures that it H. S.
Burrage, D. D., presided.
Republican party lacks confidence in the gave the members food for much thought.
Bev. Dr. Spencer, the treasurer, repeople.
Rev. Mr. Parshley of Rockland, reported
which
RELIGIOUS TOLERATION.
the committee on home missions, ported total receipts of $1,653.30,
for
of the Home Mis- leaves a balance in the treasurer's hands
no
the
find
should
differences
appeal
endorsing
Religious
to the northern churches of
sion
Of the expenditures $1,117.70
$12.63.
place in American politics, and the for anSociety
average contribution of 60 cents
in
Democratic party is unalterably opposed
Colby
was spent to aid young men
reference
made
The
a
member.
report
to the spirit of intolerant bigotry fostered
fact that the society had had a and the fitting schools.
to the
who
seek
those
for political purposes by
and had received aid
The report of the board of directors
to breed disoord and animosities among prosperous year
Secret which put it out of debt.
the republic.
the citizens of
began with expressions of regret at the
editor
of
“The'WatohRev.
Mr.
Horr,
political bodies aro a curse to party, state man, spoke in behalf of home mission* retirement of President Whitman of
so-called
and nation; we denounce the
The report says, however, that
Colbv.
its Mr. Horr described how tho imprint of
Protective Association,
American
the college is very fortunate in securing
We the early life of a community is lasting
Professor
purposes, its methods and its allies.
In as Dr. Whitman’s successor
so that its effects may long be traced.
welcome the assistance of all good citizens
the
this country the South was settled by Nathaniel Lutler to whose ability
of
the
in
who will co-operate
suppression
The college
the North of England directors pay high tribute
cavaliers,
English
for
movement
organized
have the
as
any political
Puritans and two distinct civilizations has had a prosperous year
of
number
The
religious proscription.
schools.
existed in this country for 800 years, so fitting
from seven a
that it was well said by Gen. Gordon at beneficiaries has increased
MOKE BLOOD SHED.
The society now
the Chickamauga celebration that slavery few years ago, to sixteen.
has no deficit thanks to the offerings of
was not the only question involved in
these
offerings must be
the Rebellion; thore were great ideas in the churches, but
do its
Conflict Between Armenians and the conflict
there. We find certain towns in kept up if the association is to
this country witli certain features not work.
Police.
Bev. Dr. Spencer spoke on the report
found in most of our towns, and if we
beneficiaries of the
trace the history of these towns, we shall and said that the
and
find that they were once garrison towns, sooiety did ot live on hasty pudding
More
Several Hundred Killed—Many
the society did
little settlements on the frontier, where wear ragged clothes, and
Dr. Spencer
Wounded—Minister Terrell Telegraphs
that they should.
perhaps something the habits of the early not mean
a subject to
bring
life is‘ still seen in the people. When bo- said that this was not
Particulars to Socretary Olney.
one that
it
was
but
to
tears
people’s eyes
twoon 1880 and 1860 the mighty emigraand
sense
common
to
Ootober
in
people’s
2.—Secretary
West
was
tion to the middle
progress, appealed
Washington,
whether or not
this th 3 movement was seized by the Eastern went back to the question
afternoon received
this
Oiney,
and
desired
was
Christians aud especially by the Baptists an educated ministry
men studying for
despatoh from Minister Terrell:
and the early presenoe of Christian mis- whether needy young
in their
Several
Monday.
“Constantinople,
sionaries in these young communities the ministry should be aided
Dr.
hundred Armenians marched on the was a great influence in counteracting efforts to' support themselves.
of
of
redress
a
keeping
Porte, professedly to ask
tho effects of ploneor life and making a Spencer told of the difficulty
Now there is only $50
grievances. The patriarch tried to prevent second New hmgland in the West. There the treasury full.
1,t.r„a«nrv. and
next November the
I are still many pioneer communities beit, but was unsuccessful, and a conflict
noonminri Kntnraun thn A T»m111 n.flG »ll(i
t.llfl
How
$200.
the Mississippi where me lormative society de sires to appropriate
yoml
ami
amount is
Turks
police. Probably about sixty
has not passed away and where to get tho $150 to make up the
stage
Armenians were killed, among others, a there is ample scope for the work of the the problem, and Ur. Spencer suggested
Turkish major.
Many were wounded. missionaries. The South is also a prom- that the special offering of last year be
Yester
The Armenians carried pistols.
by the churches this fall.
ising field. The war broke up its institu- repeatedMr.
Rev.
Kingsley jf Bangor said that
day several more were killed and last tions and now new habits aro being
hundred
several
and
killed
he
heard the appeals from these
80
were
when
night
And such events as the great
formed.
imprisoned. The Porte had notice of the fair at Atlanta and the Chiokamauga societies, he sometimes asked himself,
from?”
demonstration, which it is said was or- celebration
remind us that the old pre- “where is the money coming
the
ganized by leaders of the Hunchagist judice between North and South is pass- Mr. Kingsley proceeded to show that
to
role
have
were
Maine
whom
of
they
captured.
revolutionists,
19,000 Baptists
away.
ing
and more
I thiuk the Porte
Much terror exists.
Mr. Horr said that he did not believe furnish all the money required
of he 17,000 memWill be able to restrain fanatics.
Asia would be converted by the mission- to. He figured that if
“TERRELL.’’
(3000 were able to give an aver(Signed)
aries, but the missionaries would found bers only
mo yearly offereach,
of
amount
$30
churches whioh would grow age
the native
CONSPIRACY CASES POSTPONED.
the total exand spread until they themselves accom- ing would exceed by $50,000
So, in penditure of the Maine Baptists last year.
plished the work of conversion. number
X
A.
Ring■Rev. Dr. Hanson. Rev.
Sanford’s Cause Celebre l>id Not Come to the homo missionary work, the
and Rev.
in a year was not the story gold, Rev. Dr. Geo. S. Chase
of
baptisms
Trial Yesterday.
and it was then
also
Mr.
spoke,
Davis,
*'
of its accomplishments.
on
day,
Rev. H. C.
Mabie, D.D., spoke in voted to have an “education
the
shall be made in
which offerings
his
of
missions,
prefacing
THE
behalf
TO
foreign
PKE3S.J
[SPECIAI
to
words as to the churches to aid the societies, tho day
few
with a
remarks
Ootober 2.—The Sanfold con- value of the denominational press in the be appointed by tho executive committee.
Alfred,
of
the preceptress
Miss Thompson,
Dr. Mabie spoke
spiracy caso which was to have to come work of the church. in
instibehalf of the Hebron academy reported for that
and
eloquently
to
earnestly
has been continued
to trial today
s term has opened well
in
foreign fields, and the growth tution. This year
the Jauuury term to be held at Bidde- work
strong
in the subjeot among and the pupils are showing a
tho interest
of
of
BiddeP.
George
Haley
ford; Attorney
maintain themselves
the oountry. It is as com- determination to
counsel of 11 YY. Thompson, the people all over
ford
of
in
the
work
and
classes
receive afflictions for mis- well in their
mon now to
man accused, claiming in his motion for
The school is larger than over beservice from people living in the God.
sionary
witan
that
a
important
Miss
continuance,
enrolled.
far West as it used to be from residents fore, 150 pupils being
ness for the defenso could not be found.
of the organization of
of the old states of the East—Dr. Mabie Thompson told
women’s
and young
Haley claims that the ovidonce of this rehearsed the changes of recent years in young
men’s
will contradict the testimony ot
w ltness
and the
great
Asiatic
telling how the Christian associations
countries,
Allen, wh om it is understood would
the presence interest takon in them.
nolo contendre and as he growth of Russian power,
Coburn
have pleaded
Mr. Dutton reported
Rev.
of the French in Siam and the wonderand Thompson are both indicted on the
Institute. The past year lias
ful advance of Japan and her recent con- Classical
same charge, Allen’s plea would involve
one
of remarkable progress and sucboon
of
Chinese
the front
had
broken
quests
sharp
a
conThompson. Attorney Haley .wa$
In all this, Dr. Mabie saw cess. The new year opens with
heathendom.
Over
enough to see this aud it is believed
of Providence and oause for siderable increase in attendance.
tho hand
for
that owing to this he asked for a conaro
college.
preparing
that years ago Christians sixty pupils
The witness whom Lawyer thanksgiving,
tinuance
a graduate of
been moved to establish missions Miss Rose A. Gilpatrick,
he had
Haley claims to have up his sleeve,and which could now take advantage of these Colby university and Chicago university,
been ohosen preceptress. The need of
says Is, or was, in Milton, N. H.,
new conditions, Di. Mabie said that while has
The
that this individual met Allen when the
is again set forth.
had been roduced a dormitory
of
the
dobt
the
society
school is
most
latter was on his way to Sumersworth
the other religious life of the
one half by
legaoies,
generous
out
knock
Henry
to secure a slugger to
Y. M. C. A., has been
A
been half still oxisted, and the extinguishment gratifying.
formed.
Taylor of Sanford, the man who had
was a matter of vital importance to the
warrants
liquor
out
against
Institute
of
tho
Johnson
swearing
At the conclusion
Principal
work of the union.
the
dealers there, Thompsou included. AlMabie’s remarks a resolution was spoke of the educational system of
Dr.
of
the
County
interviewed by
so successful
len, when
endorsing the foreign mission Baptists of Maine, a system
adopted
the
today,
matter,
other
a
model for
Attorney regarding
officers were then unani- that it is becoming
Tho
the only man that he met work.
stated "that
states.
elected as follows:
while on his way tc mously
and talked with
Classical
Rioker
for
the
Institute, the
Resident—Rev. A. .T. Padelford.
Sumersworth was Pat Cassidy of RochG. B. Ilsley.
report showed 132 students in attendance,
Vice-President—Rev.
whomman
is
the
if
H.
Cassidy
decided gain over any previous year and
ester, N.
Corresponding Secretary—Rev. A. T. athe
school is in a flourishing condition in
Lawyer Halev Is after to testify in contra Dunn.
c
r.
to the
testimony of Allen, it
diction
H. S. Bur- all its departments.
Secretary—Rev.
Recording
find
to
matter
would have been an easy
Similar good tididngs were contained
seen in Sanford this rage.
for he was
him
in the report of Higgins Classical InstiTreasurer—C. Fred Morse.
Rev. J. H. Higgins
morning.
tute at Charleston.
Auditor—Charles Dunn.
C B. Hioks of B iston. who was indicted
P. Bonney, S. G. spoke of the school as the fourth child of
Ricker,
Tustees—J.
counts for forgery, pleaded
throe
on
G. D. B. Pep- that wonderful mother, Colby university.
to threi Sargent. A. IC P. Small,
Rev. F. M. Preble preached the annual
guilty to all and was sentenced
per, C.M. Herring, G. P. Herring, Moses
on eaoli indictment,
state
in
prison
years
J. W. Beede, E. Rowell, H. •sermon, taking as his text Kxodus 25 X,
the three terms to begin and end at thi Giddlngs, J. M. Studley, Jordan Snow, XI. The sermon was an able effort.
The prisoner broko dowr M Hart,
time.
same
The report of Colby university made
Austin Hall. C. M. Emery, C. V. Hanwhen sentence was pronounced on him.
Philbrick, J H. Higgins, A. this evening by Rev. Mr. Tilton makes
J. W.
who were present in th* son,
ir
His parents
Crane. J. Philbrook, L. R. Cook, H. appropriate reference to tho change
R
The committee finds the
court room were visibly affected. Hick:
J. A. Ford, the presidency.
W. H.
L.‘
Caulkins,
officials
not the man’s name aud the
is
E. A. Mason, K. G. university in a flourishing condition.
S. D. Kiohardson,
refuse to disclose it.
x
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NO FIGHT IN TEXAS
The legislature Backs Up Plucky
Governor Culberson.
AND PASSED THE ANTI FIGHT BIEL

OYEBYV HEL5UJNGLY.

and Fitz Liable

Corbett

Jail If

lu

Five

to

Year*

They Fight In Teza*—Argu-

ments Wore of

CONVEN-

has been perfected
today. It is to be known as the Baptist
Young People’s Convention and is designed to form a general association of
young Baptists without interfering with
the work of the Y. P. S. C. E. in the
A new

CENTS.

PRICE THREE

the

Against

Avail

no

Bill.

Austin.Tex., October a.—Both branches

the

of

Gov.

have

legislature

responded

to

Culberson’s
message and passed
anti-prize fight bill bv an almost

the
unanimous vote.
The vote in the House on the final pasbut five votes in
sage of the bill showed
in favor. The Senop position, with 107
ate took a recess until 3 this afternoon so
that the Dallas people might be given a
Kx*
the judiciary committee

hearing by
Gov. Gibbs, representing both interests
of Dallas, ma de an argument against the
emergency
hour after

Within an
the judibill back

clause in the bill.

hearing closed,
committee reported the
the

ciary
favorably, and within 55 minutes after
re-assembling tho Senate passed the
A hearing to the opponents of the
bill.
was given by the
clause
emergency
House
judiciary committee, but arguments

of

were

no

avail.

In the Hou.-.e

several members desired to be heard upon
the Senate bill, which was substituted for
the House bill. Amendments were adoptmateried, but do not’chango the measure
rhe
ally. As a result of the amendments to-

be returned to the Senate
Its
adoption in an amended
will be immediate, it wm
form
be sent to the Governor and his signaThe bill make
ture will make it a law.
and imposes a
prize fighting a felony,
principals for
punishment upon the
every infraction of the law by imprisonment in the penitentiary of no*- less than
two nor more than five years.
bill will
morrow.

THE Y. P. C. UGavdlHolding Its Annual Convention at
nor.

Gardiner, October 3.—The Young PeoUnion convention was
called to order at 11 a.m. Introductory
remarks were in: io by the Rev. W. H.
The following
Gould, state president.

ple’s Christian

committees were

appointed:

Credentials—Rev. O F. Alvord, KingEdith Grover, Bethel; Miss
field: Miss
Nelson, Portland.
Nomination—Rev.F. xt. Barton, Bethel;
..

Miss

Kimball,

Lewiston:

Mrs.

Rhodes, Biddeford.

J.

r.

,,

Reports-Rev. W. F. Small, North
Anson; Miss Georgia Bradley, Portland;
Miss Chalmers, Bangor.
Resolutions—Rev. F. C. Andrews, OiuMiss
town; Miss Anna Stevens, Lewiston:;
Delia Lane, West Sumner.
Turner
Finance—Rev. John Kimball,
Mr,
Center; Miss Fitzgerald, Cldtown;
Howard Wiley, Bethel.
The reports of the secretary and treaand state superintendent of the Y.
surer
P. O. U. were presented.
•At 2 p. m. the reports of committees
and papers were reaa by sevwere read
The reports from differeral members
ent unions followed. Officers were elected as follows:
President—C. F. Andrews. Oldtowu.
Vice-President—T. H. Branch, Water-

Secrotary—Anna M. Frye. Bethel.
South
Blossom,
Treasurer—L. H.
Turner.

;

Executive Committee—Georgia Bradley, Portland; Ruth T. Stevens,Waterville; Delia Lane, West Sumner.
wore addivs. es,
there
This evening
The Conquest of the Future” by x v
"The D cy
and
Turner
of
Kimball
John
Rev. E. F. Member of
of Today,” by

Bangor.
UNIVERSALIST SUNDAY SCHOOLSDoings of the Convention at Gardiner Yesterday.

Gardiner, October 3.—The 37tb annual
session of the Maine Universalisc Sunday School convention opened last evening with the following addresses: “A
Vitalized Faith,” Rev. F. E. Barton,
Bethel; “The Sunday School and the
Family,” Rev. E. B. Barber, Gardiner.
At 9 o’clogk this morning tho conferto order by Rev.
ence meeting was called
of Lisbon Falls. An adMr. Paysou
dress of welcome was made by Rev. E. B
Barber of Gardiner and responded to by

President (A M. Fletcher.
The following committee were appionted:
Credendtials—Chairman, Rev. W. F
Small, North Anson.
Finance—Chairman, Daniel Lora, Auburn.
J. F.
Rev.
Resolutions—Chairmau,
Rhodes, Biddeford.
Nominations—Chairman, Rev. W. W.

Hooper, Deering

Reports—Chairman,

Dr. G. M. T witch-

ell, Augusta.

Unfinished Business—Chairman, Rev.
O. F. Alvord, Kingflcld.
Then followed tho reports of the secretary and treasurer, and the convention
until tomorrow.

adj’ourned

rr

No better made. We court comparison, ifou
find our prices aud terms to buy or rent
m^quailed. Look around, but be sure and
visit Piano Headquarters.

will

200 Tremont St

_
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we

WILLIAMS THE LAMB

.The weather today
is lik-l to be
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PORTLAND

Boston.

GO.
NEW ENGLAND PIANOoctlecdtf
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t^ark,

A cream

Highest

ot

of all

tartar
in

United
Food Report.

—Latest

bakiug powder.

leavening strength.
States

Government

Royai Baking Powder Oo.
10# W*U SW X ¥-

WESTBROOK

BISMARCK.
Germany's

Great Leader

The committee on new streets of the
city council and the oity civil engineer
of a new
wore considering the location
street from Stroudwater street to Haskell
street in the vioinity of the residence of

Speaks

A Startling Truth,

This will bo one of the
Daniel Taggart.
handsomost located streets in the ci ty.
Mr. George Murch is acting as scorer at

—

And Gives

Lesson We Will

n

Ho

Well to Heed.
—

He

Blood and Iron Rob Jic

Says

World”.
_

dust What

This

Every

May Mean

the Rigby races.
of
A young son of Lewis Mayberry
Valentine street, while at play at recess
in the Bridge street school house Tuesday
aftefnoofk accidently
pushed his right
hand through a glass panel in a door, rcjcefvin|fs8rious injury thereby. He received a deep wound on his wrist and one
Dr. Knights was called
l on the thumb.

to

One of Us.

iSudi Startling Words Bring
Truth Home To Us.

the

Mr.

When Prince Bismarck, Germany’s
great leader said, “The world is not ruled
by parliaments and political meetings,
a
but by blood andiron,” bo uttered
truth, the extout of which few comprehend. The world is ruled by race—race
Is ruled by blood—pure blood. All genius
in war and in peace, is
the conditions of the blood.
dependent
It is the main spring of individual force
and powor. It vitalizes or onervates the
physical and mental strength. We speak
of blooded stock in the animal kingdom;
It will apply with equal force to the huaud all

talent,
on

man

race.

Joseph

Hezelton

has

accepted

a

PORTLAND.

SOUTH

cvuii.1

profes-

sional care, and you can consult him or
write to him about your case, freely and
without charge. This is a guarantee that
his remedy will cure, possessed by no
other medicine in the world.

WEDD1NGS.^
I'e i Id i

ne-Archibald.

A very protty home wedding took place
and
Mrs.
Geo.
at the homo of Mr.
Hodgdon on Stevens Plains avenue last
their
Agnes
sister,
evening when
Archibald was married to Mr. Thomas
H. Feildingj the popular conductor on
the Duering division of the Portland railroad. The bride was dressed in a gray
Mr.
cashmero with white trimmings.
William J.
Feilding, brother of the
groom, acted as best man, and Miss May
bnd esmaid.
as
Rackleffe of Woodfords
The presents were costly and numerous,
esteem inwliice the
showing tho high
• After
the
ore
held,
couple
an
informal reception was
ceremony
held during which ico cream and cake
was

served.
Burnham—Smith.

Cumberland Co. S. 8. Convention.

Cumberland
Sunday
County
School Convention will be held today in
the Gorham M. E. church, and an evein the
service
Congregational
ning
The

church. This will be the programme:
10.00 a. m.—Devotional service, Rev.
G. W. Reynolds.
10.30.—Welcome, Rev. E. C. Strout.

Response, president.
11.00. —Primary
work,

Mrs.
W. J.
of
Conference
Knowlton.
primary
workers. Appointment of committees.
12.. ,.— Basket lunch in the vestry.
1.30 p. in.—Dovotional service, Rev. E.
C Strout.
1.40.—Teachers’ preparation, Rev. G.
D. Lindsay.
2.05.—Teachers’ conference, conducted
by Thomas Varney.
3.00. —Reports from local associations
itJiU

&UliUUlb.

iuxouijXUJX

U1

amxxucxt*

Children Shrink
taking

A

novel

feature

of

the

de-

attached,
apron
their return'
After
to
the carriage.
they will make thoir home for the present
The presents
with the bride’s parents.
were numerous anti beautiful.

parture

was

an

Fatten—Bryant.
home wedding took
pretty
place Wednesday forenoon at the home of
on
bride’s mother
Spring street,
the
tvhin Miss Georgia F. Brvaut and Charley
Patten were married. The presents,
A,
were very pretty and useful, their many
testifying to the high[esteem
friends
Mr. and
hold
them.
in which they
A

Mrs.

very

Patten wili reside

on

Cumberland

sheet.__
the Navy,
Ex-Seoretary of

W.
C.
in Port-

and
family are
Whitney
land.
They came i from Bar ^Harbor,
and in the evening attended the Melba
concert at

City

hall.

| ONLY

2.34

THE

WAS

PACE

FOISHED.
*
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That Took

Five

Heats. All Below 3.15—

Tho 3.13 Trot

Darkness

at the
and

Sixth

Much

Purses

for

Postponed by

Heat—Splendid Contests

Excitement—Three

Today Besides

Heat of the 3.13—Kaces

JS3000

the Sixtli

Begin at Twelve

O’clock.

The

weather of
yesterday
brought a much larger attendance to the
Rigby races than the day before. At least
two thousand people were present. Nevor
in this state was there a better exhibition
wanner

They

don’t like its taste. But they are
eager to take what they like—
•Scotf/s Efnulsion, for instance.
Chil£f<So almost always like
Scott’s Emulsion.
And it does them good.
Scott’s Emulsion is the easiest,
mostpajatable form of Cod-liver
pil, with JJijp'Hypophospliites of
Lime and Soda added to nourish
the bones and tone up the nervous system.
The way children gain flesh and strength on
Scott’s Emulsion is surprising
even

to

the pole horse.
lost the
pole,
with
Last
Request taking the lead,
At tho first
Bumps close after her.
quarter Bumps went into the air and was

mission to trail behind
At the first turn Success

long in getting his feet that his
Last. Requost
friends feared a distance.
kept the lead till the home stretch when
Mascot, Jr., forced her so hard that she
lost her feet and had to finish in second
Hollister, Pussy Cat and Success
place.

so

were

bunched for third place, but finished

UI1I1U,

ivui VXJ

uuu

in 111

ivu^veviivij.

time was 2.10%, and thus Mascot Jr.,
knocked a quarter of a second off his
record of 2,10%. The quarters were, 32,
1.05, 1.38.
The second heat was more
exoiting,
that the tight for this
and gave

^promise

would bo a long and uncertain one.
Mascot Jr. broke under the wire and this
threw him out of the heat, that otherwise he would very likely have won. Hod
Nelson, who was trailing behind the
of the
took advantage
seoond horse,
race

break to dodge in at tho first turn, and
ain the pole, but Sarah Fuller was in
too fast company to retain that coveted
position for more than ono hundred
Last
yards, and the other brown mare,
Request shot ahead. Bumps was close
after her and from the half’around to tho
finish these two superb horses wero al*1

But it was the
most neck and neck.
beautiful mare’s turn to win this time.
a
Close together, without
skip, they
the
turn and down the
came around
stretch. Bumps could not force tho mare
off her feet as Mascot Jr., did in the first
heat and so she won by a neck.
Third place went to Success, who was
on the inside.
Pussy Cat came down the
outside very fast and Hayden raised his

whip in hopes

of third

placo,

but
Mascot

he
Jr.

physicians.

All delicate children need it.
Don't be persuaded to accept a substitute!
Scott 4 Bowne, N. Y, All Druggists. 50c. and $1>

uom
X XiO
tu J'jUUII XX.
giMJ
Marret.t’s colt Woven Wind for $100 aside.
the pole till past the half when Fannie
ol mucn
A newspaper correspondent
Wilcox went ahead, James L. and Tomah experience, who' was present at Rigby
Just before the last
coming close after.
yesterday, for the first time, and who has
turn, James L. made a wild break and douo a great deal of work on the western
to
then down the home stretch began
traoks, said that lie never saw a race
close up on the brown mare. By a splen- course that was so well appointed in
did burst of speed in response to Swin- every respect as Rigby.
ton’s urging, James L. shot by Fannie
Gorham.
just before the wire and came in first.

[Jlclue

rnuiw

Because of his break, which the judges
decided to be a gaining one, James L.
was set back to second place and the heat
Tomah was
given to Fannie Wilcox.
and
H.
faster at the iast than Edith
came in third. The latter got only fourth
place, after her long lead ou the back
This
time was 3.10%.
stretch. The

the wire, but Fannie Wilcox won by a
neck. Early Bird led the tailenders and
Edith H. was off color
Paine in fourth.
in this heat and coudn’t seem to strike

was

the lead splendidly, andS;ook it at the
third quarter Nelson was coming fast in
third place at that time and it looked as
if Sarah Seller might get inside the
But the home stretch
money limit.
showed that she was in too fast company.
Bumps drew away and crossed the wire
far in the lead. Last Request was steady
and kept second place.
Pussy Cat and
behind Nelson
Hollister came up from
and captured third and fourth respectiveBilly Crocker
ly. The time was 2.13%.
was

drawn.

heat was Ja great surprise
It was a splendid
delight to all.
exhibitionby Mascot Jr. After going oil
The fourth

and

a

one, and this year: was no exception. The
attendance was much
larger than for
hall was well filled
many years. The
with
exhibits, fruit and vegetables beThe needle
ing especially noticeable.
and fancy
work was very fine, but not
as large as last year.
There was a good show of oattle and
The fakirs were conspicuous by
horses.
their absence, but the dining tent proprietors and peddlers used their lungs
with good effect advertising their busiBetter police arrangements ought
ness.
to be made in the future, there being
several scenes not on the programme. At
10 a. m., the trials of strength took place
with the following result: Draft oxen,
7 feet 8 inches and over, Frank Morrison,
The ladies’
1st; W. Waterman, 2d.
competition race took place at 11 o’clock.
Mra Kate Lamb finished first and Mrs.
Mrs. Lamb’s
Z. H. Hawkes, seoond.
was 2.47, beating the best record
time
made at the County fair.
The interest in the afternoon of course
the races and they proved
oenterod in
The traok is not a
interesting.
very
Rigby and fast time was not looked for.
E. M. Wilson, C. F. Swasey
Messrs.
and
George Chadbourne were in the
stand. Following is the summary:

drew
away from the rest and fought it
put alone. James L. was second till the
last turn, when he went off his feet at
that critical point, just as he did in the
Tomah took second and
previous heat.
made a fine burst for first place close to

finished seventh. The time was 2.11%.
The third heat put a third horse in the
line for first place,^and split up the result
still more. Mascot Jr. broke again at the
beginning and was out of this third heat
Those breaks are
as well as the second.
very bad for a horse that took the first
Last Request led for tho
heat in 3.10%.
first half,' but Bumps was ready this time
to show what he could do and fought for

usual weather,
The
clear, cold and
windy attended the annual fair of the
Gorham
and Standish
Farmers’ Club
at Union
Park, North street, Gorham,
Tuesday, October 1st. This fair is run
by some of the best farmers in the two
towns
who have made it so successful
has
that it
quite a local reputation.
They do not pride themselves on running
a
big show, but they have a first class

two
record
lowered Fannie Wilcox’s
seconds. The quarters were 33%, 1.03%,
1.36 and 2.10%. The pace was altogether
boo hot for Early Bird, who finished fifth.
The third heat was a fierce contest between Fannie Wilcox, Tomah and James
L. After the half these three great horses

The time was
ker gait.
was drawn.
The fourth heat of this

quite

CATHOLICS
They Have

a

Grievance

Interior

HOKE.

AFTER

Against

Shaw, Weston F. Millikan. James CunL.
ningham, Clark H. Barker, Peletisli
Isaaih
Whltehouse, W. Edwin Ulmer,
the Daniels, Samuel A. Stone and Alvin P.

Department.

3.12%.
exciting

Celaya
race

the most sensational and surprising
Nemoline was trailing and had a
‘1
being
go,
very poor chance at the
several lengths behind.
Fanny Wilcox

yet.

kept tho pole till tho third quarter, with
behind.
Tomah close
James L. and
for the
James L. broko at that point
The rest were
third time and fell out.
ill bunched at the beginning of the home
stretch, when Fannie Wilcox lost her feet
ind Early Bird took her place. Nemoline
;ame to the front, most unexpectedly and
It
pontestod the lead with Early Bird.
was no use for Golden to ply the whip,
rhe steady roan stallion was doing his

Three-minute Class.
Turner Girl, b m, (Wallace),
Jack, bl g, (Colesworthy),
Snide, b g, (Dresser),
1

Zoe. br m, (Paine),
Dick, b g, (Hanson),

2 111
13 2 2
8 8 8 3
6 4 4 4
4 6 6 6

Time—3.11„.8.04. 2.50 1-4.
Farmers’ Race, best [two in three, driven

to road wagons.

1 1
Lady Pinkham, b m. (Libby),
2 2
Nemoline’s ex- Major, b g, (Wescott),
Pest as he always does.
dis
b g, (Roberts),
Dick,
traordinary spurt was simply irresistable.
Time—3.37 1-3, 3.34.
rhe black mare had a chance among the
Three-year olds, one-half mile boats.
leaders for the first time and there wa
She tore down to tho
whirlwind, and
steadily
passed Early Bird and won. James L.
was third and Tomah fourth. The crowd
tm

beating her.

wire like

u

Nemolino
plieered long and loudly, as
made this unexpected victory, for they
remembered the poor chance she had at

1
2
3
4

Geneva,
Roy, s g, (Paine),
Kit, b m, (Whitney),
Gyp, br. m, (Roberts),
Time—1.41, 1.40.

1
2
3
4

Freo-for-All.

Congress to [ Investigate the Secretary’s Dealings with Indian Affairs

May

Ask

Mons.

Stephan’s

Statement.

(Phinney),

111

Jordan,

During the meeting Captain Prindable
house
committee,
chairman of the
presented as the gift of an honorary
member, a magnificent crayon portrait
framed in gold of Gov. (Heaves.

N, Trefetben, Benjamin
Andrew J. Cummings.

in the History of Medicine.
Honesty, Excellence, Faithfulness
Fitly Rewarded.

Unequalied

[SPECIAL

at work at Wrightwood avenue and Clark
street preparing to put the Ferris wheel
in motion once more. A massive foundation of crossbars, concrete, and solid
masonry was put in. This is twentynine feet deep, and it took nearly three

expenditure of 140.000 to
complete this portion of the work alone.
This oomplete, the workmen began to
months and an

TO OCR I.ADY

READERS.]

Never in the history of medicine has
the demand for one particular remedy for
female diseases
equalled that
attained
by
Lydia E.
Pinkhams

Vegetable
Compound
and never
in the history of
Airs.

Gribben and

Pinkhams
wonderful

Compound

EASTPORT INDUSTRY CRIPPLED

has the

demand
Sardine Factory Employes

The

Are

All

for it been

Out.

so

California,
from the Gulf to the St. Lawrence,

of the sealers and can-makers, the entiro
force of sardine factory employes—with
the exception of J. D. Young’s factory,
wages until
which does not reduce the
Thursday have left their work in a body,
and, refuse to return unless tho old

Ailments of Women.

is allowed. This the manufacturers
refuse, and how the strike, or cut-down
There
is
will end it is difficult to tell.
one sure fact. All factory owners are firm

and at that time if they do not consent,
the buildings will be closed.
The Lubeo people are working day and
night, putting up fish at a saving to the
owners of 15 cents a case, a big profit cn
a season’s pack.
Quite a number have left the city, including the Canadians who are satisfied
that they oannot afford to wait for the
end of the strike.

but her father relented so far as to give
her son a superior education, which, with
the uselhe made of it, was worth as much
as name or

legacy.

come

the glad tidings of woman’s suffering
relieved by it; and thousands upon thousands of letters are pouring in from
grateful women, saying that it will
and does positively cure those painful

price

in the reduction, and will close for the
season, if the men do not return at once,
The men have been
at the out prices.
given until tonight to decide their fate,

great as

it is today.
From
Afaine to

Eastport, Ootobor S.—Contrary to expectation and against the wishes of many

There was a romance in the history of
Chicago, Oot. 3. —The big Ferris wheel the late Professor Riley, the famous enwhich was one of the great features of the
tomologist, whose death occurred recentMidway is once more in operation
ly. His mother, who was a member of
Ever since it was torn down at the close an old and aristocratic English family
of the World’s Fair the Ferris wheel has was disowned for marrying beneath her;
been an incongruous mass of iron until a
little over six weeks ago; when it was
transported to the North Side. For nearly four months the workmen have been

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

a
burst
This announcement provoked
Washington, October 2.—A newspaper
from tho members, who
hero says the Catholic Arohbishops in a of applause
secret session will discuss the expediency showed their appreciation by a rising vote
and propriety of
arraigning Secretary of thanks.
The following is the membership of
Hoke Smith of the Interior Department
bead the
committee:
President
executive
upon complaint of Mons. Stephan
of the Catholic I ndian missions, for un- Libby, William G. Soule, ex-President
just discrimination in the administration Carroll W. Morrill. John D. Prindable,
H.
William
of Indian affairs. The special grievance Horatio Clark,
Dugan,
is Edward P. Chase, Clinton L. Tewksbury,
of which Mons. Stephan complains,
the treatment of over 200 of the Nez Perce Henry H. Hunt, Thomas Payne, Charles

It will cure the v/orst forms of female
complaints, all ovarian troubles, inflammation and ulceration, falling and displacements of the womb, and Consequent
spinal weakness, and is peculiarly
adapted to the change of life.
Every time It will cure

Backache.
1

It has cured more eases; of leucorrhoea
by removing the cause, than any remedy
the world has ever known; it is almost
infallible in such cases. It dissolves and
expels tumors from the uterus in an
early stage of development, and checks
any tendency to cancerous humors.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Liver Pills
work in unison with the Compound, and
are a sure cure for constipation and sickAirs. Pinkham’s Sanative
headache.
Wash is frequently found of great value
Correspondence
for local application.
is freely solicited by the Lydia E. Pinkham Aledicine Co., Lynn, Mass., and the
strictest confidence assured. All drugThe
gists sell the Pinkham’s remedies.
Vegetable Compound in three forms,
Liquid, Pills, and Lozenges.
—

WALTER COREV CO.
---x-—-

the mass of iron and steel into the
large wheel which delighted so many visFor thirty-five
itors to the World’s Fair.
days this work has been going on, and now

shape

the wheel is complete again. Yesterday
the large engines whioh operate the big
wheel were started, and the 3,800 tons of
iron and steel were put in motion. The
wheel revolves as easily as before it was
torn down, and nearly all the clank and
jar that attended its operation at Jaokson
Park are now absent, and it oaunot be
heard one half a block distance. The
same
engines drive the
powerful
machinery, and the whole went together
without a hitch.
During the past week the management
have had a force of 260 men busy rushing
the work, and inside of a week it is expected to have the big wheel ready to
throw open to the publio.
Thursday was
the day fixed, but it is doubtful if the
wheel will be ready by that time. The
ears have all been remodeled, and now
the interior is of hardwood finish and the
glazing is of double strength French
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The grounds around the wheel are in
unfinished state. It is intended to
eroct a summer opera pavilion just north
of the wheel and around the machinery
are located restaurants and
promenades.
In the southwest oorner of the grounds
will be a dining hall and cafe. The main
floor is to consist of a large dining hall,
the second will be devoted to private
dining rooms and a large banquet hall,
while the third floor will be reserved for
the use of the employes.
It was not the intention of the manager
ment to open the grounds before next
spring, when they have arranged to have
the grounds beautified by 10,000 roses,
twenty-eight small trees and otheshrubs, and 15,000 electrio lights. An orchestra of thirty pieces will discourse
music and the opera pavilion will have
an English opera company for an attraction.
The wheel itself will be open in a week,
if the company carries out its present intentions, and visitors will have an opportunity to see Chioago from the olouds.
The wheel is located on one of the high-

-"-s'
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$2.50

plate.
an

From
seen from Garfield Park..
the top a much better view of the city
the start. The time was 3.13.
* «
JLUD, Kl s,
be secured than when at Jackson
can
8 3 3
The fifth heat wont to Nemoline by a Fred Weaver, b s, (McCorrison),
Park. It Is the intention to make the
4 4 4
Little Fred, b g, (Smith),
finish
of
the
the
sensational
a single admission fee, and
of
whole
giving
repetition
the visitors as much of a ride as they
Time—a 40, 2.38, 2.37 1-2.
previous heat, She lost the pole to Tomah
want. After paying at the gate a person
Bird took
it the first turn and Early
can attend the opera, ride
an hour,
get
Springvale’s Fair.
second place. There was a great burst of
out of the wheel, dine at the restaurant
baok
closed
then
for
one
and
all
and
and
ail
half
TO
TEE
at
the
go
up
PRESS.]
they
ride,
[SPECIAL
speed
prioe of admission, with the exception of
Fannie Wilcox came around
in a bunch,
Sanford. October 2.—There was a good the dinner, of course. The grounds will
outside, and it lookod as if she
m the
transformed into a park and efforts
of
fair
be
the
attendance
Springvale
today.
but
heat and
race,
would get the
was all that could
be will be made to make wheel parties a fad
The weather
among the fashionable people next year,
Nemoliuo’s spurt at the last turn was desired.
Races in the three minute and and
elegantly furnished dining rooms
last
Early Bird 2.36 classes resulting as follows:
one,
just like the
will be one of the attractions.
before
and
it
struggled even better than
THREE MINUTE CLASS.
A Meeting of the Lincoln Club.
was something of a
question to the
Huzlen Junction, 1 1 1
A large and very enthusiastic meeting
iudience which passed under the wire Elial, b s, Snow,
Wilkes, g s, Sprague,
Prescott
dread, but the judges declared that
2 3 2 of the Linooln olub was held last evening
Haverhill,
Wilcox
Fannie
was
in Monument
b m,
at the rooms
Nomoline had won.
Goodwin,
square.
Kitty Olydo,
3 2 dr President George
third and Tomah fourth. Time was 3.13.
Springvale,
Libby was in the chair.
that the
Time—2.88, 2.45)4, 2.45.
The meeting was a
one being
It was so late at this point

Alspin, b s,

MERITEDJEWARD.
SALES OP

as

tribe who he asserts have been deprived
of allotments, solely booause
they were
Catholics, and members of one of the
bureau missions. A long correspondence
on the subjeot, alleged to have passed between the mission bureau and President
owned
E.
Hutohins
N.
by
Seer, 2.15%,
drew of Auburn, Me., went a mile to beat her and Secretary Smith, is quoted by the
The starters in the 2.13 trot
newspaper as a consequenoe of which the
positions as follows: Tomah. Edith H., record of 2.30%, made Tuesday, and to Monsigneur determined to light the
L.,
Early Bird get into tho 2.30 list.
She
Colaya, Nemoline, James
succeeded, Secretary. If the church dignitaries apThere was
much
and Fannie Wilcox.
prove his plan, oharges will be preferred
making the mile in 2,28.
against the Secretary’s management and
difficulty in getting off for the first heat.
Riley, a brown stallion, by the Seer, Congress be asked to investigate them.
Fannie Wilcox who drew sixth plaoe had owned by John Riley, Lewiston, wont a Besides
this, the article isays a body of
She is a wild
to
to be put on the outside.
mile to beat his record of 3.30%, and to ohuroh members will be organized
After
creature and
He succeeded in support at the polls the demands of the
very uncertain.
get into the 2.30 list.
have
been
wo
when
“Heretofore
mission.
scoring many times, they came down as 2.29.
attacked.” Mons. Stephan is quoted as
the three saying, “our priests hove been practically
scattering us a flock of partridges. Starter
The races for today, besides
can’t
off
in
“You
get
from seeking relief through
Jenkins shouted:
year old trot and the final heat of the 2.34 prohibited
I hope
that way,” and then to everybody’s sur- pacing, postponed from yesterday, will any political agency. Hereafter,
retiocnce
of Catholics will be
this
prise shouted”Go.”. It was a very UDeven inolude a 2.40 trot, purse $2000; a 2.19 changed, and we will stand np as an orstart and the audience seemed to think
Conpaoe, purso $2000, and a 2.19 trot, purse ganization for our rights under the
From now those who wilfully
He
stitution.
so.
Tomah was not headed at all.
$2000.
disregard to aooord us equal privileges
stretob.
took a long lead on the back
In the 2.40 trot three will start Miokey, with other
in this
religious bodies,
Edith H., drew away from the bunch
2.21
has
done
who
j Stella,
by Jay Bird,
country will have to answer for such to
The history of our Catholio
after him, but couldn’t close up the gap. by Woodbrino, with a record of 2.17% and the voters.
of
The fight was between James L. and Dixie, who can go In 2.21 or better,
be- missions is a reproaoh to the dealings
this government.
Early Bird for third plaoe, but the latter sides several other fast ones.
or
Indian
Neither Seoretary
Smitli
finished
the pace and
couldu't hold
In the 2.19 pace will start Nellie Mc- Commissioner Browning are in the oity.
fourth. Tomah and Edith finished first Crary, who has done 2.13, Prairie Lilly, Other officers of the Intorior Department
declined to discuss the matter.
and second, the same postions they had who is very fast, Nelson’s Ellsworth by
held from the start. The time was 2.15.
Dictator Chief and Parker, by Nelson.
FERRIS WHEEL READY.
Fannie Wilcox got steadied down in
In the 2.19 trot Sirock had done
2.15,
the second heat and showed that she is and Frenzie L, is a fast ono.
Famous World’s Fair Attraction Again in
Tomah couldn’t
fast as she is skittish.
John E. Thayer’s colt,
Today Col.
rosuiuut
hold the pole after the first turn and gave Abdul Ameer, is matohed to race W. H.

reached it.
didn’t reoover from that first disastrous
He
break and apparently didn’t try.

hadn’t

auu

Collection to defray exoilier business.
At 8 p. m. a
pense of the convention.
primary workers’ meeting will be held In
the vestry.
7.00.—Devotional servico.
7.15. —Why the young men ought to be
in the Sunday school, Rev. R. C. Drisko.
7.45.— Stereopticon lecture by Rev. J.
K. Pierce.
Collection for State Sunday
school work.
Reduced rates on the railroads have
Trains
been granted to the convention.

A pretty afternoon wedding took place at
the residence of John A. Smith, when
is only daughter Mary E.. was united leave-Portland at 3.45 and 5.18.
in marfiagfe to Edward Burnham of Port-!
Rev. F. W. Davis performed the
land.
Only the relatives of both
ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs.
present.
parties were
Burnham iett at 4 o’clock for New York
medicine.
from
amid the usual shower of rice and old
shoes.

i_

of close contests by horses that are worthy
position with Mr. T. H. Snow.
this
The S. D. Warren lodge of American of any audience on any track in
Mechanics is making preparations for a
Tho account below will prove
country.
fair and sale.
this.
Mr. Albion Quinby has been oonfined
to iiis home with sickness the past wagk. I THE TWO-THIRTY-FOUR PACE.
James Harson, was arrested by Offioer
The starters in the 2.34 class pacing
Withnrn Wednesday morning for vagrancy
of the drew their places as follows:
Success,
and on suspicion of being one
parties who broke and entered the Mascot.
Jr., Holliter, Last Request,
White
stations at South Windham, and
Sarah Fuller and
He was brought before Billy Crocker, Bumps,
Rock, recently.
It was expected that Bumps
Judge Tolman. The court was unable to Pussy Cat.
ltrove that the man was in any way con- and Mascot, Jr., and Last Request would
alnected with the last named crimes,
make a close light as the two former had
though thero were strong suspicions that records of
2.10%, ami the latter has
he was one of the party of these burglars.
On the charge of vagrancy, lie was found pushed them to the wire in that time on
guilty and sentenced to sixty days. several occasions. Nelson received per-

Wheu Greece was full of vital energy,
when the cultivated her physical health Parties from South Windham and White
she became mistress of the world, and Rock, will give the man a call to see if
her great Alexander wept for other worlds they can identify him ns connected with
to conquer; but when sho became effemi- the burglaries..
nate a horde of barbarians overran uud
destroyed her, leaving behind them a
path of mournful ruins. In tainted blood,
impure and weak, was written that nation’s sad epitaph. So queenly Rome and
Mr. George Lane of Cash’s Corner, got
many another nation has suffered in the
loss of physical prowess and been de- severely jammed last* Tuesday by a team
stroyed or hurt. We need, both as a na- that was hauling coal into a stable.
tion and as individuals, to take this imbeween the cart and the
portant lesson to ourselves. Be well and He was caught
keep so; mend up the waste places; partition of the stable. Medical assistance
strengthen the nerves and purify the was summoned and he was soon made
blood. Then, long life is assured; good
comfortable. No bones wore broken.
work in the world will come,and you will
A two-horse buckboard was stolen from
know the blessings of sound body and
happy mind Nothing has yet been dis- Rigby Park yesterday and came down
use
nr.
>ms
covered to accomplish
It
through Cash’s Corner on the run.
Greeno’s Nervura blood aud nerve'remand
was quickly
however,
pursued,
EHi
edy.
The
a
two-mile run
The great Bismarck did no more for captured after
Germany in discovering her elements of llllUl
wan
luugou in |,Lxic j.wguj
this
than
has
unity and enforcing them,
last night anil he will eomo before Judge
distinguished specialist done for mankind fn discovering his wonderful remedy Robinson October 2.
for all blood ailments and nerve weakA. A. Beans’ house is nearly finished
ness,
giving health and strength and and presents a very fine appearance.
be
take
it
and
all
who
will
happiness’to
is building a new
Wm. Noyes
Mr.
Do not fail to
cured of their suffering.
improve this fortunate opportunity. stable in connection with his fine resiTako Dr. Greeno’s Nervura blood and dence at Cashs Corner.
uerve remedy and you can be well and
Ladies’ Veteran lfiiemen’s League.
strong, strong to conquer what end you
undertake in life.
Firemen's
room of
the Veteran
Tiie
N.
of
Mr, F. A. Arnold,
Woodsville,
H., says: “Three months ago I was in a Association presents a pretty sight under
Mv stomach re- the auspices of
the Ladies’
Veteran
vory debilitated state.
fused to act, and after eating I suffered Firemen’s
League.
blood
was
My
pain from indigestion
Mrs.
Originated by the president,
In a very low state, and I was in no coninstiI did keep around, but Brooks, the Ladies’ League have
dition to work.
Suffered
kidneys tuted a fair in aid of the newly formed
continually.
My
bothered me considerably, and I had conare
Tables
association.
tastefully
tinual pain in the small of my back.
“I was considerably discouraged about arranged with tempting articles, which
my condition, and feared that I should in themselves combine both the useful
be obliged to give up work. I beard of and the ornamental.
Any gentleman
Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
the fair will find it a pleasure
remedy and its wonderful results upon patronizing
to be wnited upon by the agreeable lady
others^ and I determined to try it.
“I had no faith in the virtues of the attendants.
romedy when I began its use, but now I
The Ladies’ League is an auxiliary to
am rejoiced to say that I cannot help havworthithe Veteran Firemen, hence the
ing faith, for it completely cured me, and ness of the object.
I work with comfort every day.
of
Ladies’
The
Hartford,
Auxiliary
“My business is railroading, which I
Edward
sent articles by Mrs.
could not now do if it had not been for Conn.,
from which the Portland League
Downe,
blood
and
nerve
Dr. Greono’s Nervura
from
Also
realized
Salem, Maes.,
remedy anil I gladly recommend it to Mrs. R. $16.
N. Driscoll sent to Mrs Brooks,
all.”
value of $8.
to
the
articles
president,
Why waste tiipo in trying uncertain
of the pieces are really beautiful.
and untried remedies, whsn here is a phy- Many
Veteran
The Ladies'
Firemen’s League
sician’s pfepscription, a discovery made
has a membership of twenty-eight, and
by the greatest living specialist in curing this number
of themhave
contributed
nervous and chronic diseases, Dr. Greene,
Cake
If selves for the fair, thirty dollars.
of 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.
eaoh
can
be
had
and ice cream
day. The
you take this medicine you can consider
until
continue
fair
will
Friday
night.
Dr. Greene’s direct

yourself under

Yesterday.

and dressed the wounds.
Mr. Lewis McLellan was in the oity for
the Gorham overseers of the poor yesterday, looking after a family that are in
hard straits.
All will bo glad to know that Mrs. Eva
Webb Hozelton has steadily improved in
health since her arrival at the home of
her father, ox-Mayor Webb of this city.

Long Races at Rigby Park

And

third
place and third
Following is tha unfinished summary
content with
got
second
Wilox, b m, by Jerome
Last
while
Request
Fanny
money,
“Eddy, M. B. Wilcox, Southlngmoney. Hollister got fourth money.
John
Driver
» ton,
Conn.,
7 118 3
Following is the summary:
Sheeny,
Wilkes
b g, by
by Jersey
Nomoline, blk m,
Mascot, Jr,
GerElliott,
A.
Wilkes, W.
Baggs, SpringHurrah, James
5 b 5 1 1
field, Mass., Driver Baggs,
mantown, Pa., Driver Elliott, 1 7 0 1 1
Last Request, b in, by Bourbon
Tomah, oh g, by Kdgardo, J. J.
Driver
Wilkes, W.S. Brown, Montreal,
Bowen, Medford, Mass
1 3 3 4 4
3 13 5 3
P. Q., Driver Rathburn,
Jock Bowen,
Bird,
Wilkes,
Baron
b
Early Bird, r s, by Jay
Bumps,
g, by
Leach Stream Farm, Canaan,
Dick
Wilson, Biughampton,
6 3 12 3
4 6 4 2 3
N. Y., Driver Wilson,
Vt., Driver Jim Golden,
Jr.,
Almont.
James
Hollister, b g. by
L., br g, by Dexter
KirkA. N. Kingsley, Ashuelot, N.
Prince, W. F. Steele,
3 6 4 4 4
3 2 3 3 6
wood, Del., Driver Quinton,
H., Driver Parkor,
Vt
ilkos,
Edith H., g m by Deucalion, W.
Pussy Cat, g m, by Gen.
N.
Franklin
Mass.,
Falls,
H. N. Allin, Waltham,
F.BDaniel,
4 4 3 7 7
2 4 6 6 6
Driver Hayden,
It., Driver Cook,
Sarah Fuller, b in, by Nelson,
Celava, oh in. by Allandorf, D.
A. Snell, New Bedford,- Mass.,
C. H. Nelson, WuterviUe, Me.,
7 6 5 3 5
6 7 7 dr
Driver Paine,
Driver Nelson,
Success, b m, by Edgemark, C.
Time-3.15, 3.10%, 2.12%, 2.12, 3.13.
A. LitchiieUl, Boston, Mass.,_
NOTES.
5 3 8 6 6
Driver Woodbury,
Billy Crocker, b g, by Artemas,
the owner of Early
Van
Dyke,
George
Rigby Park,
Jr.. E. Noyes,
8 8 7 dr
Bird, was one of the rioh horse fanciers
Me., Driver Nojes,
who watched tho races with particular
Time—3.10)4, 2.11)4, 2.13)4, 2.12, 2.14.
interest.
The
Between the heats, Lon Seer, by
THE TWO-THIRTEEN TROT.

Per Pair.
-FRO UVI-

$2.50

$50.00

to

Per

Pair.

New Lace Curtains

euslly

u

getting seventh and sixth place, he settled
down to the best that was in him, and
Elliot got
far surpassed all the others.

permission

to “trail"

at the start

and

but Bumps’s
way
once,
driver, Wilson, who was afraid of Mascot,
objected and Elliot had to take his place
This didn’t seem to
near the oustide.
bother him much, for ho remained on the
scored

that

outside and kept passing horse after horse
till at tlio half he was close after Bumps
and Last Bequest, who were fighting for
the pole. At the last turn Mascot strode
past Bumps and came to the wire so far
in the lead that Bumps drew up a little,
Nelson’s
since he had second place safe.
Sarah Fuller had been having a close
contest with Last Request, and won it
this time, coming in third. Hollister also
made a spurt and took fourth place from
MasLast Bequest. The time was 2.12.

Jr’s Jong steady gain around the outside and final long lead to the wire without a skip, was the cleanest heat of tho
I’he “old man” Elliot, made a
race.
exultation
demonstration of
supreme
off
under the wire by taking his hat
cot

shouting. It was a drive and victory
that might well have induced enthusiasm
in the most phlegmatic of jockeys.
the
The fifth heat was nobody’s till
very last.
Bumps took the pole from
and

Mascot on the back stretch and Last Bequest cook the pole from Bumps. At the
demonlast turn Mascot conclusively
strated his superiority by coming around
both his formidable rivals on the outsido,
and. easily
Bumps
oomiug in first
broke at that turn and thus had to be

special

2.36 CLASS.
judges decided to postpone the three year
)ld trotting race till today.
ch m, Cloudman,
Bell,
Bonny
won
Of course only those who had
111
Rochester,
heats came out for the sixth heat in the Tom, b g, Wilkinson, Springvale, 2 2 2
5
8 8
b
g, Foss, Cornish,
3.13 class. Nemoline, Fanny Wilcox, and Valkyrie,
3 4 7
b s, Fifield, Alton, Vt,
Alooe,
and
scored
Tomali finally appeared
once,
Bessie K., ch m, Ridge, Ports4 7 4
but they had been so long in coming, and
mouth,
it was so dark that the judges announced Bradford B., g g, Jordan, Cornish, 6 5 6
ch
Alien,
Springvale, 7 6 6
g,
ihat they couldn’t see the stride on the Wonder,
8 e 8
Nellie, b m, Gibbetts, Sanford,
this
and
aritical
back stretch
postponed
2.38-34, 2.30.
Time-2.39)4,
and final heat till 13.30 today.
Many
that Nemoline would win had
She is
:ho race been finished yesterday.
better after
v horse that, gets better and
It may make a
:hree or four heats.
iiffurence to her that the last heat was
posptoned. Fanny Wilcox is erratic any-

rxpeoted

way, and Tomah is as steady as a clock.
This final heat of this great race will not
jo the least of today's attractions, by any
means.

called to hear the report of the executive
committee in regard to the extension of
the
membership of the organziation
The plan was anthroughout the state.
nounced in yesterday’s PRESS.

$1.00

$75.00

Per

Pair.

T

In our New Fall Liue of Portieres and Lace Curtains we have
all the latest effects to he found in the market.
You cannot know what there is for Style and Honest Value
in the Drapery Line until you have carefully inspected our New
Fall Stock for’95.
•-X-—

WALTER

COREY

Reliable House Furnishers and

Captain John D. Prindable said that
the
the arrangements had met with
utmost sucoess.
Vice presidents to
represent each of the sixteen counties will

octleodlw

appointed and the work of organizing
will at once begin.
The club will be known as the
Reed
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Trafton of Club of Maine
founded by the Linolon
their wedding
are
making
Georgetown
club of Portland.
It will attend the
tour on bicycles.
next
Rev. Edwin R. Smith of Boston has Republican National convention
of
the
the
to
pastorate
been called
Congre- summer in a body.
at
church
Farmington.
gational
A committee tojco-operate with the
executive committee was appointed by
HOOD'S PILLS cure Liver Lis,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggist*.

to

CO.,

Manufacturers,

20 Free Street.

be

Governor
Libby as follows:
Cleaves, ex-Mayor George P. Wescott,
Col. Fred N.
Dow, Col. Thomas P.

WORMS IN CHILDREN. |
Hundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor ^
them for hearly everything else.
p*

>TruVs

President

•

_

j

Pin Worm Elixir

§

I» the best Worm Remedy made. It is likewise the best Rem- |i
of children, such as Feverishness, §»
Jedy for all the complaintsSour
Stomach, etc. It hus .:>eeu a
fiCostiveness, Indigestion,
_"household remedy for 44 years. Its efficacy in such
troubles has never been equalled. Purely vegetable and harmless. Price 35 cts. At I
all Druggists, or of the Proprietors, s
Dr. J. F. TRUE; 6. CO., Auburn, Me. |»

MISCELLANEOUS.

Items

vt Interest

by Corres-

fathered

Annual Meeting of flic Company Held

pondents of the Press.

Yesterday.

Bridgton.

church at this place, came up here from
tho conference at Westbrook and preached
Sunday forenoon at his old church.
Rev. Mr. Corey, Presiding Elder of the

iZl

I

Lewiston Distict. held quarterly meeting
at the Methodist church Saturday even-

as

ing and preaohed to large congregation
Suuday forenoon.
A very pleasant occasion was the reception given last Friday evening by Mr. and
Mrs. Chas. B. Gibbs, in honor of Mr. and
a

as

Salva-cea
(trade-mark)

move

has to deal with. But it
Stops it immediately. Big :
/ pains—1 i 111 e
pain s-r-it
of
them.
all
stops
?
Salva-cea is the quickest
< to relieve and cure

|

| Piles,
Catarrh,

Bells,

l

Chafings,

>

Ulcers,
Threat,
Rheumatism,
Colds,
Burns.
Sore Muscles,

(

Two sizes, as and 50 cents.

i

>

Sere

druggists, or by

>

At

(

The Brandreth

Thompson, who are about to
away for a year’s residence in Bath
after having lived for almost forty years
as neighbors to
Mr. and Mrs. Gibbs on
Another
Main street in this village
neighbor for more than thirty years was
$65,984.07
Total Income,
Mr. Luther Carman, who two years ago
$6,429.45
Taxes,
purchased a new residence in the lower Interest,
986-00
village. Mr. Thompson was made tho
recipient of a fine gold headed cane and
$7,414.45
Total,
Mrs. Thompson of a pair of gold bowed
of not earnings over
and
Surplus
immediate
neighbors
Only
glasses.
$58,669.62
fixed charges,
friends were present.
D ividend paid 3 uly
The annual mooting of Oriental lodge
$17,762.11
16th, 1894,
F. & A. M.. occurred Saturday evening.
Dividend paid JanuThere was a very large attendance. The
17,762.11
1895,
ary
15th,
*
following offloors for the year ensuing
$35,524.32
D. G.
M., James
were installed by If.
all
of
excess
Balance in
charges
P. Lown.
$23,046.40
and dividends,
distributed
been
has
M.—David P.. Chaplin.
Said balance
S. W.— Norman H. Libby.
among the following accounts: MainteJ. W.-J. B. Bray.
nance of way and equipment fund, $9,814.Treas. —M. M. Caswell.
81; real estate, $5,185.19; Back bay land
Mrs. O. B.

11

$5,000.00; injury fund,
improvements,
$2,500.00; profit and loss, $545.40; making
a total of *23,045.40
By the provisions of the act cf incorporation approved i'ebruary 3d, 1881 authorizing the filing of a bill in equity in order

Seo.—D. Eugene Chaplin.
,S. D.—Chas. Jennings
J D.-Fred Wilby.

]

mail.

a S.—E. a Allen.
J. S.—C. E. Bertwell.
Mar.—I. S. Webb.
Chaplain.—L. H Corliss.

Co., 274 CanaZ St., N. Y.

to obtain

VIGOR MEN
Easily, Quickly, Permanently Restored.
Weakness, Nervousness,
Debility, and all the train
\ of evils from early errors or
| later excesses, the results of

overwork, sickness, worry,
etc. Fall strength, development and tone given to
levery organ and portion
of the body. Simple, natural methods, lmmediate improvement seen.
Failure impossible. 2,000 references. Book,
explanation and proofs mailed (sealed) free.
..

ERIE MEDICAL

CO., Buffalo, H.Y.

feb2

eodlyr

Oct. 3.— A man calling his
James Stone was arrested in Gorham, N. H., by Sheriff Milton Penley, of
Bethel, for breaking and entering Mr.
George B. Hoyt’s house in Rumford,
last week Wednesday, while the family
Stone was
were gone to Andover fair.
Rich of
tried before Trial Justice J. G.
and
some
of Mr.
Bethel last Saturday
Hoyt’s goods found on his person. He
Supreme
was bound over in *300 for the
Court at Paris, which sets Oct. 8th and
of bail.
default
in
to
jail
was remanded
Bethel people think it probable that Stone
may be one of the gang that broke .into
our post office last week.

Bethel,

name

Sanford.
Oct 2.—Cool weather

today.
Nearly 700 tickets

Springavle

and

fair commenced

sold at the
station for the Rocherter fair
were

last week.
Miss Mildred Sawyer, who has been
sick several weeks with gastrio fever, is

Its

recovering.

Sliapleigh, has
Charles E. Ross, of
in
bought Wilson S. Cheney’s restaurant of
which he will oater for the interests
the public.
A Chautauqua circle was organized at
the Baptist vestry last Saturday evening.
Rev. W. B
Shumway and George W.
Hanson, Esq., are attending the Maine
Baptist convention this week at Oidtown.
Rev. Mr. Willard attended the Advent
last
Quarterly meeting at Effingham and
week. He returned home Monday

friends

always

clin^

it

to

because

very interesting meeting
Mr. Woodworth, pastor of the
Congregational churoh at Sanford, is
taking an extended vaoation on account
of his health. The churoh pay his salary
and furnish a supply during his absence.
Rev. G. S. Chase is their supply at pres-

reports

Tobacco

gives the best
L

satisfaction.
It has the

m

finest flavor

\

and is made

j

j

from the
choicest leaf—

HIGH TEST OILS
GASOLINE.
If you want the best GASOLINE for yorr
stoves this summer, order from us. We fill any
Size paek«ige .>nd we loan 5 gallon cans to
or

OIL

USTOMEKS.

OUR TEAMS CO TO

Stroudwater, Cash's Corner, Pieasantdale,
Cope Elizabeth and Knightviile,
MONDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Woodfords and East Deering,
TUESDAY OF EACH WEEK.

THURSDAY’ OF EACH WEEK.

us a

Postal

Morrills,
or

Telephone, 318-3.

MADDOX,

S. A.

OIUj Dealer,

Me.
35 Middle St.,
Portland, dtf
jly25_
FIRST GLASS
IP

I

O

A-

&

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
o> n C3Very Fancy

rtf s
or

fn

Tbnmnornn

1 ftcjCJofnrHftV

part of the company stopped

over

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANCE ST.

A

Sunday

where some of them had
Camdon
rtilfltjivGS
Mrs. R. S. Thornes and children have
returned from Waterville where they
have been visiting Mrs.Thomes’s paronts.
the annual meeting of the Greely
At
held last evening, the
Institute Club
iollowing officers were elected: President,
P. M.
Leighton; vice-president, C. C.
Shaw; secretary, E. L. Pennell; treasurH. P. Sweetsir; chaplain, G. D.
er,
Sweetsir; executive committee, E. L.
Pennell, C. C. Shaw.
Frank Watts of Falmouth on Saturday
shot a porcupine in the
last week
of
woods, near W. L. Merrills.
at

Auburn Note^

repairing

the bridge between Auburn and Lewiston.
The seniors of the Auburn High school
are busy on their drama.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Noyes have gone
for a short stay in Canton.
The tall chimney of the bleachery is
nearly completed. It is one of the tallest
in the state.
The Baker's Dozen, a girls organization of the class of ’&6 E. L. H. S.,
gave a party to the boys.
The Centerville Local Club met at the
homo of Albert Young, of Center St.,
Tuesday evening.
the Auburn
Mr. C
H. Cummings
photographer, has sold his business to a
man.

The river drivers have camped above
their annual trip
Lewiston Falls on
down the river.
1

FRIDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Drop

Rev. Mr. Thomas of Chicago oooupied
the pulpit at the Congregational church
last Sunday afternoon. In the evening
F. W'. Foster, whose husband is
Mrs.
M. A.
principal of the sohool of the A.interestat Macintosh, Ga., gave a very
ing talk of their work at that place.
Alioe Jordan Portland is visitMiss
ing her uncle, D. L. Blanchard.
Several from this place went on the ex-

Skowhegan

Knightviile, So. Portland and Willard,
Woodfords and

During the thunder shower last Thursday morning the lightning followed the
rod on the house of Simon Ricker of
two
Shapleigh into the cellar, smashingstreet
windows then tearing aoross the
his
of
one
into the barn, badly injuring
horses.
Cumberland Centre.

The Grand Trunk railway is

-AND-

GASOLINE

a

Rev.

B. L.

■■

■

quiet

title

to

railroad

the

of the stock and
the whole
transfer
bonds of the old P. & R. R. Co., except

ARRESTED FOR BUKGliAKx.

Springvale,
frost last%ight.
Sanford and Springvale

a

property, this company having secured by

Bethel.

"

Earnings East Year of

--

A Household Treasure.
Mr. G. Caillouetto, Druggist, Beaversville, 111., says: “To Dr. King’s New
Discovery I owe my life. Was taken with
La Grippe and tried all the physicians for
miles about, but of no avail and was given
up and told I could not live. Having Dr.
King’s New Discovery in my store I sent
for a bottle and began its use and from
the first dose began to get better, and after using three bottles was up and about
again. It is worth its weight in gold.

©4nn

V„-vr»rl<a

n

7

4119.

nm

are $162,613.96,
Conaut’s report,
freight earnings, $80,542.66 passenger
earnings, $4,591.38 express, $8,336.64 malls
$364.70; car miliaee a total of $256,449.34.
Iii the directors’ report reference is

Mr.

made to the death of the late Stephen J.
Young of Brunswick a director.
These officers were elected after the reports were made: P.
5>athan
Wescott,
Directors—Goo.
Webb, Wm. G. Davis, Charles McCarthy,
,Tr., Portland: Lucius Tuttle, Boston;
Joseph H. Manley, Augusta; Joseph S.
Bicker, Deering; Franklin A. Wilson,
Bangor; Frederick Robie, Gorham. Mr.
Manley was elected in place of Mr. Young

President—Geo
Treasurer—Wm.

P. Wescott.
H. Conant.

Jim Heath’s Threadbare Story,
Jim Heath, of Saco, a rustic appearing
acquaintance of the Portland police,
came up before Judge Robinson yesterday
forenoon, charged with drunkenness.
“I have never been here before, Your
“I have a good situasaid Jim
farm in Lyman at $18 dollars a
month. If I am shut up I shall lose my
If you will let me go I will leave

Honor,”
tion on

a

place.
the city aud

never come back again.”
“That is what you said ths last time
before me” replied Judge Robyou were
a fine
inson, and he sentenced Heath to

of $7 and costs.
Jim is an old

offender

with

an

old

story.
Edison

from the Manufacturers and by so doing
Monget Better Clothing and for Less
else.
ey than you can find anywhere
Four times the

they are intended—surely—promptly—
effectually.
no

case

of biliousness,

con-

or
stipation, indigestion, “heart-burn,"
breed-

any of the rest of the

night-mare
“

ing brood, that these little

Pellets

disagreeable to take,
neither are the effects disagreeable. They
are

not

gentle laxatives.

are

nently.

To

They cure permadanger of forming a

There’s
Pellet habit.”
Therefore, you don’t
become a dare to their use.
no

“

Boys Long

Speaks.

Thomas A. Edison has honored one of
Philadelphia’s old established concerns by
writing a great testimonial to them re-

HASTINGS’.

Suits, for Boys 14 to 18 years, in all grades.

Stout, Strong, Knee Pants for boys, sold generally for 65 and 75c, only 50c
each.
Fauntleroy Suits, ages 4 to 7, Blue or Brown, fast color, regular $3.50 quality, only $2.00
suit.
4
to
$2.50
per
suit,
only
$3.50
8, regular
Keefer Suits, Blue or Gray; ages

Double Breasted Blue Knee Pant Suits, ages 8 to 14, only $2.50.
and
Extra values in Long Pant Suits, for Boys 14 to 18, at $5.00 and $6.50 per suit, regular $8.00

$10.00 quality.

rA

Boys Flannel Waists and Blouses, 50c, 75c and $1.00.
STRICTLY ONE PRICE—ALL GOODS WARRANTED AS REPRESENTED.

H. Patterson and A. il. Rice (orler).
The docket is a large one, and the indications are that the term will.be a long

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO COME IN AND SEE US.

one.

of the Casco Fai-k Association.

----XOX---

Ootober 1. —The
of the Casco Park Asauspicously at Little

Raymond, Me.,

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

today. This association,
of some of the leading busiwas organized in
ness men of Casco,
1893, and their first annual fair was held
that year.
They have fine grounds at
Pike’s Corner, so-called, about half way
and Webb’s Mills, and
between Casoo
Rigby ,Park

composed

255 Middle

They have built
in a oentral location.
hall of two stories and
a fine exhibition
a good grand stand. Their traok has been
by competent judges one of

The /EOLIAN

pronounced

the best, if not the very best, half-mile
The management is the most wonderful musical instrument ever
track in the state.
well known people say about
is very liberal and as a consequence the made. See what
It;
The officers at
fair is well patronized.
From Slg. Campaninl, the great operatic
used
Hon. William M. Cook, tenor: "I think the fact that after havingI
present are:
New York,
purone for several months In
president and G..B. Mayberry, Esq., sec- chased another for my home in Italy, Isof the
Its
ot
evideuce
my appreciation
strongest
retary.
many excellences. No one who understands
The attendance today was small, about good music can hear ihe.jEOLIAN without purIf they can possible afford it.”
350 being present, but it being the first chasing one
From Mme. Sofia Scalchl, the great Conday this was expeoted. The entire lower tralto Prima Donna;
‘•I find the ^EOLIAN not only a wonderful inof the exhibition hall was taken
floor
vention. but a musical instrument of great arof
S.
H.
firm
the
enterprising
tistic
by
up
importance. As a vocalist. I naturally
advantage your AEOLIAN
Mann & Jordan of Casco, who exhibited think of the great
It
will be to those who sing but do not play.
stook of all kinds of goods, is a source of great Inconvenience for singers
an immense
their
to
others
to
have
perform
to
depend upon
dry and fanoy goods, however, predomi- accompaniments,
with an iEoLlAN, the most
di licult selections are as easily performed as
nating.
Pncslni, nn stariq tn the miner
floor the a simple ballad.”
first
On exhibition daily from 9 to 5. Call and
thing to attraot the eye is the
large and splendid fruit exhibit of Mark hear It.
takes
Casco. His display
L. Leach of
conup one entire end of the hall and
of apples. 9 plates of
sists of 24 plates
of topears, 8 plates of grapes, 2 plates
matoes,
together with several othor
Sole New England Representatives for the
whole
the
the
of
centre
In
kinds of fruit,
Stelnway, Hardman, Gabler, Bacon, and
with
dish
a
up
heaped
splendid
being
other First Class Pianos.
all kinds of iuYltiDg fruit.
James H. .Jepsen & Sou of Casco have
a fine display of
vegetables, including T. C.
baskets of potatoes and mem mtli
24
617 Congress Street,
Harry Deleau of
squash and pumpin.
Raymond has some fine sweet corn;
sepio
one-half
has
of
E. M. Mason
Raymond
bushel of nice oranberries and the Casco
Creamery a neat exhibit of butter.
In fancy work there are some fine rugs
by Mrs. Ida M. Hayden of Raymond and
a quilt by Mrs. Emma Winslow of Webbs’
Mills.
C. F. Eastman and Lizzie S. Gould of
Casoo and Grace S. Witham of Raymond
Out of doors, E.
exhibit oil paintings.
A. Wright of Bolster’s Mills has a large
display of poultry including silver
spangled hamburgs, brown loghorns,
brahmas, wyandottes and ducks. As
exhibits come in they will be menthe
The first event on
tioned more fully.
tne programme was the ball game between the North Windhams and tho Red
Stripes, which came off about 11 a m.,
and was won by the former by a soore
of 24 to 5.
\xrin GOT
’EM
Tho trained steers exhibited by Miss
Classes that will fit you.
Pierce of Lebanon, drew a large
Jennie
In gold frames,
orowd and were
truly worth the price
“
silver frames,
of admission to the grounds. They are
“
steel frames,
and
will
and
trained
certainly
intelligent
“
the finest line of
fact
kneel, play see-saw, open boxes and many
other things equally as wonderful.
glasses you w'ill find in
fit
we
and
Portland
The races came off in tho afternoon

St„

Our

Portland, Me.

-

DEFENDERS!

::

Sparkle

1H>-

No heating stoves
as

proven

There was a
take the place of the
race, whioh did not fill. The
judges were Dr. Charles Y. Lord of
Naples, (starter,) and Franklin E. Hayden of Raymond. The summary:
wero

uninteresting.

race

£
introduced have

Atlantic Grand

our-

Ideal Atlantic

and-

Highest grade and
Cooking Ranges.
fully warranted.
We make

a

specialty of heating by

HOT WATER,
HOT
or

Estimates

AIR,
COMBINATION,
Also by STEAM.

cheerfully made without
charge.

Repairs for our goods sold at moderate
prices, and without additional express
charges necessary on goods of other
make.

Retail store at

ohr

works, Kennebec St.,

foot of Chestnut St.

PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO.
R. S. DAVIS &

CO., Exchange St.,

LOCAL AGENTS.
This Famous Kcmedycuresquick.lv,permanent*
of Brain
ly all nervous diseases, Weak Memory,Loss
Power, Headache, Wakefulness, l.ost vitality,

FREE OF CHARGE
no matter
trouble.

best

opia

or

what

your
__.

(tons. Beware of imitations.
Masonic Temple. Chicago,

Myopia, Dy-promotropia. Presbyopia, AsthenAstigmatism.

--

OULOd

|

& WHITNEY,

€old. by

our

sold in Portland by E. L. FOSS. 639 CoDgress St., and by L. C. FOWLElt, 107 Congress St
fbe2tfeod

pm»¥xter, HUTCHINSON, BUTLER & CO.
Congress

their

nightly emissions, evil dreams, impotency and washing diseases caused by youthful error* or exContaihs no opiates. Is a nerve tonic and
blood builder. Makes the pale and puny strong and
plump. Easily carried In rest pocket. 91 per box;
6 for $5. By mall prepaid with a written guarantee
to cure or money refunded. Write us. free medical
boob., seaied plain wrapper, with testlmoni *« and
financial references. Ao charge for con*
advertised agents, or address KKKVS SEED
cesses,

them

to

Mile heats,
Three-year-old Race,
two in three, purse $25.

ever

invariably satisfactory.

McCOULDRIC,Wlgr.

3-year-old
2-year-old

and

St. Nicholas Parlors.

The M. STEIHERT & SONS GO.,

and

boys’ J"to*?8

ever

14.
Boys Knee Pant Suits, good value at $2.00. for $1.50. Sizes 5 to
each.
10c
at
25c
and
Waists
Blouses,
grade, only
Bovs Outing Flannel

KENDALL

W. P.

Pant

1 1
Bayardine, (Eastman), Casco,
2 2 E. s.
Dorothy, Stock Farm. Casco,
product.
garding
St.
561
Time--3.02, 3.00
Messrs. Blasius & Sons, Philadelphia.
Maine.
two in Portlaud,
best
mile
I
have
been
Special
heats,
Race,
using
your
dtf
Gentlemen
aug22
last two years for experithe
$25.
three,
purse
for
piano
1
3
1
laboraBillia Pitts,
ments on the phonograph at the
3 12
Nnri V
tory. Of all tho instruments tried, my
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
23 3
the Blasius.
prefor
experimenters
for fall”
r* I a l
THE BEST SALVE in the world for
O
Yours,
The
diuing hall was well conducted
Thomas A. Edison.
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
and
It was under the able
PLANTING.
(Signed)
patronized
Fever Sores,
Tetter, Chapped Hands,
It is not only highly complimentary to management of those splendid caterers,
Crocus. Narcissus.
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin ErupHyacinths,
Tulips,
Blasius & Sons, the greatest Teirney and Proctor of Cusco.
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no Messrs.
Price List Free.
to
a
manupiano
pay required. It is guaranteed to give testimonial ever given
Although many remedies are pushed
refunded. facturer from the greatest living judge of
perfect satisfaction or money
into the market by spicy advertisements,
For sale by Geo.
Price 25 cents per box.
an
honor
is
bestowed
on
but
proBull’s Cough Syrup still takes the Federal
Dr,
and 'Temple Streets.
M. Young, 489 Congress St., H. G. Btarr, sound,
2\V(i
i lead.
Westbrook.
gressive Philadelphia.

We won't keep store or house without it.”
Get a free trial at Geo. M.
Young, 489
Congress street, Portland, Mo. and H. G.
Stores.
Starr, Westbrook, Drug
Regular
size 50c. and $1.00.

ready for your

WE OFFER TO-DAY—

tive, the following officers:
Court Officer—Henry Appleton, Esq.
Deputies—Alonzo K. Rollins, William

opened

liere

NEWEST, LATEST, STYLES
we

years,

and by direction of the presiding justice^
the oourt was opened by the olerk.
After the formal opening the oourt appointed, until such time as a sheriff shall
be appointed for the oounty by the Execu-

sociation

is

Portland

i$SS%2S3ft£Z SBSiittfor
™rrietT
made.
have
the grandest and best display

Bangor, Oot 1st.—The October (oivil)
term of the Supreme Oourt began here
this morning, Judge Haskell presiding.
Owing to tne death of Sheriff William
F. Reed last week, the court was left
without a sheriff or other oourt officer,

annual fair

m

counters, and

ALL THE

Supreme Court at Jtsangfor,

East

found,

inspection TO-DAY.

THE COURTS.

third

Too

<3xx our

Send n onc-ceot stamps to cover cost of
mailing only, and receive absolutely grails.
Dr. Fierce's Common Sense Medical Advises; and find out how to keep yourself
The book contains
and family healthy.
io35 pages, over 300 illustrations and over
680,000 copies have been sold at $i.SO each.
The new edition of 300,000 copies is to be
given away absolutely free. It is a veritable medical library, complete in one
volume.
Address, with stamps, world’s
Dispensary Medical Association, Ho. 663
Mam Street; Buffalo, H. Y.

Fair

Stock of

Largest

BOY'S AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING

will

not cure.

They

?

f

ft

;

----o-

emit

ooupons, 333 shares of stock, and $481.16
stock scrip, all of the value of $914.04,
owners and holders unknown, resorted to
this first named provision of the act of
the Suinooporation, bringing a bill inDecember
preme Judioial Court and in
1894 decree was made directing that said
sum of $914.04 be paid to the clerk of said
court in full for the above outstanding
bonds, coupons, stook and scrip. The deand
cree of the court has been performed
railwe now have a perfoct title to the
its
road and
property.
The stock authorized by charter is *600,000 in value; stock issued in payment of
P. &
the stock, bonds and debts of the
R. R. Railroad is $693,070.45; balance to
be Issued $7,939.65.
The oompany has added a ten wheel
looomotive from the Manchester Locomotive Works, a combination mail and exCar Co.,
press car from the Pullman
turned passenger car No. 6 and combination oar No. 11 into baggage cars, purchased ten 30 ton coal cars, built three
new push car, and the equipment consists
five
bagcars,
locomotives
of
13
four
coaches,
passenger
gage, four
one
and
five
combination car,
baggage
excursion car, 118 platform cars, 34 hay
36
cars, 64 box cars, 30 gondola coal cars,
dump oars (4 wheel, 5 caboose cars, 3 snow
1
tool
1
derriok
car,
plows, 1 flange oar,
car, 1 ash car, 1 steam shovel.
There were 341 tons of steel rail used
for contruction and repair of track. In
Portland ballasted 700 feet of side track,
built bulkhead and new wharf using 138
oak piles and 5359 oubio yards of filling,
St. overpainted Portland St. and Pitt
head bridges and replanked coal run and
tracks at wharf near Grand Trunk transfer station.
At Cumbeiland Mills laid 517 feet new
and a Y oonnoction with
side traok,
At Gorham,
Maine Central 460 feet long
Buxton
Center, Saco (River), Hollis
Springvale,
Centre, Centre Waterboro,
East Auburn, East Rochester and Rochwere
there
ester
improvements made in
the way of replacing worn rails in side
traok, lengthening side track, repairing
culverts
widening cute, opening granite
pit, repairing and strengthening bridge
over the Mousam river, building overhead
bridge at Gardiner’s and Home's crossings. There have been 300 tons of 75
track this
pound steel rails laid in the
season which will be paid for from the
last year’s surplus earnings, 8104 feet of
new side track have been laid, 8 miles of
new fence, at Westbrook and 1735 feot
snow fenoe at Gorham have been built.
Buildings at some of the various stations
have been repainted, platforms constructed eto. There have been 386.098 local
passengers carried, and 31,688 foreign
passengers. The passenger trains have
conrun 133.116
miles, freight 96.609.
structlon 10,938, switohmg 31,130. mere
have been 73,636 tons of looal freight and
183,825 tons of through freight. There
have been 294 tons anthracite and 6.543
836 cords of
tons bituminous ooal used,
wood. Among the items of the treasurer,

deceased.

—

There is

Boys Clothing

Your
Buy

minutes.” oAnd,

the man will be
there on time.
Surplus
That is, for some
of
All
Excess
#53,569.63—Balance in
'days, weeks or even months,
he will. Then he will be
Charges and Dividends *33,045.40.—
at home occasionally for a
Hon. J. H. 31anley elected a Director In
day. He’ll tell yon he had
Place of Prof. Stephen J. Young, Dea headache—a turn of cholceased.
era morbus, or maybe he’ll
in his stomach and
Tho Annual meeting of the stockholders say he had a lump
felt too miserable to move. The lump
of tho Portland & Rochester Railroad,
ten-minute
was
probably two or threewere
presi- lunches
was held yesterday morning at the
hurried
condensed. They
shares
repdent’s office. There were 5,066
in, but they were taking their own time
resented. Tho annual reportB wore re- about getting out, or even moving on.
Wo This is a great mistake, hut as long as
ceived, acoepted and ordered on file.
tho report of there’s life there’s a chance to rectify
from
statistics
these
gather
mistakes.
the directors:
The man who bolts his lunches will
Gross Receipts.
find Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets the
193,201.83
Operating Expenses,
Pellets
best friend he ever met. The
$63,247.61 may not hurry as much as the man does,
Net Earnings,
2,736.66 but they will do the work for which
Incomo from other sources,
of Net

A

Bridgton, Oot. 2.—Kev. Chas. Harbutt,
formerly pastor of tho Congregational

n Earache is about
*
*
painful an ache
anything that

A

__MISCELLANBOU3._j_-*

|_MISCELLANEOUS._y

MISCELLANEOUS.

card on the
outside of office door says:
“Gone to lunch.
back in ten
Be

ROCHESTER.

PORTLAND &

MAINE TOWNS.

C, I. B. Butler
J. Holllvan.
No. 32 Temple Street.

J. F. Hutciiluson.

T.

_Manufacturers of—

GALVANIZED IRON AND COPPER GUTTERS AND CORNICES.
Tin and Iron

Rooting, Coriugated

Iron

and Weather Boards for Sidings, Edge
Strips and Valley Iron, Ridge Caps, Plain
and Corrugated Conductors, Smoke Pipes
for Steam Heaters, Ventilators and VenjlyleowSm
tilating Pices. Etc.

““gildemeesteii T
Grand and

HAVE

NO

Upright Pianos,
SUPER.I03R.,

P. J. GILDEMEESTER,
Manv years managing partner of
Checkering & Sons.

Cressey,
sep 5

kroeger

Jones

HENRY
KROEGER.
For 20 years superintendent,
&
Sons
Factories.
Stemway

8c

o

Alien,

inUSIO HOUSE .938 CONGRESS STREET.

eodtf

PORTLAND DAILY PKESS
—AND—

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
Dally fin advance) $6 per year: $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a mouth.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier auywhere within the city limits and at
Wood fords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at th
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Tress, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
5o cents a quarter; 25 cent3 for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for a long or
short periods may have the address of their
paper changed as often os desired.
Advertising Rates.
first
Press $1.50 per square,
week, 75 cents per week after. Three InserEvery other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these
In Daily

ates.

tiie mass of the population if the^religious
side does not. The laboring men of this
country have been struggling for years
to reduce the hours of work and to a considerable extent
they have sucoeeded.
Nine hours constitute a day’s work in almost all the trades nowadays ragainst ten
and even twelve not many years ago, and
not a few workers get in the summer
But it
time half holidays on Saturday.
curious fact that while the workers
have been struggling to cut down the
hours of work on weok days they have
looked with apparent indifference, and
is

approval, upon the inroads

that have been making upon the day of
While fighting valiantly and sucrest.
cessfully for more leisure on week days
they have suffered themselves to he dospoiled of much of their leisure on Sun-

day. Under the specious plea of public
convenience and necessity many kinds of
work ajfe carried on on Sunday which a

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week
were
a
ago
century
quarter of
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Of course
unknown.
day
“A Square” is a space of the width of a Col- on Vhat
of work
in defence ofJoertuin kinds
umn and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third ad- this plea has been justly invoked, but
ditional.
in many cases where it lias been urged it
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per lias constituted no justification whatever.
cr
less,
square each week. Three insetions
Probably the least defensible of all the en$1.50 per square.
croachments upon Sunday is the open shop,
and
type
Reading Notices In nonpanel
and of open shops the least defensible is
classed with other paid notices, 15 cents per
the open liquor shop. It is the breeder of
ne each insertion.
to
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type, dissension and strife, it contributes
25 cents per line each insertion.
just the opposite of restfulness, it depressWants, To Let, For Sale and similar adver- es and exhausts the physical system and,
for
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance,
habitually patronized, it destroys a man’s
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advercapacity for all the higher forms of enjoyadverand
all
tisements under these headlines,
ment.
Now if the open Sunday liquor
be
will
not paidj lin advance, I
tisements
shop is legalized, on what grounds shall

charged at regular

Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and fifty cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
scription and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street.
Portland, Me.

PRESS.

TITE
THURSDAY.

OBTOBER

3.

the open grocery shop or the open dry
goods store with the hundreds other shopg
of various kinds be denied the sanction of the law? Certainly public necessity can be invoked to justify the open-

ing of these shops much more successfully
than to defend the opening of the rum
shop. I.When the Sunday liquor shop shall
have been legalized in New York city,
and the demand comes, as come it wiii,
for the opening of other
and
sorts
from all

kinds of shops,
of
business,

Tho Hon. George Fred Williams was
how can 11 bo refused, and when it is conyesterday nominated for governor of sented to, as it must be eventually, what
It
is
Massachusetts by the' Democrats.
becomes of the day of rest which labor
needless to say that there was no opposi- now
enjoys? The man who works for
When a man is found willing to
tion.
wages if he is possessed of ordinary comfor
nomination
Democratic
accept the
will fight against the secumon senso
forthGovornor of Massachusetts he is
larization of Sunday from selfish motives
with smothered with kisses.
if for no other reason, for the breaking
Culborson’s down of Sunday as a day of rest means
The opposition to Gov.
effort to get a law passed to punish prize the sacrifice of all he has gained by years
for the reduction of the hours
fighting in Texas came almost entirely of agitation
from the business interests which have of labor, and much more.
a

A Model

I

|

Housekeeper

|

writes: “I want to tell you how very much pleased

A

we

good

deal of money

on

_

/-T

A
A

not only for Monday’s wash,
choice n.
b“t for washing dishes of all
®5
Olive
it
in/
we
find
kinds.
In fact,
M
0il Soap will he \
for
which
The
toilet
cakeof
s>< dispensable
soap
everything.
A is enclosed in each package is all that can be desired.”
I
o{ ivORINE/
Mrs. m- E. Barney, Rutland, Vt.
hashing Pow-/
®<
THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury, Conn.
V der. S
^^
Makers of Williams' Famous Shaving Soaps.
of
Free
Choice
Premiums
sent
C^*Iaist
upon Request.
OX

\

S<

^

XD

stable, No. 10 Sawyer St.
,,
House has 12 finished rooms besides bath
in
and ball, electric lights, modern
fact, first class in every particular ; was built
!u
the
most
the present season by the day
thorough manner; 16t about 6000 feet.
Immediately after the sale ol house, ot of
land adjoining; the above property contains
6000 square feet.
Terms easy and made known at sale. For

plumbing,

_

further information Inquire of the auctioneers.
dtd
sep27

ASSIGNEE’S SALE,
On Wednesday. October 9.1895, at 10.30 a.
m„ I shall sell the real estate and personal
property of Stephen i>. Hamilton, at Cliebeague Island, on the premises, which consists
of a stock of groceries, dry and fancy goods,
store fixtures, interest in Schooner Cora McKay, and all other personal property belonging
to this estate; at 12 m. the real estate consisting of lot of land with store and out buildings
thereon, an undivided half of the Wallace property, wood lot containing about 4 acres, and
interest of said Hamilton in the lot and buildings assigned to Eleanor S. Hamilton as dower
March 31, 1881, all on Cliebeague Island. ana,
W. K. NEAL, Assignee.
Terms cash.

BAILEY &

O.

lis
raregonc,
Bateman’s Drops, Godfrey's Cordial, many so-called Soothing Syrups, and
most remedies for children are composed of opium or morphine ?

Mothers,

Do You Know that opium and morphine
Do Yon Know that in
without

YORK

CAMPAIGN.

The campaign in the Empire State this
year derives its chief interest from the
excise question. There are no officers of
much
importance to be elected and
national questions will figure in the canlimited extent. Not
vass only to a very
long ago it looked as if the campaign
would be an exceedingly quiet and languid one, but the question of beer or no
afternoon

has changed
beer on Sunday
apathy into lively interest. The exoisu
question, though it incidentally has to
do with the sale of liquor, is not really a

Essentially
temperance question.
observance. No attempt
one of Sunday
is making to restrain the sale of liquor on
six days of the week.
It is the open shop
on Sunday that the controversy is about.
It is

It happens to be the open liquor shop
that
is directly in
question because
to
demand
be
the
permitted
on
to do
business
is
at
Sunday

legalized, it
before other
demand the same
shop keepers
privilege, and Sunday would soon oease
to be a day of rest.
The question really
at' issue in New York is therefore whether
Sunday shall cease to be a day of rest in
the great cities of that commonwealth.
time

There is a religious side to the question,
but tliero is an economic side as well;
find the economic side ought to appeal to

CO.,

unless you

countries druggists

or

your

physician

know of what it is

Do You Know that Castoria is
its

ingredients

not

are

permitted

is

a

composed

NOTICE.

That it has been in

use

for

nearly thirty

and that

For Terms Apply to...

a

list of

Castoria is

now

Address,

FRANK

formula, and that to imitate them is

Do You Know that

the

of

one

Do You Know that 35

state

prison

average doses of Castoria

are

furnished for 35

BANKERS.

BURNHAM,

are

worth knowing.

The fac- simile

They

signature of

returned from Europe where
she has been studying and would inform
Portland friends that she will receive
piano pupils for the coming season. All

on

every

wrapper.

correspondence will

reach Miss Plummer
at her Studio No. 542 l-20ong. St., room 6
near Cressy Jones & Allens Music store.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria*

septl9eod2w*

CHAS. SUMNER CARLTON,
VOICE

CULTURE,

ITALIAN METHOD.

W. T. KILBORN &

Graduate, (4 years,1 of Si*.
Vannuccini,
Florence, Italy. CONCERT. ORATORIO,

CO.,

OPERA.

For several years a successful teacher In New
York City. Instruction continued during the
Home Studio 52 Hi«h St.
summer months.
janldeodtf

24 Free St-

CARPETINGS.
We lake

pleasure

In

announcing that the

JAMES A. B

UY,

rudiments of music and the patronage of advanced pupils solicited.
Especial attention
given to Technic. Memorizing and Bight Readterms
For
address,
ing.

latest

385 Congress St., Portland, ifle
eodlm
sepUO

CARPETINGS and DRAPERIES

MRS. LOUISA LOTHROP
Teacher of

In
Have arrived and are ready for inspection.
grade of carpetings our new patterns are
extremely attractive and arc exclusive to us for
Maine.
In BIGELOW ADMINISTERS alone, we show

DAM,

people

are

of hamamelis made.
aubatitute for
Pond’a Extract.

no

Congress & Portland Sts.,
SAYS

a

specialty.

W.

T.

KILBORN
24

&

CO.,

Free St.

sep23dtf

BUY

National

Cash
you
well

PURITYJALTINE

BREAD.

New Process. Finest Materials. Sweetest and Best in
all the Land. Label attached to every Loaf. Presentation of 40 of said Labels at our office entitles the bearer
to a prize of one Cristy Bread Knife, FREE.

Exchange St.,

STATE

PORTLAND, MAINS,

AND

Shorthand

COLLEGE

SURPLUS

Interest allowed on Time Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Banks, and others de-

and

Temple

fever able

terms.

siring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through this Bank.

LA1TISOW,

5

en

STEPHEN R.

SMALL.'ftTsidHl
MARSHALL R. GODIN3,

SPENCER TRASK

St.
sep24eodtf

CagMti

& CO.

Corner Pearl & Milk

AGENT.
Utt

BANKERS,

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
State of Maine, Cumberland ss, Sept. 25th,
A. D., 1896.
give notloe, that on the 25th day
of Sept. A. D., 1896, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Inof Cumberland,
solvency for said County
against the estate of
GEOKGE D. STBOUT, of Portland,
adjudged to bean Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was filed on
the 24tli day of Sept. A. D.
1895, to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the
payment of any debts to or
by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of
any property by him are forbidden by law.
meeting of the creditors oi said
That a
Debtor, to prove their debts and choose one
or more assignees of his estate will be held
at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at Probate
Court Koom, in said Portland, in said County of
of October,
Cumberland, on the 7th day
A. D.. 1896. at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
C. E. IHJCKNAM.
written.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court, of
saiil
of Cumberland,
fur
County
Insolvency
stpt26&october3

27 & 29 PINE

SOLE
gep7

MANUFACTURERS

PURITY BRAND MALTINE BREAD.

eodtX

DEALERS IN

municipal, Railroad
and other Investment

Securities.

OFFERINGS

SUBMITTED
UPON APPLICATION.

septl4

Attorney and

Counselor at Law.

27-28-29,

98 Exchange St,
sepl7dlm

Portland, Me.

—

Monday Eve.,

Phoenix.

Tuesday Mat.,
True

April 1st, 1896, at 4 per oent perannum for the unexpired time,
receiving in exchange an equal number of
Leeds and Farmington bonds, allowing par and 6 per cent accrued interest to date of exchange.
The above is equivalent to selling
the Leeds & Farmington bonds on a

as

TTUiiStf

Kfe 37 PXrUM SSBSS&

Steel.

Prices. 10, 20 And 30 cents.
Seats now on sale at the box office.

cent bonds are

first mortgage on
there will be only $1,-

Contest for

Horses

$21,000.00
—AT-

RIGBY PARK,

basis, and ob-

Oct. 1, ‘i. 3 and 4.
Last

meeting and the racing

event of ’95.

Large

field of starters.

a

outstanding

All the noted horses entered.

the

[when

Leeds & Farmington are converted]
out of a total, of $9,000,000, to take
the place of prior lien bonds; in five
years this balance will have been retired and the consolidated mortgage
become a first lien.
The saving in the interest charges
in the next few years is approximately $75,000; this is in addition to
amount saved in 1894 of $21,000,
making a total of nearly $100,000 or
2 per cent on the stock; increasing
the present net earnings to over
or 10 per cent, on the capioent. is now paid, the balgoing to surplus und improve-

$500,000
tal; 6 per
ments.

We recommend the proposed exchange at this time, the holders
thereby obtaining a long, choice security at a moderate cost.
The 4's not exchanged, as above,
will be offered to the public at an
advanced price.

If you love

dim

INVESTMENTS.
rown of Dexter, Maine, 6's.
rown of Pittsfield, Maine, 4's.
lit; of Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-2's.
3ity of Springfield, Ohio, 5's.
3lty of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
ioiough of Braddock, Penna., 4 1-2's and 5's.
’ortland Water Company, 4's and 5's.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.

Ft AMISERSi

CO,
dtt

a

good horse, enjoy

hot race, desire to witness the
smashing of records and see the
a

crack-jacks light for
ter’s feed don’t miss

their win-

Rigby this

trip.
Trains from Union Station at

I‘.2.30, f.00, 1.30 and 2.00
returning after the races.

p. m.,

aep27dlw

Dancing Glasses,

Gilbert’s

Cbildien, Saturday, commencing September 281li; Thuisday afternoon class
consiliences October 3d; Evening class Mondays
Thursdays,
commencing September
and
JOth. For furtner particulars please call or
send for circulars.
Kospeclfully,
M. B. GILBERT.
sept!4tf_

GUY HALL, Tl.?r8,1.r-

G. E. Lothrop.
...

.A New Lecture

by.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL

PORTLAND TRUST CO.

sep30

jly!7

as

Tuesday Eve-,
Rosedate.

We have bought $633,000 Maine
Central Consol. 4’s, due 1912, and.
offers the holders of Leeds and Farmington 6’s, the opportunity to exchange the same for the former on
the following favorable terms.
On or before Nov. 15th, 1895, we
will deliver Maine Central Consol. 4’s
at par, and prepay the interest due

253,300

—

Change of bill at each performace.

!

the road,

AND

Orchestra.
MATINEES DAILY.

DUE JULY I, 1896.

ner

Band

Imperial
l

-FOR SALK BY-

1

COMMENCING
OCT. 7th.

CO.

LEEDS 4 FlllWIi

practioally

at Box

SAWTELLE
DRAMATIC

FT DUNCAN,

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK AND JOB PRINTER, H. M. PAYS0N &

Danforth Block.

s

TWO
WEEKS

$633,000

now

sale

on

best
seats
SATURDAY
matinee.

/■It
W

Guaranteed Principal and
Interest bv the Maine
Central R. R. Co.

—

GEORGE LIBBY,
Room

Streets,

STS., NEW YORK,

STATE & JAMES STS., ALBANY,
—

c

La

5’s,

4’s at
par, by using the premium obtained
on the former in purchasing the 4’s.
We beg to call attention to the

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

IIHISisto

R. H. JORDfl N,
sep7

-OF-

Messenger’s Notice.

WINDOW SHADES

=

Register bought of you, all
for
claim
it, and am
pleased with the system.

104

of

Studio,

genuine

JAMES L. RICE, Grocer,
my

Portland, M
T.Th&Sat-tf

Street

Casco National Bank

from the Itoyal High School of Music, Berlin,
Germany.

POND'S EXTRACT CO.. 76 Fifth Ave.. New York.

think

THIRTY YEAR

fact that these 4

Violinist,

Pond’s

preparations

I

BUSINESS

CARL

RUGS.

Extract is far superior to any of the

Jet.

51 1-2 Exchange
fed28

the Special Scenery.

#|F

»

ance

not aware that

Accept

HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
Investment Securities,

CAPITAL AND

Typewriting.
Send for free Illustrated Catalogue.
L. A. CRAY & SON, Portland, ME.

School

thing

bonds as a safe investment, being a legal
investment for Maine savings banks.
I am prepared to give information as
to earnings of the road for the past year
and of its present outlook.
Correspon
dence and personal interview invited.
FOR SALE BY

Correct A ocean ts received

GRAY’S

MATTINGS and LINOLEUMS.

Interest payable January and July.
Limited to 916,000 per mile single track.
I would call special attention to these

Incorporated 1824.

octldlw

EXTRA SUPERS.

All

Tickets 25, 50, 75c, now
Office.

Firs! Mortgage 5 per cent Gold Bonds
First Mortgage 6 per cent Bonds,
DUE JAN.l, 1943.

Piano,

25 distinct

TAPESTRIES.

THE
TWO
ORPHANS.

KNOX & LINCOLN R’Y.

3 7-8 per cent interest

at lier residence,
No. 51 High Street.

WILTON VELVETS.
ENGLISH and AMERICAN BRUSSELS.

ill the Ever Popular Drama,

195 Middle St P. a Bex 110& taining the long consolidated

pnpils

will receive

WILTONS,

KATE CLAXTON

R. R, CO.

■rascal

Teacher of Piano and Organ.
Beginners given a thorough foundation on the

FALL STYLES of

It’s a curious

Company.

road

lias
is

>

Bangor and Aroostook Rail-

sept22dtl___

sale at

on

Matinee and Evening,

By MRS. NETTIE HOVT HARDING,
Sunday, Sept. 6, at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
of Cambridge, Mass., under the management
oct2d3t*
of the First Spiritual Society.

GEO.

Now

_

SATURDAY, Oct. 5th,

42 Exchange Street.
apr2dtt

MISS MINNE ANNE PLUMMER

facts.

Tickets 26, 50 and 75c.

box office.
oetldGt

Grand Spiritnal Test Seance,

ST.,

537 CONGRESS

be kept well, and that you may have unbroken rest ?
are

dtf

sep5

Brown. Block, Room 27.

Do You Know that when possessed of this perfect preparation, your children may

October 3d,

Hour, and half hour lessons,

cents, or one cent a dose t

Well, these things

SWAN & BARRETT,

VIOLIN AND CORNET.

for

UUIOIJS

ARCICAE
UN.

CONSOL. 4’s,

Holders of above bonds are hereby notified
that, in accordance with the terms of the
mortgage, their bonds are called In for payment October 1. 1895, upon which date interest will cease.
We are prepared to cash the bonds with accrued interest at any time on presentation.
Having been awarded the new issue of 30
year 4 1-2 per cent gold, first mortgage bonds of
this company, we are prepared to furnish them
to holders of the old bonds upon favorable
terms If applied for at an early date.

clever company.

AST

Mortgage 6’s, MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

TEACHER OF

offense ?

granting this government protection was
absolutely harmless?

reasons

because Castoria had been proven to be

a

ST.,

Portland, >1 nine.d2m

Do Yon Know that the Patent Office Department of the United States, and of
other countries, have issued exclusive right to Dr. Pitcher and his assigns to use the word
and its

Sept. 18,’95.

91 DANFORTH

sold than

aug8

Castoria ”

GIRLS,

DEPARTMENTS FOE
CHILDREN.

of all other remedies for children combined t

“

Sale at Stockbridge’s Thursday,
at 9 o’clock.
Brices 60c, 76c, $1.00.
Reduced rates on railroads.

a

oit

DUE 1912.

Bay School

Will Reopen Wednesday,

Supported by

Great Cast including Jennie Teamans and
sixteen principals and the famous
Olympia Quartette.

& MR* JOHN A. BELLOWS’S

Boarding and

Little Trixie.
Famed

and

CLERK.

NIGHT

DATED JUNE 1, 1885.

or 26 Spring St.
sepl4dim

FOR

more

First

ROBBINS,

Her Remarkable Protean comedy.

In

FINANCIAL.

Instruction.

SPECIAL

years,

WATER CO.

SMITH

MAY

Mystic Hall, 457 1-2 Congress Street,

MASS.,

FRAMIRGHAM,

THURSTON,

TOKTICSHIT.

Exchange Sts.
d«

oct2

—•—

The Sweet Siuger and Graceful Daucer,

John J. McNally’s Latest
Greatest Laughing Success,

414 Congress S t,

with every bottle ?

published

E. W,

...

?

AXMINISTERS.

some

MOULTON,

&

G. E. LOTHROP, Lessee and Manager.

and his Superb Company of Funinakers (direct
from the Hollis St. Theatre, Boston.)

A

WOODBURY

7,

P*T?R DAILEY

1, 1909.

dtfM

to sell narcotics

purely vegetable preparation, and that

Portland Theatre,

The Famous Creative Comedian,

In

Waterville is one of the most
prosperous cities in the State of
we (recommend
and
JTlaine,
these bonds for Trust Funds.

C. W. ALEE

Violin

~MR.

Do You Know that Cactoria is the prescription of the famous Dr. Samuel Pitcher.

ROYAL

that

Due December

Cor. middle and

designs, carpels that are unexcelled for style and colorings and fully deserve
their reputation as beautiful carpets.

confined to the liquor dealers,
but essentially the question is one of Sunday observance. If the opening of liquor
short
would

stupefying narcotic poisons ?

labeling them poisons ?

over

present

Sunday should be

most

are

Do You Know that you should not permit any medicine to be given your child

to be the judges of ;tke voter’s'ability
to understand or explain the constitution
they can always decide, if they see fit-,
that tho black voters' explanation is in-

SUNDAY QUESTION IN THE NEW

4*8.

baivbe;er.9.

EDUCATIONAL.

are

tional qualification that applied to blacks
and whitos equally, but this one is simply
a contrivance to cheat the blaok voter under the forms of law.

WATERVILLE, Me.

CITY OF

Salesroom 16 Exchange Street.
F. O. BAILKI.
arl4

every

sufficient and the white voter's sufficient,
and there is no appeal. There would be
educano valid objection, perhaps,;to an

Home Investment-

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

that

HALL.

CITY

MONDAY,

Fr

oq you Know

_

COUPONS
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constitution read to him. It will be seen
that here is a fine opportunity for discriminating against black and in favor of
white oitizens. As the election officers

a

ko
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the Mississippi plan, aud pro
Maine is estimated to have "had an advides that all persons applying for regis- vance of
per cent of summer visitors
tration as voters” shall pay taxes on at this year.
least 1500 worth^of property or shall be
Hon. Albion Little of Portland, Hon.
able to read a clause in the constitution, or Samuel N. Campbell of Cherryfield and
understand and explain it when read to Hon. S. M. Bird of Rockland, commisof the Eastern Maine? Insane
them by the registration officer.” Under sioners
Architect John
are in Bangor.
this provision a man paying taxes on $500 Hospital,
Calvin Stevens, who made the plans for
matter
how
illiteroan vote any way, no
the hospital, arrived in Bangor,Tuesday,
plans of the outbuildings, such as
ate he may be; so can a man without the with
the kitchen, work house, laundry, power
8500 if he can read, but if he is destitute
etc., and work will soon be behouse,
of the $500 and cannot read, his right to
gun on the foundations for them.
his
to
the suffrage depends upon
ability
understand and explain a clause of the

on
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STATE TOPICS
INTEREST.
of the Fitzsimmons-Corbett mill.
It seems then that the politicians are not
Aaron H. Larnard of Caribou has not
the only people in the world who are ac- yet been found. The report of the finding
motives.
selfish
tuated by
by a spiritualist medium was a mistaken
No such information has been reone.
Tho election in the tenth Georgia dis- ceived at Caribou.
trict yesterday was of no great conseare thicker in Androscoggin
Coons
.quence politically, but the way in which county than for many years before it is
intersomewhat
it, came about makes it
said. Dubtless a coon hunt will be the
esting. The contestants are Tom Watson, exouse of more than ono Lewiston and
Auburn man for staying out all night.
the notorious Populist, and J.^C. Blaok,
the
This
is
not
Democrat.
year
straight
Hon. J. H. Manley received Tuesday
for congressional elections, but in the a cane which he regards of great value.
It
is made from a piece of the old historio
election ot a year ago the frauds in this
Lafayette Square mansion in Washington
district were so gross and notorious that which was
occupied by Secretary Seward
Blaok who was chosen on the face of the when he was assassinated, and was the
to
and
residence of Mr. Blaine durublic
sentiment
forced
returns was
by p
property
his last years in Washington. This
refuse a certificate and have the election ing
cane was made from a piece of the wood
held over again. It is certainly encour- of the room in which Mr. Blaine died.
stand
the
South
that
to
find
has for its handle an ivory top, which
It
aging
can^t
knob to one of the doors in the
everything" i n't he way”* of'fraud** at the was a and
has a large silver ferule upon
room,
polls.
which is engraved, “Made from the wood
ahd the t room in which
home
of
the
^Tillman’s constitutional convention in James G. Blaine
lived and died. PreSouth Cnrolina is wrestling- with the
Andrew
sented to J. H. Manley by
The
disfranchisement
of
negro
question
Gleason.’’ Mr. Gleason was a strong
is
Mr.
Blaine.
the
subcommittee
of
supporter
plan suggested by

shops

1

yorinelJ

i

strength
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AMUSEMENTS.

AMUSEMENTS.
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of the Municipal Security Company,
One Night Only,
due October 1, 1895. from Series C
and
be
Series
K
will
upon
paid
bonds,
Desirable Residence, No. 10 Sawyer St.,
OCT.
presentation after that date, at the
office of Woodbury & Moulton.
Woodfords.
and Grand Opening of the DraMUNICIPAL SECIJKITY CO.
We shall sell on Thursday, October 3rd at 3
dlw
861)27
o’clock p. m., the 2Va story wooden house and
matic Season,

rates.

In Maine State

invested

1

*

FINANCIAL.

SAXES

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

a

sometimes with

ACUTION

MISCELLANEOUS._

MISCELLANEOUS.

SUBJECT:

“Which

Way.”

Col. Ingersoll's latest, most brilliant ana
masterful platform effort,—Mew York
Herald.
Tickets 50c, 75c, 81.00. Sale at Stockbrhlire’s Music Store Wednesday.
Half fare

on

M C. K. it. to those hold-

ing Ingersoll tickets.

sep30dtd

BOWI>OI\
RARTiROUTH.
FOOT BALL.
Saturday, October 5th.

Game called at 3 p. m. Admission, 50 cents.
unaer 15, 25 cents.
sepSOdlw

Children

H. E. MILLS,
Piano Tuner.
Order

Slate at

Congress Street.
Seot7

Chandler’s Musie Store 431
eodtt

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

EASTEBK FORGE WORKS.

The Melba Concert.

The Fine Plant Sold at Auction

Wed-

nesday.
It Costs the

^Purchasers

Bondholders ami Old

Just

#07,124.71

—

Management Be-

!ieved to Be Back of Purchasers.

however,

concert,

2.30 o’clock the
largo and fine works of the Eastern Forge
Company at East Deering were sold at
auction. There was little competition in
the bidding and the works were knocked

Wednesday afternoon

Mine. .Melba made her first aplast
in Portland
spring it
pearance
seemed
as if it would be impossible to
imagine a concert more satisfactory in
ovory respect and one where the audience
Last night’s
would
be better pleased.
When

at

down to Ardon Coombs, Esq., who represented parties at present not definitely
known. Mr. Coombs said, immediately
after the purchase, that the parties whom
he represented would probably take such
aotion as would result in tho starting up
of tho works at no distant date.
The Eastern Forge Co. assigned in
June, 1894, to Mr. George F. Morse, of
this city, and Mr. W. N. Fisher, of
Gloucester, Mass. Mr. Morse had been
for sometime the president of the com-

was more

delightful

audience that paoked
the immense
City Hall to its utmost capacity because
it
provided an opportunity to hear the
great prima donna under extremely favthat Mmo.
orable conditions. The fact
to

Melba

was

appear in two acts of that

to

popular opera “Faust,” supported by
operatic singers of great ability, with the
opera handsomely staged and costumed,
and
with on excellent orchestra, was
sufficient to draw a great house. It was
a sight to be
remembered to look over
the hall and see how people were wedged
almost overran the orin. The people
chestra and tMy perched in all sorts of

The
him by Mr. Johu J. McNally.
scenic productions are the most elaborate
that have ever been given in Mr. McNally’s farce comedies, the hotel scene
especially being as near perfect as the
Hundreds of instage art can make it.
are
used to
give
brilliancy to the scene and the lobby of
one of the largest hotels in New York has
Tickets ready
been faithfully produced.

lamps

candescent

today at

Stockbridge’s.

THE

WOODBURY

The

Mutnal

Life

INSURANCE.

Pays

Its

in

Policies

Won't.

People will remember that life insnrheld by Clinton A.
ance policies were
Woodbury in the Mutual Life and New
York Life of New York. The New York

settlement with the parties
spots where they oould find an abiding interested in their policies, paying a part
placo. The audience was by no means of the amount, but not giving the terms
a city
Mr. D. F. Murdock had
of settlement.
Fisher
representented confined to.Portland; there wasn’t
pany, and Mr.
in Maine, but sent repre- a policy of $25,000 in the Mutual Life of
large holdings’of stock in the vicinity of or large town
New York running to him and brought
Cape Ann, and was father-in-law of sentatives.
The programme was not 'the same as suit to recover the money.
Manager Dunham, of the company. Tho
This
some days ago.
In the Circuit oourt yesterday the suit
capital stook was $125,000, and there was the one published
The
“noither party.”
was
entered
bonds winch now is the concert programme :
a mortgage securing
Rossini Mutual Life has effected a
Semi ram ide,
settlement
Overture—11
all
and
to
interest
$65,824.71.
amount,
Orchestra.
with Mr. Murdock, by paying a part of
There was also a considerable floating Toreador’s
Song from “Carmen,” Bizet
the policy, though not the whole by any
indebtedness, the City National Bank of
Sig. Campanari.
The exact terms of the settlemeans,
Gloucester and Samuel Bradley of Boston Cavatina—“Nobil Signor”, from“Les
H uguenots,
Meyerbeer
are not made public, there being an
ment
creditors.
the
unsecured
being among
Mme. Scalohi.
the parties concerned
Mr. William Reed Bigelow, an attorney Aria—“La Donna e
mobile,” from™* agreement among
The
Wedstriotly private.
sale
Verdi to keep them
of Gloucester, wasjpresant at the
“Rigoletto,”
Mutual Life will also settle the $25,000
Sig. D’Aubigne.
nesday, and before it began delivered to
Mad Scene’from “Lucia di Lauimer-1
which runs to Mrs. Woodbury on
Mr. Alien, the auctioneer, a warning that
Donizetti polioy,
moor,”
terms similar to the other.
the Gloucester Bank and Mr. Bradley had
Lucia, Mmo. Melba.
in the United States Court two suits in
(Flute obligato, Mr. North.)
Haskell & Jones,
Rossin
Aria from “Barber of Seville,”
equity contesting the validity of the asThe ladies all say they have never seen
Campanari.
Sig.
signment, and cautioning all would be Overture—11 Zampa,
Herold
so fine a display of elegant garments as
Orchestra.
purchasers on this point.
Haskell and Jones are showing at their
ina
sale
Before the
began quite party,
FAUST.
new cloak rooms,
and that the prices are
cluding the two assignees, Supfc, GreenActs III and V.
extremely low.
Portland Company, Mr.
smith of the
Mme. Melba
Marguerite.
Mr. Reed in Boston.
representing the Gloucester Sujbel,
Bigelow,
Mme. Scalohi
and
W.
Ardon
Mle.
Banermeister
Coomb6, Esq.,
Martha.
parties,
Boston, October 2 —Hon. Thomas B.
of Deoring, especially Faust,
Sig. D’Aubigne Reed arrived in this city today and went
many residents
Sig. ^Campanari to Young’s Hotel. During the day he
former employes, went over the works Mephistophiles,
XT TV
HI
called on Governor Greenhalge at the
a
worth
are well
works
These
together.
continued applause, State House, and was given an informal
with
long
greeted
was
last
The
visit.
year
assignment
by leading Republicans.
and she rendered [the Mad Scene from reception
caused largely by too extensivo improvesame perfection as
the
“Lucia”
with
were
These
among the arrivals at the
ments, which were intended to enable
and electrified Falmouth last evening: Melba Conoert
when she so charmed
the company to do any work that any
her hearers with the same selection'last Co.; Miss Saunders, Mrs. G. W. Whitforges in the country could do. The
March. Her stage presence was even more ney, Ellsworth; L. M. Perkins and wife,
could
and
great crane, which cost $30,000
than on the. former occasion. Keunebunk; G. R. Seward, J. L. Gray,
pick up a great mass of iron or steel impressive
She was gowned in a superb turquoise T. F. Keller, Stacy Hall, Boston: Miss S.
it
and
fifteen
any
tons,
deposit
weighing
with exquisite lace front, K. Welb, Yunich, Switzerland; W. Dam
blue\ satin,
where along the track for three hundred
were
and her diamonds
magnificent. son, New Zealand ;'H. H. B'ogg and wife,
The
feet, is a sight well worth seeing.
She sang the number in a manner that
Mrs..Rowe, Bangor; N. S’."Nichols, N.A.
great trip hammers, of which there 1b a
displayed the capabilities of, her wonder- Thompson, P. E. Rains, New York; L.
are also inwith
their
full
furnaces,
shop
4,nl voice to perfection, and its beauties D. Baum, Philadelphia: H.E. Judins and
teresting. A schedule of the property
ere
enhanced by the admirable fiute wife, Waterville; F.E. Timberlake, Philinspected is as follows:
of Mr. Charles North. Her
aying
wall
lips ; F. M. Lanobe, Bridgton ;C. H. Damon,
These works are located on tide
The
were bird like.
and trills
with substantial wharf, and have rail con- runs
Lexington.
Kailroad.
nection with che Grand Trunk
magnificent coloring she throws into her
Area of land in connection with plant is
Large crowds attended the West Oxford
con?i' ‘a of a wonderful execution is [unequalled and
The plant
about 22 acres.
The exhibition is a
fair on Wednesday.
forge shop, two machine shops, scrap house, the purity of her tones something to live
great success.
and other buildings.
The forge shop is 230 feet long by 70 feet in the memory. When she finished the
week.
Canton has had a big fair this
wide, constructed entirely of iron.
last remarkable staccato run, the house The Androsooggin B'air association
had
New machine shop built two years ago, 150
-with fire- broke into a porfect tempest of applause. over three thousand people at their show
feet long by 75 feet wide, brick,
Wednesday.
proof roofing.
Four times she was recalled, and bowed,
Old machine shop 136 feet long by 36 feet
and
was given a large basket and imwide, of wood, covered with iron.
MARRIAGES.
The scrap house has a large capacity, and
Then she came
mense bunch of roses.
storethere are besides, office and several
a
waltz.
and
forward
delighful
sang
houses.
In North Deering, Oct. 1, by Eev. Frank W.
The forge shop contains the following:
the beautiful Davis, Edwin L. Burnham of Portland and Miss
she sang
In the opera
6 ton double acting upr.glit hammer.
E. Smith of Deering.
Mary
and
with
much
dignity
“King of Thule”
6 ton single acting upright hammer.
In Spriugvale. Sept. 18, by Eev. G. S. Chase,
2 ton helve hammer.
She was arch and interest- John H. Morrison of South Berwick and Edith
expression.
2 ton upright hammer.
Song” and in the M. Butler of Srrlngvale.
2,500 pound upright hammer for smithing ing in the “Jewel
purposes.
“Laissez moi with D’Aubigne, she
duet
’1 lie new machine shop contains the folDEATHS.
sang with a fervor Jthat held her hearers
lowing:
72 inch lathe, 41 foot bed.
But it was reserved for her
captive.
48 inch latbe, 25 foot bed.
In tills city, Oct 2, Bridget, wife of Patrick
death
song in the fifth act to show her Malloy.
36 Inch lathe, 21 foot bed.
48 incn Blotter.
of
dramatic
expression.
[Funeral Friday morning at 8.30 o’clock from
power
18 inch Blotter.
81 Salem street.
Before she had fairly concluded it the No.
6 foot by It foot planer.
[Requiem high mass at St. Dominic’s church
41 inch by foot planer.
bouse broke into a tumult of cheers, ap- cit y o'clock
Kadiril drill and boring mill.
In this city. Oct. 2, Jennie 1)., daughter of
and bravos, and the curtain fell
17 plause
To drive this machinery is an engine
Gustaf and Annie Heudreskson, aged 6 weeks.
inch by 42 inch.
enable
the
raised
to
to
be
again
[Funeral Thursday morning at 10.30 o’clock,
only
There is also in this building a lo ton
No. 182 Green street.
audience to
applaud vigorously this from
electric travelling crane.
Ill West Giay, Oct 2. Elijah Huston, aged 83
and
The works have also electric light,
artist.
6 months.
years,
superb
for these purposes there are 3 dynamos.
[Funeral Thursday afternoon from his late
Of the other artists we are able only
Tne old machine shop contains the followresidence.
ing:
Soalchi was
Mme.
to speak briefly.
In Spriugvale, Sept 27. William Bedell, aged
1 18 inch Blotter.
70 vears.
warmly received and sang the grand air
1 29 inch by7 foot lathe.
Iu Newburyport Sept. 20. Jordan 8. Frost, a
as
to native
1 ~2 inch by 8 foot lathe.
“Nobil Signor” so artistically
of Spriugvale, aged 67 years.
1 28 inch Dy 14 foot lathe.
of
a
marked
feature
the
effort
make
2 cutting-off lathes.
There are fewtsingers on
1 axle lathe.
the evening.
«
Engine in this building is 10x18.
the stage today that have the perfection
The sarap bouse contains the following:
method that Mme. Scalchi possesses.
1 plate shear.
of
1 alligator shear.
As Siebel in Faust, she had a fine stage
1 No. 7 Hi lies & Jones shear.
There are:
presence and sang the Flower Song beau2 track scales.
tifully. Mile. Bauermbister was an ex1 team scale.
emTwo dwelling houses occupied by
cellent Martha, and in the scene with
Life made

a

,-

—

,,

ploye?.
There

besides all the noccessary furThe tools
naces and tools for such a plant.
in the new machine shop have been bought
The machinery is all
within a few years.
in excellent condition.
Before offering the property for sale
Mr. Allen announced that it was f subject
to

a

are

mortgage of 165,824.71, including *in-

tereso.

me assignees woum pay wie iajtes, and reserve right to occupy the preni
ises for thirty days for the removal of personal property. The terms Jwere cash in
sixty days, the buyer to deposit $500. at

Campanari

Signor
the
nnnuo

two

gave

filCTlim1

the

(Mephistophiles),
best acting in

flamT1»r»ATM

IB

the

AflmiPuhlfi

and his Mephistophiles
was
admirably acted and sung, as were
his concert numbers. Signor D'Aubigne
appeared to best advantage in the air
from “Rigoletto, and in response to an
The orchesencore sang alFrench song.
tra of 20
was
and
Ronald.

pieces

was

conducted

an excellent
one
with skill by Mr.

Little Trixie.

Bids were then asked for, and Ardon
offered $1000 which
W Coombs, Esq.,
meant this sum and the assumption of
the mortgage. g Mr. Bigelow, who had
presented the warning from tho MassaBetween
chusetts people offered $1100.
these two bidders the amount was worked
up to $1300, at .which figures the works
went to Mr. Coombs.
Mr. Coombs declined to state definitely
whom he represented, but it is believed
that his clients are a number of the bondholders, and that the old managers and,
proprietors, who controlled £the works
before the assignment, are likely to come
back into management.
The works formerly employed from 100
to 300 men, and it will be a great adwntage if work can bo resumed at no distant
date. It seems to be tho improssionUhat
this will be the case.
Uncollected claims, amounting to $589.91, of which $397 was against^tho American Casualty Insurance Co.,were
bought
at auction by Mr. Coombs for $26.

Your Liver
Is out of order if you
have bitter

“Littlo

2
night’s

commenced a two
engagement at Portland Theatre

heralds
Spoke the truth. The music is
all bright, new and catchy, the girls are
pretty and the talented little artist, May
Smith Robbins, who heads the aggregation, is one of the best dancers in this
Trixie” has a pretty
“Little
country.
little story extending through four acts,
that serves as a vehicle for the introduction of quite a number of very good
specialties, and the play Itself i6 as
uproariously funny as a farce comedy,
horse play and stage
the usual
eliminated.
“Little Trixie” will

gags
be presented tonight.
Kate

Claxton.

D’Enuery’s

great emotional drama,
“The Two Orphans,” with Miss Kate
Claxton in the leading role, will be the
attraction at the Portland theatre Saturday afternoon and ovening. The play
has long proved popular and its success is
based on real merit. It is thoroughly
consistent throughout, the plot being
steadily and evenly developed, and the
interest of the spectator not allowed to

taste, offensive breath,
sick headache,
slight fever, diminished for an instant.
weight or f ullThe Famous Peter
□ ess

or nausea.

in

the

stomach,

Hood’s Pills

rouse

biliousness, restore proper
digestion, eapel accumulated impurities,
cure constipation. 25 cents. Prepared only
by C. L Hood & Co., low ell. Mass.

the liver, cure

Dailfy.

Mr. Peter F. Dailey will receive the
warmest kind of a welcoino when he
comes to the City hall on Monday next.
He comes with an entirely new
farce

comedy,

into

which the

author's

best

Munyon Relieved Him, Cured Himof
matism in

I

instantly treated with

Judge Nue, whose popularity in Brooklyn was demonstrated by the immense
whioh he was elected, and

majorities by
a gentleman of unimpeachable character,
in sneaking of Professor Munyon, says:
“I consider Munyon's Rheuinutism Oure
the best in the world. When I
began
to use his remedy I was unable to'walk
at
times;
without
crutohes
the aid of
this had been going on for nine years,
and the
day before I began using it I
could not get up the steps to the Court
room.
After taking a few dosos was
immediately relieve, and in three.days
wa s completely cured.
Munyon's Rheumatism Cure is guaranted to oure
rheumatism in any part of
the body. Acute or musoular rheumatism
cured in from one to five days. It never
fails
to oure sharp,
shooting pains in
tlie arms, legs, back or breast, or soreness in any
part of the body in from one

three hours.
It is guaranteed to
promptly oure lameness, stiff and swollen
stiff
joints,
back, and all pains in the

speedily

quickest

jjl

I

soreness of any kind.

Company

year.

Double quantity

pries
genuine (Perry
same

15c

Used

but same quality—
a bottle.
See that you get the
Davia & Son) Pain-Killer.

of

8
I

PAII Pain Goes ll

I WhenPAIN-KILLERj

Comesf

<

Uuderwear

gj

Philadelphia,put

Men's 75c

no.
nt’

an

are

intention that

doing—the

we

can

think about.

what we’re talking

results—is

of:

buying Clothing we look for Quality first. That point, settled we put our time againBt the manufacturers in getting a low price
In

it.
Here is a lot of

Boys’ Clothing that

the most prominent thing about it.
out discussing Prices. nenCe, these

camo

in

yesterday. Quality

We tired the manufacturer

AT 50 CENTS,
-

500 Boys’ Suits in two lots, viz:
Lot 1—Boys’ Wool Suits, ages 4 to 15 double seat and
knees,

owner

made them

to

We
wanted
bring $4.50.
price and didn’t pay his,

to sell them at less than half that

so

youget them For $1.95.

2—Boys’ Suits, ages 4 to 15, double seat and knees,
might get $6.00 for them, but they’re only $3.00.
Find
Cape Overcoats $3.00. All wool! Slot much.
’em more than half wool and we’il give you a coat. Could
not get a better coat for the money, tho’, any where.
Try
Lot

SALE

IjNDERWEAR.

OF

:

it.

Boys’ Short Pants, 25c.
Boys’ All Wool Short pants, double seat and knees, 50c
White Store School suits, best in the world for tho
price.

$5.00, Ask for it.

rnMmTTHV

BOYS’ CLOTHING

-OF THE

Merchants’ National

Bank,

the State of Maine, at the close
of business, September 28,1896.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.$ 970,676.28
secured and unOverdrafts,
16,633.14
secured...
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation..
150,000.00
60,000.00
U. S. Bonds to secure U.S.deposits
7.000.00
Premiums on U. S. bonds.
Stocks, securities, etc.
4,300.00
Banking-house, furniture, and
fixtures.*.
20,000.00
National
Banks
Due
from
(not reserve agents).
14,462.43
Due from State Banks and bankers.
1,648.02
63,927.22
Duefromapproved reserve agents.
Checks and other cash items.
3,899.77
11,696 27
Exchanges for clearing-house.
Notes of other National Banks...
7,882.00
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
143.16
and cents
Lawful money reserve in bank.viz:
at

you

Listen!

Underwear

xoaa.

thw

as

RESULTS:

-ui

forjnearly;every disease, which are sold by
all druggists, mostly for 25 cente.a bottle.
Those who are in doubt as to the nature of their disease should address Professor Munyon, 1605 Aroh street, Philadelphia, giving full symptoms of their
disease. Professor Munyon will oarefully diagnose the ease and give you the
benefit of his advice absolutely free of
The Remedies will be sent
all charge.
to any address on receipt of retail price.
■p pdapt

we

point to

is

fig

37 1-2 CENTS.

specifics

up

DEPARTMENT,
Manager.

F. K. BICKFORD,

Portland, in

—1

■

;i

>■}■■■. VO

■

All Bran HEW GOODS.
Ho Jffoth- eaten Places in Them

..

Specie.$39,960
Legal-tender notes. 15,000
Redemption fund
Treasurer

with U. S.
(5 per cent of circular

54,960.00

RINES

BROTHERS.

tion).._._6,750.00

Total..$1,383.868.29
LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in.$ 300,000.00

Surplusfund.

Undivided profits, less expenses
and taxes paid.
National Bank notes outstanding,
Due to other National Banks...
Dividends unpaid.
Individual
deposits

subject

to

64.196.79

133,360.00

6,673.62
382.50

BIHES

•

BROTHERS.

■

check—$527,199.77

Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks out-

standing.

United

175,000.00

681.77

Every Department in the Store has Some Good Values to offer for these last few days of the week.

478.00

de-

States

posits. 4,881.69
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers. 37,715.16

670,856.38

But here

Bills

payable...183.500.00
Total..81,383,868^29

State of Maine,
County of Cumberland, ss.
I, C. O. Bancroft, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and
C. O. Bancroft, Cashier.
belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 1st
day of October, 1895.
CHAS. B. MITCHELL, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
WOODBURY S. DANA, 1
WM. R. WOOD,
[ Directors.
)
D. W. KENSELL,
d3t
oct3
INTO. 4808.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—

OF

THE

—

CHAPMAN NATIONAL BANK,
Portland, in the State of Maine, at the close
of business, September 28, 1895.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.$401,607.61
22.02
and unsecured.
secured
Overdrafts,
50,000.00
U. S. bonds to secure circulation...
bonds.
6,906.25
on
U.
S.
Premiums
17,720.00
Stocks, securities, etc.
Banking-house, furniture and fixat

841.88

National

Banks

(not

agents).

24,869.29
5,914.44
18,470.09
6.25

2,135.84
OXO

OO

1-61

Goods

are

selected few in which the New
made

more

extremely

attractive by

low Prices.

CHAMELEON

ALL

SILKS.

LINEN

They are “The Latest” for all purposes.
Beautiful combinations for waists, skirts
We have one of the best
and linings.
20-inoh Chameleon
cloths made in our

chiefs, initialed,

Taffettas,
10 new

at

only

76 oents por yard.

combinations in

Plaid

We

Irish Linen Handkerhand embroidered, very
We have put
sheer bnt
unlaundered.
all letters, at only 13 1-3
them on sale
cents

have

real

each.

Silk

We put on sale Thursday three of the
Greatest Values in Black Satins we have
ever shown.
Black

Satins, 24 inches

wide, 76 cents

Black

Elegant patterns in White Embroidered
Swiss Handkerohiefs at 50 cents, 75 cents,
$1, $1.35, $1.38 each.
Men’s Colored Bordered Handkerohiefs
at 13 1-3 cents each.
Children's

per yard.

Colored Bordered Handker-

5 oents eaoh.
Satins, 24 inches wide, $1.00 per chiefs,

Satins, 27 inches wide, $1.19 per

yard.

2,250.00

Capital stock paid in.$100,000.00
6,000.00
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses
6,301.00
and taxes paid.
45,000.00
National Bank notes outstanding..
Due to other National
banks.
22,893.50
Due to State banks
and bankers.
4,423.72
9.00
Dividends unpaid
Individual
deposits
subject to check. 365,928.10
of
Time certificates
1,092.85
deposit.
Certified checks.
7,261.60
Cashier’s checks out140.91
standing.
401,749.68
Total.$558,050.53
State of Maine, County of Cumberland, ss.
I, Chester H. Pease, cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge
,,

,.

CHESTER H. PEASE, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2nd
of October, 1895.
P. J. LARRABEE, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
)
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN,
Directors.
SETHL. LARRABEE,
)
B. M. EDWARDS,
<’3t
0ct3
_

FLORIDA
ATLANTA FAIR.
—AND THE—

CHEAPEST
and
BEST
I INF
ULTUC Line
ROUTE, including all expensesrcairor send for prices and family ulustrated advertising.
J. A. Flanders, K. Aft., T. O. Leer, T. M,,
201 Wash’n St., Bosi ■». 5 Bowling <>reen, N. V.
Tb&Tfmo
oct3

Most attractive collection of Black Brocades, Fancy Stripes, Fancy Silks and
Silk

Novelties,
$1.50 per yard.

at

LACE

—

at Portland, in the State of Maine, at the close
of business, September 28,1805.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.$1,591,785.88
Overdrafts, secured and unse55.96
cured-.
50,000.00
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation,
5.000.00
Premiums on U. S. Bonds.
36,259.86
Stock, securities, etc.
furniture, and
Banking-house,
160,000.00
fixtures.
Due from National Banks (not
282,919.36
reserve agents).
Due from State Banks and bank11,178.74
ers.
213,460.78
Due from approved reserve agents
1,099.17
Checks and other cash items.
21,303.27
Exchanges for clearing-house.
16,123.00
Notes of other National hanks...
Fractional paper currency, nickels
142.39
and cents.
Lawful Money Reserve in
Bank, viz:

a,2o0.00

LIABILITIES.

We have four widths of
Trimmings|at 50 cents,

cents, $1.76 per yard.
Marabout
Trimmings,
$1.75 per yard.

Black Feather
75 cents, 87 1-2
50 cents

and

New Mink Silk Fur Edges, at 15 cents,
30 cents 25 cents, 55 cents per yard.
extra values, from $1
Feather
Boas,

style,

of deposit.
Great Assortment of patterns in White
Certified checks—
Lace Collars at $l,l$1.36, $1.50, $1.63, $1.76 Cashier’s
cheeks
outstanding.
and|$3.00 each.

Total.
At

have just
opened a new line of Colored Laces for
Lamp Shades. Colors Yellow, Orange.
$6.50, $8.50 Nile, Green, Light Bue, Red, White. Nine
same

department

we

inches wide, 35 oents per yard.

New patterns added tnis ween continue to inane our uue 01
Black Beaded, Iridescent and White Pearl Garnitures and Trimmings most attractive.
The New Buttons are displayed at same department, and are

inspection.

PI vne

RUSHES

—

iBROS.

Portland,
of business September 28,1895.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.$1,150,661.99
secured and unseOverdrafts,
145.82
cured
60,000.00
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation,
Bonds.
on
U.
S.
4,000.00
Premiums
16,213.73
Stocks, securities, etc.
and
Banking-house, furniture
6,000.00
fixtures.
Due from National Banks (not
67,200,70
Reserve Agents).
Due from State Banks and bank4,670.72
ers
reserve
Due from approved
At

agents.

Checks and other cash items.

Exchanges for clearing-house

...

National banks.
currency,
paper

Notes of other

..

Fractional
nickels, and cents.
Lawful Money Reserve in
Bank, viz:

Redemption
Treasurer

Total.$2,484,128.40

Due to State Banks
and hankers
Individual deposits
subject to cheek..
Demand certificates

CONDITION

—

205,430.54

1.669.16
7,942.84
3,615.00
620.70

Specie.$51,612.75

Capital stock paid in.$1,000,000.00
175,000.00
Surplus fund.?.
Undivided profits, less expen30,420.20
ses and taxes paid.
4o,000.00
New and very stylish pattorns in White National Bank notes outstanding..
604.99
Dividends
unpaid....,.
Lace Yokes, laoe trimmings, at $3 and
Due to other National Banks.$ 208,726.62
$3.75 each.
Plain Lace Yokes at $1.35 each.
New Patterns in Pointed Lace Collars
at 48 cents each.

OF

The Canal National Bank,of Portland
in the State of Maine, at the closa

88,560.00 Legal-tender

Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent of circulation)

DEPARTMENT.

FEATHER
TRIMMINGS

well worth your

REPORT OF THE

The First National Bank of Portland,

Specie.78.560.53
tender notes... 10,000.00
Legal
b

75 cento, $1.00, $1.25,

to $8.00 each.
Feather Boas, Medioi
each.

WO. U4Z..

NO. 331.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
-OF-

We have just opened a. large line of new
handsome
Taffettas in a quality of Silk that last and
patterns in White EmOur broidered Swiss Handkerchiefs, at 13 1-3
season would sell for $1.25 per yard.
cents and 35 cents eaoh.
price $1.00 per yard.

Black
^ ^

LIABILITIES.

and belief.

are a

yard.

Total.$668,050.68

everywhere for fifty years,
and sold everywhere this E

Men’s 50c Jersey

SELLINC

oured.

Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent.of circulation)...

and surest

Qg

much

as

results with

pardonable pride.
please.
in giving them more for
What we’re going to do for parents
their money, when they buy Boys’ Clothing of us, than they can get
Any person may

on

SELLING

Talk of results

Should be thought about, not talked of.

elsewhere; thats

BROTHERS.

RINES

ADVERTISEMENTS.

INTENTIONS
What

Munyon’s Homeopathic Home Remedy

Specie.$13,8/6.90
Legal-tender notes.12,399.00

I remedy for pains, aches and I

Square

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

AT

to

hips and loins. Chronio rheumatism,
soiatica, lumbago or pain in the back are

NEW

On The

Few Hours.

and cents.
Lawful Money Reserve in
Bank, viz:

Killer j
The

a

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THINGS DONE

Rheu-

Fractional paper currency, nickels

IPain-

Trixie,”

last night.
Bright music, pretty girls
and graceful dancers were announced as
features of the play, and the
leading

with

I

of

be

Brooklyn

a

Due from State Banks and bankers.
Due from auproved reserve agents.
Checks and other ca3li items.
for clearing-house.
Exchanges
v’nt/is r%7 othor Motton'il honlra

and

dogs
cats,—also the stings
bees and wasps—should

Evidence From
Official.

Unimpeachable

reserve

of insects, reptiles,

NEW

A JURIST TESIFIES

tures
Due from

dramatic singer

auoe.

heartburn,

AD

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

It is oalleuj “The
work has boon put.
Night Clerk.” All reports are unanimous
that Mr. Dailey has made the success of
his lifo in the new character written for

47.S47.63
859,230.09
107,268,20

6,780.78

notes—

8,428.00

with U. S.
per cent of circula-

60,040.76

fund
(6

tion)

2,260.00

Total.$1,679,361.94
LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in.$ 600,000.00
120,000.00
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses
200,031.99
and taxes paid.
National Bank notes outstanding.
45,000.00
..

National Banks.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to
check.
Demand certificates of deposit-.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding....
Due to other

77,988.76

380.00

510,089.^5
19,200.00
4,544.89
2.IIU.60

Total.$1,679,351.94

3,349.99
1,233.203.21

$2,484,128,40

State of Maine. County of Cumberland, ss.
I, James E. AVengren, cashier of the above

named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the nest of my knowledge

and belief.

JAMES E. AVENGIfEN, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2nd
day of October, 1895.
ORRIN S. FOGG, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
FREDERICK ROB1E.
A
DANIEL F. EMERY. Jr., ^Directors.
FRED E. RICHARDS,
j
d3t

oct3

State of Maine, County of- Cumberland, ss.
I, Geo. C. Peters, Cashier of the above-named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and
G. C. PETERS, Cashier
belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2nd
day of October, 1895.
Chas. T. Pf.ters,
Notary Public.
Correct,—Attest:
W. W. THOMAS,)
! Directors.
F. IV. BAILEY.
B. C. SOMKKBY,)
dSt
oct3

EUROPE and the

ORIESItT

__

HEREBY GIVEN, that the
•\TGT1CE
lx subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself tile trust of administratrix
of the estate of
JEREMIAH STAPLES, late of Freeport,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands upon the estate of said
deceased, are required to exhibit the same;
ami all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
ABBIE S. TORREY. Adm’x.
oct3dla\v3w Th*
Freeport, Oct. 1. 1395.
IS

Sirs. M. A. Crosley’s Tenth Select Party wil
leave New York, Jan. 8th 1896, by Exprrssl
S. S. Normania, for 118 days tour through Spain
Greece, Turkey, Islands of tue
(one
Mediterauoau, Asia Minor. Syiu Palestine
(10 davs), Egypt "up the Nile” to first cataract,
Italy, Switzerland. France and England.
For particulrrs address at once.
MRS. M. A. 0BOSLEY.

week),

7S6 Putnam Ave.,

Brooklyn, N,

y

DR. SWAN’S
IT
CUSSES

vention.

OF THE

$>{**&

AND

W
«,

EVERYWHERE

SOLE?

TAXES'irm
CITY OF PORTLAND.
1
Treasurer’s Office,
September 10,1895. i
bills
for
tax
the
that
vrOTICE is hereby given
ll we year 1895'have been committed to me
the
same.
of
collection
the
for
with a warrant
In accordance with an ordinance of the city a

Piscouni of One Per Cent
will be alio ved on all said taxes paid on or before Tror^da;, October 81. 1895, and on all
taxes paid after October 31st interest will be
chained at the rate of 6 uer cent annum.

GEORGE H. LIBBY,
Treasurer and Collector,
dbl

sepll

WEATHER_PREDICTIONS,
Are uncertain blit we are positive that you
Will need a pair of boots, shoes, or rubbers for
Now we arc constantly
Fail and Winter wear
receiving our lines of Fall and Winter Footstyles,
wear. comprising the latest and newest
and remember we are selling them at the lowest
prices ever offered in Portland.
Call and see our Children’s School Shoes.

WHITE,

F. C.

St.

480 Congress

Wonderful Cures by Dr. Drew of Portland.
TVTEVER in the history of my life' have
Al been so deeply improssed with the
science of magnetic healing as wras demonmagnetic
wonderful
the
by
strated
Phillips
physician. Dr. Drew of Portland at
Pair. The wonderful restoration to health
of Mrs. Abbev Fuller, well known among
was
conthe citizens of the place who
sidered incursblc unable to get around the

canes, her feet
swelling badly, b«d catarrh ol head, eyes
side almost
her left
and
throat
and
out how bad
paralyzed. The doctor to find
the circulation was with her left side, with
the result
my help, used Lis bakery and
from the brain
was the left side, paralyzed
ihe
doctor
gave
to tbe ends of her toes. But
treatments and
her one ot his magnetic
she exclaimed: 1 feel the circulation down
the left side to my foot. Wonderfully cured
case
alter many years of affliction, in my
until 1 saw this wondefrul cure, a miracle,
but
medical
men,
got
I hud ost all faith in
one
new courage ami 1 resolved to make
rl be dootor
health.
more move to obtain
diagnosed mv troubles without me telling
him, and gave me one of his magentlc treathis electric
ments, and by using some of
catarrh snuff cured me of virtigo. jaundice
had defied
troubles that
of | tbe liver,
meaica' treatment with drugs for years.
the greatest
J consider the doctor one of
Th® well
magnetic healers of tho age.
known citizen of Avon, Abraham Marten,
treated
Lave
been
medically
Esq., says I
three years, fearing a shock of paralysis
tlima*
from catarrh,
witk waterv eyes
bit
troubles, without any improvement,
*mii«*i|
has
treatment
Dr. Drew’s magnetic
me, and scores of like testimonials can
given if wanted.
use

or

E. E. HARD),
(Signed,)
for tbe
Chutnnion
Agent, Eaet Wilton,
octl.ft
Evaporator for maple syrup.

Portland Provident Association.
tbe
Portland
mUR annual meeting of
A Provident Association will be held at
its room, citv building, on Thursday, October Jd. 1895, at 7.30 o’clock p. m., to elect
it
officers for the ensuing year, to see if
Constituwill vote to amend Art. VII. of
shall
the
managers
tion so that meetings of
be held from October to April Inclusive, Instead of SeDteinlier to April, and the transection

ox any

oiaer

ousineas

mar.

iuny

properly come before said meeting.
W M. MARKS. President.
PHILIP IT. TURNER, Secretary.
dlw
eepT

NOTICE^
The Evening School will open at the Spring
Schoolhouae on Monday Evening, Oct 7.,
1695.
Books and tuition free.
Per order.
SCHOOL COMMITTEE.

sep30dlw

O. 3VE. JA..
monthly meeting of the Maine
Mechanic Association will be
Mechanics’ Hall,
held at Library Room.
THURSDAY EVENING, Oct. 3d, at 7.30.
GEO. A, HARMON, Sec’y:_
octld3t
regular
THECharitable

|
a

The laborer
is worthy
of Ins hire.

a

profit

^
^
Jy

^
All

£

|

If we cannot make a
on an order, we do
not want it. We are n*t
in the printing business
for our health-—but for
the money there is in it.

a

men

doing 'business

working for the

same

V

and what one

y
V
y
y
y
y

he must
You are the “one,” we
Our
are the “others.”
prices, work considered,
are not high, and we have
the “know how” to make
the result attractive.

V

$

v
k7

J

man
accede to

Tne second step in
will be held in 1898.
this realization, then, must be taken, if
at all at this meeting. If It win its way
to
acceptance in the first test, it will
Whether
doubtless succeed in the second.
favorable suffor not it will receive the
unrages of the convention is altogether
certain. Many of the changes involved in
radical
so
a
sort
of
be
its adoption would
that the contemplation of them has already excited dire forebodings. In addition, a strong element in the churoh
deprecates the idea of any written constitution, declaring that written constitution is contrary to all precedent in the
Catholic churon or in any of its branches,
and maintaining that it is dangerous, inasmuch as it tends to making the religious body seem of man’s organization,
rather than of God’s.

PRESENT

CONSTITUTION

INCOM-

PLETE.
On the other hand, there exists in the
churoh a vivid realization of the fact that
the present constitution is incomplete to
nuan emabrrassing extent and crude in
Much that is unsatisfacmerous details.
tory in t.hft nroRont the nroDosed constituto remedy. Viewed from
tion

The annual meeting of this society was
held at the First Parish house yesterday

is after
others,

a

A
A
A
A

^
are

end
W
v

V
V
v

v
v

Y

V

The Thurston Print,

g
V/

97 1-2 Exchange Street, yy

the meeting held February 6th a
At
constitution was presented and adopted.
now 33 directors from the vaThere are
The executive commitrious churches.
tee keep in touch with the army, know
exactly how tho money is spent. Regular
meetings have been held the first
Wednesday of every month, excepting
July, August and September. Sometimes a good number have been present,
and others very few. At the June meeting only seven were present, but as that
constituted a quorum, the business was
We have assisted tho
duly transacted.
sick and needy of the army to some extent,
purchased soino musical instruand tried to do the duty lying
ments
nearest ;but we earnestly hope this is only
the beginningjof a work which in its rebe far-reaching, and rememsults will
ber that the “Inasmuch” is as much to
hand” as the
us
in this “lending a
greater work of the army.
The best way of knowing of this work
will be to go to the Second Parish church

Friday evening and hear one of the
ladies of the army tell of the work.
These officers wete elected for the com-

auoquawo

pdhuii*i«u'jo

his

hand and the Carlsbad
They
Sprudel Salt on the other.
can’t both be right; there s too
much difference in their methods
atid in their results.
Carlsbad—the Sprudel Spring
at Carlsbad has been curing dysof years.
peptics for hundreds
Its natural solvent and stimulating properties correct perverted
and bring
ijptrition, repair waste, and
back a healthy digestion
ap-

petite.

only

The

genuine imported

Sprudel Salt (the water solidified
at the spring) has the signature
of “Eisner & Mendelson Co.,
New York, "on every bottle.
Agts.,

OR.

tempieTgufies

“So your papa is willing to trust me
with you, is he?”
“Yes.
He seemed sure you’d fetch
me back to him. ”—Life.

An

Unprecedented

Offer to Afflicted
Citizens of Portland

Special

Q

|

Consultation Examination
Free for One Wlonth.

Disease
Diagnosed
Without Asking

All

Questions.

English Breakfast, 8
Q
g Gunpowder 6 Ceylon

8
0

|

8 Large
8

All

1

W. L. WILSON & GO.,

g
X

The Grocers.

inserted tender this head
cents cash In advance.

Lf?T IN WOODFOHDS—On
street, '*near postoffice and
depot, large, airy, hot and cold water, bath.
In private family. To desirable occupant atBox 234. Wood
low price.
Address P. O.
3-i
ford*. Me.
Tu

L>OOM
^ pretty

RENT—Two story house. No. 63 Gray
street, house has been newly decorated
and improved inside and outside; new bay
sunny
windows, good healing apparatus,
comexposure, large yard, a healthy and
foriable
BENJAMIN
SHAW,
dwelling.
3-3
51 1-2 Exchange street.

IjiOR

RENT—Lower rent of bouse No. 43
Myrtle street eight rooms and bath
all modern
confurnico and
room;
veniences; central location..Inquire No. 313
3-1
Cumberland street.

IjlOR

LET—Two furnished rooms connected,
back
hecond floor; also one large
and cold
water,
parlor furnished, hot
furnace beat, with board, at 031 Cumber3-1
land street.
mo

JL

on

of 7 rooms at 7
rent
LET—Lower
Wilmot street, S-'O per month.
Apply
2-1
to L. TA \ LOR, 385 Congtess street.

mo

JL

down
rgpo LET—A very pleasant
Js. rent of 7 rooms a* 841 Congress

stairs
street,
to GEU.

very convenient and sunny. Apply
F JUNK1N.-, Real Estate and Insurance,
2-1
under U. S. Hotel, Monument square.
mo

JL

LEI—Very desirable rooms, single or
74
connected, with board at
Spring
**~4

street.

to LET-At No. 46 Slone street.

HOUSE
Inquire at 57 Elm street.
mo

JL

LET—A very desirable
34 Pine street,

Call at
^’1

_

diarrhea, neuralgia, nervous prostration,
epilepsy or
diabetes, Bright’s disease,
fits, tumors in all conditions, diseases of
a delicate
nature, diseased bones, hip
disease, deafpess heart disease, bladder
disorders, hemorrhoids or piles, chronic
rheumatism, obstinate constipation, disorders of women,
sciatica,
cer,
liver
complant.

cataract

of eyes,

paralysis,

kidney

flstular,
troubles,

throat
gravel,
ers,
impotency, and in fact, all
diseases quickly yield to animal

scrofula,

in

the

can-

disordchronic
magne-

hands of this phenomenal

WANTED—MALE

HELP.

Forty -words inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

MORE CLOCKS

Clocks for
than ali the other dealers combined.
Alarm Clocks
every House, Office, Store or Hall.
95c up. Largest Stock, Test Clocks, Lowest Trices.

McKKNNEY, flic jeweler, Moh undent Square.
sOptfidtf

TO

desired._1-1

mo LET—One of the finest corner rooms to be
A found on congress street; up one flight;
steam beat, Sebago. water closet, etc.; $25 per
month. Euquire ox A. F. HILL. 600 Congress
30-1

street.
_

RENT—Near Monument
square,
second floor, tenement containing five
rooms, same floor, ail in excellent repair;
BENJAMIN SLA VI,
warm.
.'tinny and
28-1
51 1-2 Exchange street.

F‘jli

furnished

LET—A

loom
one

Qoq't

small
and
TO
LET—Large
in Rines
rooms to lent
nearly
Building, No. 542 Cougresa street,
store.
opp- sira Hines Brothers’ dry goods
Rooms will be furnished to reliable parties
ho desire to reDt for a long time. Inquire
Store.
at RINES BROTHERS'. Dry Goods
27-1

ROOMS
unfurnished

'*■^0^/1/

LET—Pleasant furnished rooms with
r|10
Ji furnace heat and use of oath room at

heating^l li,
jjjl

457 Cumberland street.26-4
LET—Dress m 'king rooms; Ihree connecting rooms over the X. John Little store on
Congress street, up one flight; pne room fronts
on street; set bowl; city water; large closet and
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LAKli A BEE,
24b Middle street.7-tf

permitted in

your

TO

|||

j fi
||
|
||

TO

LE

—

gas, ai

Furnished room
90 High streoet.

with heat and
11-tf

WANTED—SITUATIONS.

|
|1

under this Head
words inserted
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty
one

your food- Genuine
Cottolene is sold everywhere in tins
with trade-marks—" Cottolene"and 111
steer's head in cotton-plant wreath

31]

WANTED by two cayable girls, situations In
vf
private famlies as cook andisecond worker
will do table work in hotel. 25 general work
girls waiting for employment; will go In hotels
One desiring capable help
or private famlies.
should call at 399Va Congress street, MRS.
PALMER'S

town,
FOR SALE—The only bakery In
«!<?•
t
A
Freopoit Bakery for sale.
Wr*te
banco to make money. Hulf cash.
2-3
Me.
T.
o JOHN
OXNARD, Freeport,

desirable house No. 5®
modern improveA first class residence in every recents.
term*.
Also
house lots In City
Easy
pect.
>t Deering, >mall amount own, balance in
nonthly payments. A. R. & E. A, DOTEN,
2-2
5-98 Exchange aireet.
SALE—A very
FORDeering
reet. All
s

SALE—Blaok pacing gelding, weigh
sound and kind, safe for ladies to
can
very fast. Will be sold cheap
! ts owner 1ms nogouse
tor him. E. JORDAN, 10
1-1
street
loyd

FOR
1050,
Irive and

§40; rent, steam and water
i Lge
nonth. Central location. Price
address B. B. Press Office.

an
American
woman, a
are
a family where there
small
children, ;to do general work
house keeper, good plain cook; would
where not much
an
invalid
take care
night work is required; or cook In family
Adwhere only plain cooking is required.
28-1
dress B. G., Press Office.

i ED—13y
WANsituation
In

no
or

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES
AND OLD SORES
PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT CATARRH, MALARIA,
AND POTASSIUM
KIDNEY TROUBLES
and DYSPEPSIA
Makes

$

t f. F. P.

I
I

Marvelous Cures
in Blood Poison,
Rheumatism

Are entirely

For primary, secondary and tertiary
syphilis, for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
in all blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronlo ulcers,
tetter, scald head, bolls, erysipelas,
eczema—we may flay, without fear of
contradiction, that P. P. P.is the best
blood purifier In the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent oures
in oil

cases._

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
and whose blood Is in an impure condition. due to menstrual irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the wontonio and blood cleansing properties of P. P. P.-Prickly Ash, Poke
Boot and Potassium.

<kw&l

8PRINQFIBLD, Mo., Aug. 14th, 1893.
—I can speak la the highest terms or
your medicine from my own personal
knowledge. I was affeoted with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
35 years, was treated by the very beso
physicians ana spent hundreds of dollars, tried every anown remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one Dottle of yourP. P. P., and can
cheerfully say it has done me more
good than anything I have ever taken.
1 can recommend your medicine to ail
sufferers of the abovo diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY.
Springfield, Green County, Mo.

t

by P.P.P*

—Prickly Ash. Poke Soot and Fotas*
alum, the greatest blood purifier on
earth.
/
Abebdetsn, O.. July 21., 1891.

Messrs Lippman Bkos. Savannan,
©a.: Dear Sins—I bought a bottle of
.and
yourP.P. P. at Hot Springs. Ark.three
ft has done me more good than
months' treatment at the Hot Springs*
fiend three bottles O. O. D.

^o^j'II.XkeWTON,
Brown
O*

and Scrofula
P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
weak
and
the
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happiness where sickness, gloomy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.

removed

#

Aberdeen,

Capt.

CourAy,

I tried every known rec^a*
my faoe.
dy buc in vain,until P. P. p. was used,
and am now entirely oured.
J. D. JOHNSTON,
(Signed by*
_

_

•

Savannah, Gfl*
Skin Cnacer Cared.

Testimony from the Mayor of Sequin, Ttt*
Sequin, Tax., January U, 1893.
Messrs. Lippman Bros , Savannah,
Qa.: Qentlemen—l have tried your P.
P. P. for a disease of the skin, usually
known as skin cancer,of thirty years*
Standing, and found great relief: 16
purifies the blood and removes all ir*
rltatlon from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
I have taken nvo or six bottled
sores.
and feel oonfldent that another course
will effect a cure. It has also relieved
me from Indigestion and stomaob

trouble*. Yours truly.

CAFT. W. M.

RUST,
Attorney at Law*

on Blood Diseases Maned Free.

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL

fr

J60; entirely new: only one left. BAILEY’S
3-1
SUN STORE, 2G3 Middle street.

ISLOWER
ceived

IT.

LIPPMAN BROS,
PROPRIETORS,
Uppman’s Slock, Sarannah, ©a>

WOMAN who has had four years experience »s bookkeeper and cashier
would like a similar position; is a line penin her
man and very accurate and correct
work. Best of references.
Address, C. E.
B., this office.28-1
education
LADY ot refinement and
as
desires a position
companion,
inquire nt 49
governess or housekeeper.
27-1
Fleeting stieet.

A

A

WANTED.
held
inserted under this
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words
one

person to travel;
$780 and expenses; inclose
and se)f-uddr« ssed
stamped

WANTED—"Trustworthy
sulary

reference

envelope. Manager, Box P, Chicago. 27-1

y

I^aTnSPRIMGS

jh.

m

TVFACKEY, a young man from
lfJL Now York, who has spent
Raymond Spring, and will
bunting Reason up to Nospend
vember 1st, would like for any lover of good
shooting to join him in the chase; a
good
bird dog; warrants plenty of partridge and

fV

•

JL

•

dfc?
W
J£>
m*

summer at
the
now

gpr

wood cock.

in

idg?
Jfc
x

SEP
Jk
MSP

75c.

New Resilient Waltham Mainsprings, superior to
Warranted Mainspring and
all others, only 75c.
cleaning, $1.50. Cleaning, $1.00. McKENNEY, the
janl8dtf
Watchmaker, Monument Square.

the

Address

l.

ii..

toAiALiL,;

Raymon 1, Me.
ONEY to loan

North

2o-2

on furniture, organs, pianos,
machinery, horses, diamonds, watches,
life insurance policies, first r nd second mortgages, real estate; also notes discounted. Business confidential. PORTLAND COLLATERAL
LOAN CO., Room 6, 185 Middle street, second
floor.
sepl3-4

RINGS!

RINGS!

RINGS!

^

A Thousand Solid Gold Rings, Diamonds, Opals
Pearls, Emeralds, Garnets and Moon Stones in latest
style or setting. Engagement aud Wedding Kings
a specialty.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument

JJ

TO LOAN-On 1st. and Pd.
mortNotes discounted on
gages. real estate.
1 favorable terms. W. P. CARR, Room G, Oxford Building. 2d floor.septl8-4

W

#
Jfr
^
r

Square.

_sentOdtf

BERNARD PUPS, full-blooded and
Will be sold cheap if purA.
MR. JOHN
at
once
from
CLARITY, United Mates Hoiol, city. 28-1

ST.handsome.
chased

now

on

5

for

TITAN TED—All persons in want of trunks
**
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
593 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can
therefore give bottom prices;
trunka repaired. Upon evenings.12-4
to

US,

take

Conway,
27 4

H.

AN TED—To buy from $1000 to $15,000
»*
I
worth of cast off clothing.
pay the
highest cash prices for ludies' dresses,
gents’ and children’s clothing aud gent’s

C OAL !

winter
or

overcoats.
to >.DE

postal

Call

or

address

ccttage house,
of
FORandSALE—$250
lO.t'liQ feet of land in the city
5 minutes from steam and electrics,

9-3

if yon want a home call immeetc.
ran remain for five years at 6
percent. RlCHARDaON LAND CO., 478 1-2
27-1
Congrese street.
stores,

diately; $400

house

or trade
would prefer small
for other
property;
bouse In suunrbs. If rou have any prop® ty
F,
o trade call and 1 will make an offer.
H. DEERING, 478 1-2 Congress street. 27-1
a good
SALE—DInln< room doing
l^OR
■8.
business, good location,
investigation
for
reason
bargain,
selling.
solicited, good
9ICKne»».

Office, 350 Ooinmer cia! S
534*a.

*01

parucuiara caii
street.

ou

27-1

GARDINER, IS5 Hiiidlo

nOR SALE—Cottage lots 2,500 feet eaeh.
I.
by new survey, on Peaks Island, for
from 2 to 10 cents p-r foot: may be peid for
50 cents to 83,50 a
bv installments of from
month. Immediate possession given. 'J itla
perfect. Last chanoe at ’hese terms. Subscriptions for one or tnnr« of these lots they
be left with S. M. WATSON, 413 Congress
27-1

street.

TOR SALE OR EXCHANGE-At J. A.
JL
Hills,
Trafton’s stable, Cumberland
well broken
a carload ol very nice loraes;
for 1 mily use. weigh from 1,000 to 1,400
pounds; also othor horses that can move
Please
oall.
well:
low
prices.
along
27-1
I RAFT ON & CHAFFIN.

OR TO LET—New brick houses
These
and 21 Thomas Street.
completed and ready for occuTwltohat
The
H.
JAMES
WAUGH,
pancy.
ell, Champlin Co., or No. 331 Spring -treet.
SALE
FORNos.
19
houses

are now

septlO-4

the late
XtOR SALE—The Homestead
JO
Thomas Qulnby. near Stroudwater In Peerhouse.
On
with
good
ing. Four acres of land
line of street cars; 10 minutes from Union
water.
As
Sebago
station; perfeot drainage;
line a location as there Is In Peering. Apply to
Stroudwater.
1ly27-tf
ANDREW HAWES,
of

Two good Second-hand
Furnaces will he sold cheap
for cash If applied for at
once.

May ha

seen in our base-

ment.
EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
sept!7_dtf

a
block
^
Union
income
$672 per year; each rent has hot and cold
This
water, bath room and water closet.
property is one of tbe best invenstuients
Fortinnd. A. C.
LIBbY,
ever offered in
42 1-2 Exchange street.28-1

Station,
ALE—Near
FOR
of houses containing four rents,

SALE—First class one family two
story i.ouee, 2d Beckett 9treet, contaios
9 rooms,* coined ted cellar, furnace, etc., all
Very
lit good repair. Fine lot of of land.
cosy home. 2A. O. LIBBfc, 42 1-2 Exchange

FOR

street.2*-l

located house, numcontaining 9 rooms,
conveniences:
with most of tne modern
fitted for one family. Jt will pay any party
looking for a neat, comfortable home to coil
on
A. C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.

FORberSAajE—Centrally
179 Pearl street,

38-1

edU

SALE—Elegant residence in
Deeding, 14 rooms finished in hard wood and
walnut; in first class repair and lighted uy
gau: fine large stable, four acies land, 160
fruit trees, three minutes to eleotrlce: fujl
W. H.
view of Portland; a great bargain.
28-1
WALDRON £ CO., 180 Middle street.

FOR

of
9
SALE—Suburban residence
rooms, fine stable, orchard, choice fruii,
7 acres land, 6 tons hay 1 1-2 miles out, five
location, in
minutes from electrics, high
view ot Portland and Wbi‘e Mountains, a
W. B.
great bargain to close an estate.
28-1
WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.

FOR

or

stock
Fine
SALE—une

for

farm

dairy

desirable
meat
finely
York county;
suburban farms
located within fifteen minutes drive of the
and
two cities,
excellent land
very easy of
cultivation: modern ri»rm nuuamgs, ail iu
thorough repair and surrounded by beauiiIbis property has never
ful shade trees.
The only
been offered before lor sale.
health of owner.
reason now being the ill
box
address
647, *~aoo.
For full particulars
aep 28-3
Me.
of
in

the

Oakdale.
SALE—BuiUinea lots at
The Deering Land Co. offer for sale on
fa'orable terms, desirable building lots on
Fore3t avenue, Falmouth, Fessenden, Pitt•
William and Doering streets. Oakdale, Deer,
ingc Apply to RuLLlNS & ADaM^. 31 Exmyl3-*ow20w
change street. Portland.

FOR

WANTED—FEMALE

HELP,_

under this head
cash in advance.

Forty words inserted
week for 25

cents,

and reliable girl to do
washing excepted:

capadle
WANTED-A
general housework,

required.

references
It. T. WHITEHOUSE,

Call

office

at

of

Union Mutual building,
1-1

afternoons.

lady wishing to make
and needing steady
employment should work for me selling
M. DAM,
Address A.
medicated wafers.
27-1
31. D., 212 Columbus avenue, Boston.

WANTED—Anyquick
some money

lirANTED—A
JT

work in

given and

a

w

for

oman

family of

general

housereference

one:

in the evening
required. 99Anyly
Pleasant street, city*

between 7 and 9. at

LOST AND FOUND.

for ti e return to Ralph T-.
Bicycle, No,
Merrill, of Victor
Middle and Ex*
corner
from
stolen
56,359,
afternoon bechuiure streets, Wednesday
3-1
tween 2 ana 4 o’clock,
dt»-*

Rewatd

on

Cumberland

street

new lauies’ cloak.
LOST—Tuesday
Washington,
Finder will be 8uitii"ly rewarded by leavnear

ing

TIME THAT

HORSE !

He may be a hummer. All kinds of Horse Timers,
£150. Laagest stock, Best Watches,
Lowest Prices. Korse Timers repaired.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

£7.50 to

llDlldtf

a

Federal
at 163
W. II. WiNSLOW.

same

street,

order._

BZjXtPWOTNTJB

lots in the

exchange
FORcityBALE—Or
of Deering; will sell cheap

fflU

CUMBERLAND.
Agents for Maine of the Celebrated NEW RIVER STEAM
COAL." Tracks to elevators connecting with all railroads. Wood

mar3

rooms,

Deering,

le ter

GROOT, 76 Middle street.

Cnrgoe«, Carloads and at Retail. Elevators on B. .V HI. R. R.
Wharf. The best qualities of Hard and Free Burning Coals careOenulne
Ll'KENS VALEEV
fniiv screened for family use.
FRANKLIN and BORDEN MINING CO., GEORGES CREEK,

A. R, WIGHT CO..

or

27-1

prepared to

descriptions

highest cash prices. Address letters or postal
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.sep4-tf

wanted

cut to

cash

Pianos
FOR SALE—Emerson
easy payments. 129 Pearl street.

one

LEVY is

MR.buySAMUEL
cast oft clothiug of all

my teams,
PHYSICIAN
office, furniture and practice.Address,
Box
North
N.

ali"kinds

re

wringers repaired. |W. C. SAWYER & Co.,
30-1
7 & 1) Preble street.

MONEY

PHYSICIAN,

of

POTS FOR SALE—We'have!

1
a new assortment of fancy Flower
Potsaud Jardiniere in pretty designs. Bulbs
'or tall planting, comprising Hyacinths, Crocus,
Narcissus and Tulips are now ready. We also
lave earth for potting, trellis plant food, eto;

__

Ep'
\

\

J. 1>. Johnston*

To all whom it may concern: I here*
by testify to the wonderful properties
of P. P. P. for eruptions of the skin. I
tailored for several years with an unsightly and disagreeable eruption on

Be*

|

1-2

OICYCLE FOR SALE—The best $76 wheel
R ever shown in this city; will sell it now for

WANTED—Situation

I

Haverhill, Mass.;
Weekly profits averonly $40 a
only $2000

in

SALE—Dve house

FORestablished *30 years.

OFFICE._1-1

by a young man who is
a good penman, accountant and stenographer; owns a typewriter, excellent references,
will work for small wages. Address C. R
30-1
care of E. T. BUROWKS, Portland.

RIGBY PARK.

WANTED—Temperate,

LET—The corner house 96 Emery street.
Inquije rt 308 SPRING STREET. Possession given Oct. 16th ii

steam

oil
use more than
two-thirds as much Cottolene as you would of lard.
When
frying with Cottolene always put it in a cold pan,
it with the pan. Cottolene produces the best results when very
[1 hot, but as it reaches the cooking
ooint much sooner than lard, care
should be taken not to let it burn
—when hot enough, it will delicately brown a bit of bread in half
a minute.
Follow these directions
in using Cottolene and lard will

I

I,'OR

room
corner

For shortening

never again be
| kitchen
or in

RENT—Store No. 88 Exchange street,
opposite Portland Savings bank. Owner
will put in fixtures to suit tenant. Immediate
Expossession. BENJAMAN SHAW 61Vj1-H
change street.

TO

head
week for 25 cents, eash In advance.

Forty words Inserted nnder this
me

lor

room.

OOM
square
heat, up
I> with two close1*,
o flight.
307 Cumonveniences.
Bath
27-1
of Elui street.
Q erli.nd street,

ooooooooooooooooooooooooob

Every ache, pain or
disagreeable feeling point-

ed out and described bettor than the patients can
themselves, lie locates, describes, understands and
explains diseases at a
glance, historizoses incipprogress and teriency,
mination.
Teaching in
his consultation the patient’s inherent power over
all their weakness and debilities which lead to all
various diseases incident
to their natures ;gives the
proper remedy and a oourse
of treatment necessary to a perfect and
doctor
permanent cure. No person should
longer, nor take any more medicine
any
Not only will
him.
before consulting
they be surprised at his wonderful knowledge of disease, his plain, concise explanation of every cause and effect, but at
the rapidity with which he relieves and
cures
the most obstinate diseases by this
very progressive system. The only sysaid of which, coupled with
tem by the
his knowledge of the structure of man,
and his experience"with the peculiarities
of disease and their actions upon the
functions of the body, so demonstrate
to the patient whose life is endangered,
the real cause of their trouble, that the
of men and women
most enlightened
oomprehend his meaning and take his
•
treatment.
He not only cuies the blind, lame and
to
his
crippled, but all diseases yield
strange
power. Catarrh, incipient conchronic bronchi ois, ohronic
sumption,

|

00,m

octl

case.

Way

octldSt

8
8

style packaps. Prices
favorable to buyers.

Assortment.

nOK

WANTED-A

trip.

Japans, g

Formosa,

No explanation is necessary from the patient, no
previous knowledge of the

WANED—A

Fare 25 Gents tnr the Round

||

FRESH ARRIVAL OF

and Vicinity.

to
few reliable canvassers
No matter; tlie great question is. How shall
The third article declares that tho genExwork on salary or commission.
of it? Use THE PINEOLA BALSAM,
eral synod is tho supreme legislative au- I get rid
We want men who
clusive
territory
given.
of the remedies nature
mean business.
ADy earnest man of fair
thority. But tho most radical of its in- a soothing combination
novations is the decree that the power to has put in the pine and other balsamic trees. It intelligence can succeed, with our advanfrom
NURSERY COMPANY,
PERKY
tages.
define or revise doctrines is taken
oures the inflammation and tickling in the throat
3-1
tho synod and given to the bishops alone. and if taken in time will prevent the spread of Rochester. N. Y.
The bishops are to possess sole authority the disease to the lungs. Ely’s Pineola Balsam
to handle our
in theological and dogmatic decisions. is
men
few
strongly recommended in cases of asthma.
This will arouse vehement objection on
goods in the Slate of Maine; all new
cents is the price. Tell the neighE. V.
Twenty-five
for
in
the
see
and
yourself.
goods. Call
the part of the lay representation
WOODWARD, at the Perry Hotel. General
coming convention, which is jealous of bors about it.
ManuHolfman-Paekard-Uarte
Agent for
any diminution in its powers, while many
3-1
facturing Co.
clergymen will make opposition who
look with unfavoring eyes on Episcopal
not
employed,
Christian man wanted,
pretensions..
acquainted with Church people. S13. per
The fifth article adds yet more to the
Wiite standard Manufacturing Co.,
week
lawawTh
episcopal authority. They alone, as a
11 Franklin St., Boston. Mass,
house, shall have power to send bishops
WANTED—Men of good address for outto foreign lands, and shall have the right
1 door employment. The occupation is a
Tho
TO CO TO
to choose all missionary bishops.
pleasant and highly profitable one, as well as
house of bishops alone shall meet at any
being easily learned. Honesty and perseverneeded.
Call, or address
time, in its pleasure, for any purpose not
ance all that is
GATELY & O’GOKMAN, 47 Middle street,
legislative.
30-1
Portland, Me.
All in all, the proposed constitution,
both in many features bore referred to
for
not
mentioned
in
this
man
church
active
and also in details
WANTED—A noat,
ft sexton, salary S850.00. In applying give
article, shows a decided increase of sentiage. occupation and references. Address T.
ment toward tiro restoration of episcopal
Oct. 1st and continuing throughS7-1
Beginning
B.
D., P. O. Box 1635, Portland.
authority. In certain matters the addi- out this week Electrio Cars will connect with
tion to the existing privileges of the
reliable
man,
aged
Boat leaving Portland Pier 9,9.40,10.20,
bishops is most marked. It is claimed Ferry
81, married, wants a situation in office
11.40 a. m., 12, 12.20, 12.40, 1. 1.20, 1.40 or store,
tiie
11,
that
exadvocates
several
its
proposed
changes
had
years’
ilavo
by
good
2. 2.20, 2.40, 3, 3.20, 3.40 and 4 p. m., and perience in office work, and am
are in line with ancient usago and adaptCan
furnish
and
the
the
That
of
typewriter.
of
Park.
time.
stenographer
land passengers at the entrance
ed to tho requirements
Address, M. U. G,, care
good references.
changes are necessary is the opinion of Returning same way when races are over.
21-2
Portland Dally Press.
all schools of thought in the church which
admit the propriety of any written constitution, but a large party looks with due
suspicion on tho suggested increase in
F.piscopal powers.

EE. B. C. TreST’i! 1TEEVB IKE EEilS TSEiTUBHT
14 'sold nr.d'-r positive written guarantee, by
authorized agents or.iy, to cure Weak Memory;
Loss of Brain and Nerve Power: Lost Mai hood:
Evil Dreams; Lack of
Quickness; Night Losses; Lassitude;
all Drama;
Coahdonre; Nervousness;
of
the
Generative
Organs in either
Power
Loss of
or
sex. caused by over-exortion, Youthful Errors,
Excessive Use of Tobacco. Opium or Liquor,
which leads to Mist./. Consumption, Insanity
and Death. By mail, ft a box: six for *3;with
written guarantee to cur© or refund money.
treatment,
Sample package, containing five daps’
with full instructions. 25 cents. One sample
mail.
each
by
to
person
only sold
Sold by J. H. Hammond, corner Free and
Most men break down when afflioted
feater 3ts.. I,. C. Fowler, corner Congress and with rheumatism. If they would try SalCon
081
II.
and
P.
S.
Gooid,
Lafajett.- Sts.,
vation Oil they would find relief at once.
press St., Portland. Me.

DEPARTIENT.j

TEH

Offer.

Where Did I Get this Dreadful Cough?

Tlie Cheapest

I

|

W. L. W. & GO.

week ior 25

one

mo LET—A very desirable rent in Western
J- part of city, can be had by calling at once
at 14 HILL STREET.1-1

Those who desire private treatment and
are able and
willing to pay for the same
may call anv day except Sunday, 10 a.
8 evenings at his
4
to
m.
p. m., 7 to
Cumberland
307
parlors,
private
exconsultation.
where
Street
be given enwill
advico
amination and
to
all.
free
tirely
Dr. Temple holds certificates issued to
him by tlio State Board of Health of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Now York. InIowa, Illinois, Missouri, Arkandiana,
sas,
Texas, California and Territory of
Arizona.
Diploma issued from the Al1[ !.iu V,
x.
Dany ivieaicai uoaege,

the diocesan representation from four to
three, in each order, and doubles the
constitutional quorum of dioceses. The
two houses may sit in joint session, and

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOGGO

one

physician.

POWER FOB THE BISHOPS.
The proposed constitution also reduoes

some.

the

tism

position.

change the house may

favorably by

on

President—Mrs. J. H. Fletcher.
First V ice-President—Mrs. H. P. Merrill.
Vice-President—Mrs.
Second
Joseph
A. King.
W.
Cole.
Warren
Secretary—Mrs.
Treasurer—Miss Maude Washburn.

v*.

the constitutional quorum of the house
of deputies is increased. It would exclude the score of missionary bishops in
making up a quorum of the house of
bishops. This would render possible that
fifteen bishops might exeroise the authority of the whole house, as only twonty
nine bishops would be required for a
is regarded unquorum. This reduction

lie

remedy,
between drugs and medicines

Forty words

choice

lag year:

By the proposed
secure tor its head
whom
them
they conthe man among
sider in all particulars best fitted for the
honor and Its duties.
tasks of

Now, the thing that oftenest is
is their
wrong with dyspeptics,
it seems to
of a

on

this standpoint the change attracts to its
s upport
many who, while dissatisfied
with the draught in certain particulars,
are far more dissatisfied with the existing
constitution. They rely, too, upon the
THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
future development and improvement of
whatever may be adopted.
ROBINSON.
JUDGE
BEFORE
In tho declaratory preface to the constiare
Common
Mulkern.
the
that
stated
it
is
scriptures
tution
Wednesday—John
Hith
to be reoeived as the word ot God.
drunkard; sent to jail for forty days.
erto the formal statement has been that
Irving E. Annis. Intoxication; fined
the scriptures contained the word of God. $3 and costs.
its
because
Inis
Michael O’Tool and T. J. Eagan
The alteration
important
literal interpretation is likely to contra- toxication ; each sent to jail for thirty
dict the assertions of many biblical stu- days.
Concannon.
Coleman
Intoxication;
dents, while, if it be regarded as a figure
of speech, it at onoe allows a threatening fined $3 and costs.
interin
its
fined
Heath.
W.
James
Intoxication;
to
opinion
personal
liberty
$7 and costs
pretation.
constiThe first article of the proposed
A. Magnificent Yacht.
tution changes tho name of the chief legislative body from general convention
steam yacht, one of the
A
magnificent
would
The ohange
to general synod.
our
finest in the country, arrived in
seem to the layman one almost of indifferIt is
ence, but the ecclesiastical terminology is harbor yesterday about 3 o'clock.
exact that church papers have for the white steam yacht Columbia of 380
so
a
number of months contained column tons
gross, sohooner rigged, 189 feet long,
after column advocating or disparaging
the proposal. The term “synod” histori- 23 feet breadth of beam, fourteen and six
cally signifies as ecumenical council. tenths feet deep, built in 1894 in PhilaMoreover, the change provides that “the delphia, and has New York for her home
the general
powers not committed to
by this port. She is owned by Mr. James Harvey
synod, or to the provincial synod diooeses
Ladew.
institution, are reserved to the
respectively.” It is argued by some that
would
t he character of the legislative body
WIT AND WISDOM.
be revolutionized by this enaotment; that
in consequence of its disputes concerning
Trustworthy.
the reservation of rights and the delegation of powers would be continuous and
word
of
the
Advocates
“synod”
endless.
insist that it is by association and meanmore common
the
to
far
preferable
ing
and secular-sounding word con vention."
The first article also provides that the
ruling officer of the house of bishops shall
be elected by that body from its own
member and shall bear the title of primus
in accordance with ancient ohurchly use.
Under the present rule the title is president of the house of bishops, and the
method of determining its bearer is the
simple expedient of giving it to the
bishop who is the senior member of the
house. As a result, the presiding bishop
is invariably a man of advanced years,
often too much burdened by his great age
ior an

Street

a

Army Aid Society,

morning.
Tho secretary, Emma J. Cole, read her
matters extraordinarily
discussion of
It was as
which was accepted.
important ip that denomination. No report,
follows:
more important subject has agitated the
Not many months ago, there entered
church in this country than that of the
of the ladies of this
far the into the heart of one
Thus
constitution.
now
proposed
city, a spirit of helpfulness that led her
the
drafted
by
has
been
ndw constitution
to see the great need of the Salvation
commission duly appointed for that pur- Army, and she did not rest until she
had imparted this spirit to the hearts of
was
pose. The work of that commission
other ladies who, recognizing tho good
Its
completion done by thofarmy,
extended and ardous.
formed a non-sectarian
occasion
an
furnished, in church circlos,
society from the various churches of tho
to
extend
to
the Salvation Army
which
city
for commendation and criticism
aid and sympathy.
extended far beyond the bounds of the
On January 23d there was a prelimiEpiscopal body itself. Thatjthe proposed nary meeting held in the First Parish
law
church’s
the
become
then
on
House,
January 30th an adconstitution may
meeting, when Mrs. Brengle
it is necessary that it should be accepted journed
gave an account of the work of tho army
by the next general convention on a two- and its needs here. This was followed
thirds vote, and not only that.but it must by remarks by ladies from the various
then the officers were elected
as well receive a like indorsement from oh arches,
and tho society
the ensuing year
for
the following general convention, which
formed.

promises

septl3dtf

house without the

Salvation

yesterday

BACKED
BY A
CHECK

Discussed.

convention
triennial
general
Protestant
Df t^e
Episcopal church,
which began it# sessions in Minneapolis
the
undertake
must

«SSlNEi?VOUS

BANK

Matters

The

BLOOD

M

be

dyspeptic.

FOR SALE.

TO LET.

_MISCELLANEOUS._

MISCELLANEOUS.

_

upside

Bishops One of tlie
to

STONACHi

ANKOt ^
The presiding bishop, by virtue of beinS
__M TSCFLT.
longest in the episcopate, is Right Rev
John Williams, bishop of Connecticut.
Everything Seems
He is a descendant of the Williams family
The world is
who were taken prisoners at the Indian, to the
massacre at Deerfield.
Ho was graduated
times are out
the
down;
at Trinity College, Hartford, and as afterward its president, and is also tho founder of joint; he's ready to turn his
of tho Berkley divinity school at Middleback upon his best friend.
ton.

Wrong

Important Business at Episcopal Con-

Power of tlie

DISEASED.

ALL

CONSTITUTION.

CHANGES OF

MISCELLANEOUS.

or

67 Congress
2.-1

VTOT1CE—31. M. NANSEN. 3Ierchant Tailor,
ii
502 Congress street, makes a specialty of
Winter Overcoats to order from #18 to $25.
Also a Black Dress Suit from $25 and up.
Guarantee a fit aud good trimming* u»ed.

I

114%
6%

New Jersey Central.114
b
Nerthen Pacific common
do
do
preferred— 18%
—.

18%

105%

Northwestern.104 Va
Northwestern, pfa.147

Leading Markets.
Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)
; NEW YORK, Oct. 2.
Money easy at lVa @2 per cent; last loan
Prime merat 2 per cent, closing 2 per cent.
cantile paper was quoted 4%q6% per cent.
Exchange was weak, with actual
Sterling
business In bankers bills at 4 86V2 a4 87 lor
60-tiay bills and 4 87V2&/4 87% lor demand;
posted rates at 4 87/5)4 88; Commercial Dills.
Government Bonds
60-days 4 86Vs@4 8dV4.
Railroads strong.
firm
Silver at the Board was neglected.

to-day oar silver
oz. and steady.

London

80 ll-16d

was

and, 171

are

pfd.18*'‘

do
Mexican.
Boston

FLOUR.

and seconds. 2 80@$3:spring wheat,clear
clear
an (straight, 3 20®3 70; winter wheat,
and straight, 3 26a 3 85; winter patent, 3 71H*
Add 2oc to the
3 ;i5; spring pat. at 3 80@$4,
above for the jobbing rates.
Extra

higher to-day on Wheat,
Corn and Oats. Provisions steady and uncliaug
ed. Eggs firmer.
Theioilo.viugare to-day’s quotations of Grain,

l atent Spi n?
wneat... 4
nilch. str’gm
roller.... 3
clear do.. 3

MLouisst’gt

MEATS.
Pork, long and short cut, V barrel, 13 50.
Pork, light and livy oacks $12 50@13 50.
Pork, lean lends 14 60.
bbl.
Tongues pork, $16 50: do beef $21
Beef, corned, $9 uOJBlO 00.
fresh
8V2C.
Shoulders, corned and
Shoulders, smoked, 8H.

were

uram-

@72
@44
@48

10*a,4

‘Oats,
2o Oats,

7633
6033

86
65

car lots

Hams, large and small, OslOo.
Bacon, 10(j$10Hc.
Pork, salt 7c.
Briskets, salt 7H.
Sausages, 9He.
Sausage meat, 9HcLard, tes, 6S/*c; pails, 714@7%Ci If, in pails,
8% a 9V*
Beef steers, 7 Vi '§9.
Beef, fresh, hinds, 9(5112He; fores, 3ffioHc,
Lambs, spring, 7@8eft.
Hogs, dressed,cuy, 6t4c V ft: country, 614c.
Chickens, fresh Northern and Pastern 18@20c.
Fowls, 12(0:13c; iced chickens ll^lSc.
Turkeys, 12@13c.

@45

28@30

bag lots
Cotton beec
car lots.00 00@20 60
bag lots 0000@22 00
Sacked Br'r
car ots.$16 00^18u0
bag lots. I»19@21 00

___

ppnnrmt.

...

Butter, cream, choice, 22®23c,
Butter, fair to good, 20@2lc.
Butter. North, choice, i7@18%.
Butter, lmlt, crin. 13c.
Butter. Western ladles 11.
Cheese, Northern, new do 8%®8% ; Wst, new,

...

Scaled....

9@12c

!

Amoys.17@2o
Mackerel, bi
...14@60
Extra Is 00 00@$00 ! Congous
is
S22
00&,$25
Shore
Japan.18@36
Shore 2a *1«00&$20 Formoso....... 2o@b0
Sugar.
Med.3 g.$15 003$17
largess } 6 003$18 00. Standard Gran 4 13-16
Ex-oual’tv fin*
Bananas.
J4%
No 19.
12o@160 Granulated.,
4 7-16
76c®l 00; Extra C....
No 25.
Seeds.
1 OO&l 20
Mediums.
Red Top—rerrodnoe.
Cape Cran*os$o 50@$7 ! cleaned..., 16%@17
good.
OO
@12%
0
00@0
Jersey,ct
NewYork
| Timotny... 86% ,@6 20
@13%o
Pea beans 1 8631 90 t Clover.... 10
Provisions.
Foreignao 1 76®1 86
\eilow Eves.2 1630 00 Porkclear. 13 50014 00
Cal. Pea_2 15&0 00
Irish Potat’s. bbi L 25 backs... 13 50014 00
@12 05
NO 2.
Virg. aweets2 50@2 76
snoncutiS 50@14 00
do .)erse'3 00@3 26
do Vmeiana— 000
Onions—
I Beel.tam. 9 50 310 00
date... 10 00@10 60
Native,bbi 0 00@i 65
ex-date 11 00®11 60
Bermuda..
3
158816 Bneiess%blOO@S
Sp Chickens.
Turkevs.j 5316c ! Lara.to*!. com61/4@5%
tubs, pure 7
12314c
@7l4
Fowls....

7%@8%c.

Chicago

Lire

Stoclc Market.

(By Telegrapm
CHICAGO. Oct. 2. 1895,—The Cattle market—receipts 16,000; choice firm to 6c higher;
others slow; common to extra steers at 3 30@
6 60 : Stockers and feeders at 2 2583 90; cows
and bulls 1 50@3 40;calves 3 00@8 30; Texans
1 75@3 46; Western rangeis ac2 00@4 10.
Hogs—Receipts 31,000; weak and 6c lower :
heavy packing and shipping lots at 3 90®4 40;
common to choice mixed at 3 85@4 45; choice
assorted 4 30,2)4 60; light 3 85@4 45; pigs at
2 25@4 35.
Sheep—receipts 12,000; steady; inferior to
choice at 1 60@3 60. lambs 3 00@4 80.

tcs.eomp’nd 5l4&6%
tlerces.pure 7 @7%
pails.coinpd 6 @6*4
@8*4
4Plb.
8(a9c
Fvap
pails, pure 8
Lemons.
9*4 @9*4
pure If
.10
@10%
Maori.
$iO®$ll Hams
8 00®^10
docov'rdll @11%
Messina.
Apples.
New. 2 00(@3 25
1 76@$2
Fair to good

...

Potuesuc

..

2d;

l°sid 27th. schs Clinton.
Weed.

FOR

most

..Oct 5
Massachusetts..New York.. T.ondon
Patria.New York. Hamburg. ...Oct 5
Oct 6
Trave.New York. .Bremen
Umbria.New York. Liverpool. ..Oct 5
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow,.... Oct 5
..

Bourgoyne.New
Spaarndam.. New

6
C

Oct
Y'ork.. Havre
York. Rotterdam. .Oct

Oct 8
Lalm.New Y'ork.. Bremen..
Oct. 8
Aurania.Now York.. Liverpool
Paris.New York. .S’thampton .Oct 9 York.
Britanlc.New York.. Liverpool....Oct 9
Sid. sohs Emma Green, Bangor for New York;
New Y'ork.. S’thampton...Oct 10 Wm
Normanta
Salisbury, Portland for do; Ann, Amboy
Manitoba.New York. London.Oct 12 for Eastport.
.Oct 12
Prussia.New York. .Hamburg
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st. str Maverick, fm
S. of Nebraska..New York.. Glasgow.Oct 12 Portland; sch Mary Williams, Reed, Rockport.
Fulda.New York. .Bremen.Oct 12
PORTSMOUTH. NH—Ar 1st. sch Geo DavenOct 12
Werra.New Y'ork.. Genoa
port. Newport News.
Lucania.New fork.. Liverpool. ...Oct 12
ROCKLAND—Ar 1st, schs Yankee Maid GilVeeiutam.New Y'ork. .Rotterdam...Oct 12 bert, Portland; Harvest Home, Brown, Boston;
City of Rome.. New York. Glasgow-Oct 12 Victory, Rockport for do.
Touraiue.New York. .Havre.Octl2
Sid. schs Addle E Snow, Pinkhatn, Greens
Snree .New York. .Bremen.Oct 15 Landing for Philadelphia; Atlanta. Hall, PortsF. Bismarck. .New Y’ork. Genoa.Oct 16 mouth; Waroeck, St John, NB; Brenton, LeFriesland_New York. .Antwerp.. ..Oct 16 blanc. Belleveau Cove; Annie, Glass, Port
St. Louis.New York. .S’thampton..Oct 16 George.
SALEM—Ar 30th. schs H G Metcalf, Harper,
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool ...Oct 16
19
Mississippi.New Y’ork. .London.Oct 19
Bangor for Atlantic City; George Gurney, Carr,
Ethiopia.New Y’ork. .Glasgow-Oct
do for Norwalk; Lavolta, Whittaker, Sullivau
.New York. .Rotterdam ..Oct 19 for New York.
Amsterdam
Oct 19
Phoenicia .New York. Hamburg.
Sid, schs Irene E Meservey. HCurtis, William
Etruria.New York.. Liverpool..., Oct 19 Slater. Mary Ann McCann.
Right Away; John
Gascogne.New Y’ork. .Havre.Oct 19
H b Metcalf, Lavolta. and Grace CushSomes.
Ellis.New York. Bremen.Oct 19
ing.
22
Havel.New York. .Bremen.Oct
WASHINGTON—Ar 1st. sch Wesley M Oler,
Southwark.New Y’ork. .Antwerp... Oct 23
..Oct 23 Kelley, Kennebec.
.New York. Liverpool
Germanic
New York.. .New York. .S’thampton..Oct 23
Foreign Ports.
Mohawk.New York.. Lonuon.Oct 26
Furnesia.New York. .Glasgow.Oct 26
Ar at Fredericton, NB, sch Ethel, Leighton,
...Oct
26
Sof California..New York. .Glasgow.
Machias
Persia.New York. .Hamburg. .Oct 26
Ar at St John, NB. Idst, schs Roy, Lister,
Campania.... New York. Liverpool,... Oct 26 Rockport; Beulah, Wasson, Rockland.
.New York..Rotterdam. ..Oct 26
Maasdam
Cld, schs Fannie. Leonard. Rockland; Uranus,
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool.. ..Oct30 Wood, do; ltiverdale, Urquhart, Rockport.
Paris.New York. So’ampton... Oct 30
Saale.New York..Genoa.Nov 2
Spoken.
...

....

..

MarKtes.

Oil.
Oranges.
(By Telegraoh.'
ot.030 00 I Kerosenel20 hr ts 9*4
Calilornia
OCTOBER 2. 1895.
Florida
000@0 00
Ligonia.10*4
recemrs
Flour market
YORK—The
NEW
do 714s. 0 00(3.0 uO
Centennial.10*4
18,248 packages; exports 4905,bbls and 13,'3 00(3.3 50 I Pratt’s Astjal ..12*4
Messina,
and
auies
sales
134
sacks:
packages;
12,300
iDevoe’s brilliant 12*4
^8(88.
held steady.
In half bbls lc extra
Nearpy.
at 2 2522 00;
extras
riour
quotations—low
Raising.
Kasternext..
1H@0L
mills patents
Fresh Western.; <31* Muscatel.50 lb bxs3@f> c;tv mills extra at 4 00®4 10; city
2 2a a.
Biittei.
I London lay’rl $2(&2 25 4 20@4 45 winter wheat low grades at
2 60 -. fair to fancy at 2 80&8 40: patents at 3 60
Creamer\ ,fncy ..24 32E undara iay'r.0
@0
2
25;
clear
i
straights
Minnesota
76®3
a.3
)
..0
76;
Gilt Edge Vr mt.l8a2t Valencia.
@0
! do at 3 20,23 60: do patents 3 36@4 20 : do rv
Coal,
Choice.. .16317
i Cumberland.4 U0@4 50 mixtures 2~80®3 20; superfine at 2 10®2 60:
Cheese.
Southern flour steady and
ta5 25 fine at 2 06@2 25,
N. Yiflct’ry. a^mo
j Chestnut....
7 25 quiet; common to fair extra 2 10@2 80; good
Vermont.. »Va'3lO
j Franklin....
ILehim....
@5 25 to choice 2 90@8 30. Rve flour quiet and steady
Sage ..... 11^ 312
Buckwheat flour dull at $1 75@
2 60@3 10.
1 80. Buckwheat—Japanese 60@66. Cornmeal
Grain Quotations.
Wheat—redull and steady. Rve is nominal.
CHJGCAO BOARD OF TRA «.
ceipts 113,000 bush; exports 04.646 bush:sales
2
Red store
No
and
bush;
dull;
5,000
stronger
Monday s quotations.
elev at 68c; afloat 68%c; f o b at 68% 268S/* :
WHEAT.
No 1 Northern at 07Vic.
Corn—receipts 101,Dec.
May. OcO bush; exports 45,923 bush; sales 16,000
66% bush: quiet and firm ;No 2 at 37% In elev, 38%
Oneirng.
67Va afloat. Oats—receipts 127,20<» bush: exports
Closing. .. 63%
COK>
60,175 bush; sales 90,060 bush; quiet; mixed
at 23% ; do White at 26%c; No 2
No
Sep.
May. easier;
24% c; No 3 at 23% ; Whit# do 24% c;
31 Va
29V* ChicagoWestern at
Opening.....
Mixed
24c; do White and White
29 Vs
Closing..
Beef quiet and firm; beef
State at 2 ><$30%c.
PORK.
hams dull; tierced beet quiet and firm; city ext
slow and firm; without
meats
mess
cut
Jan.
$17;
July.
9.70 chauge; pickled bellies 12 ibs at 7. do shoulOpening...........
at
»®9%
hams
at
do
ders
; middles nominal;
9.62
6;
Closing.
Lard quiet and easy; Western steam closed
Tuesday's quotations.
6 22 V2 ; citv 6.0.6 05: refined easv; Continent at
WHEAT.
Provis6 65; SA 6 90 x compound 4% ®5c.
Dec.I
May. ions—mess at Pork 9 7o®$10. Butter—fancy
firmer «nrt scarce; State dairy at 12@20c; do
66%
Opening.62%
64 Vg cram 222)22Vac; Western dairy at 9%@18c:
Closing.. .tl
do erm 13@22%c; do factory at 8@12%c;
CORN.
Cheeje quiet and firmer; State
Dec.
May. Elglns 22%c. do
fancy at 8%@8%c; do small
29s,« large 6@8% c;
opening.. ..28 Va
Petroleum steady: united 1 25.
at 6%@9%.
29V8
Closing.27%
—

*'

___

..

#

MINIATURE ALMANAC.OCT. 3.

B sion fir Maine.170
Ontrai Pacific. 19
Cues, si unio. 20
Cuicago fit Alton.103
Chicago & Alton preterren —170
1'h'caeo. Burlington & Quincy 80%
Delaware&-Hudson ( anal < <>.133%
Delaware.Lackawana & Westlt.9
Danver & Kio Grande. l‘>%
Erie. 12%
20
no
preferred
Illinois Central.100%
L.ikc r.rie & West. 24 Vs
> ake Shore.150
Louis &] Nash. 03%
Maine central ft.135
Mexican central. 12%

175

Express.114

MichieanCentrai pf.....100%
Minn & St. L. 26
Minn, fit MC. Louis, pf. 86%
Missouri Pacific.. 33

iBy Telegram:.
OCTOBER 2. 1895.
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet, easy and 1-56c lower; sales 1200 bales,
middling uplands at 9c; middling gulf 9%c.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-day
was steady; middling 8% c.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market is firm;
middling 8%>c.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market is linn;
•Middling 8Vac.
MOBILE—Tne Cotton marxet is firm; middling S-Vs*MEMPHIS—The Cotton market is quiet;
middlings 8%c.

113%
18%
20Vs
103
170

87%
132

170%
10%
12%
26%
101
24%
150

63%

{::: :18 £
sets*.:'.:!
M<S.ntllse0ts'’ay8: : Vises! H8,«ht ad« I .V 8 no 15
NEW &

MARINE

PORT OF PORTLAND.
*

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 2.
Arrived.

26%
80%
38%

I

before you buy SEE OURS.

lar

Tlic Dunlap is the shape.
See our Window for New Neck

Tics.

linings.
Repairing

of any kind.
Examine our large Stock of

Scto Laurel, Keef. Yarmouth.
Sch Emily F Swift, Rockland for Boston.
Grace C Fears, fishing.

Scji

Cleared.

Winterport— Paris

sell Lizzie J Clark. Randali,
Flouring Co.
Sell Pearl, Webster, Tremont—J H Blake.
Sch Vixen. Rice. Prospect Harbor-J H Blake
Sch RD Bibber, Pluknam, Bath—J S Winslow

&Sch

Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Belfast—Ken-

sall & Tabor.
Sch Mtautonomah, Ryan, Belfast—Kensall &
Tabor.
Sch Edith, Batts, Sullivan, to load paving for
Nev/ York—Master.
SAILED—Schs R D Bibber, Bath, to repair;
Edith, Sullivan.
FROM OUR

MERRY,

will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, for Bath,

Popham

eodtf

Drawing, Painting and Modelling
Clay.

sec.

60

sec.
a

t is
n

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

by

hlTbts

man, Boston.
Sid. sch Comrade.

St John, NB.

Passed westward. 2d.
CHATHAM
Manchester Haynes, from Dresden for
—

European ULarlcmS.
(Bv Telegraph.)
LONDON. Oct. 2, 1895.—Cousols 107Vs(l for
107
ll-16d
and
for the account.
money

sch J
Balti-

more.

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 1st, schs
Lucy, Bangor for Atlantic City; Franklin, Nickerson, do for New York; Cyrus Chamberlain,
Thomaston for do.
FALL RIVER—Ar 30th, sch Julia A Warr,
Calais.
HURRICANE—Sid 29th, sch A P Avery, for
New York.
HYANNIS—Ar 1st. sch C R Flint, Greens
Lauding for New York; Right Away. Bangor
for do. Ar at Bass
for Washington.

River,

sen

E R

prev to

Hunt.

Bath

1st, sch Saar-

bruck, Boston.
Sid. sch Hortensia, Sliulee, NS, to load piling
for New York.
MAQHIAS—Ar 20th, schs Josie, Clark, Bos-,
toni Floreuce E Tower, Small, Gloucester; 27

Best;

experience of over fifty years

ibined with modern invention1
improvement makes the
J

Steamship Co.

1

J

p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other information at Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
ap29dtf

able Cooking Rangei
est In tlie market.

Made in
Removable Dockasb 1
not pay a larger profit on in-j
but ask us where to get the

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

mons
o
’’

HOP CO., BANGOR, MAINE.

il nCW

stock is

|

now

lu,

or

nearly so,

and you will have more of an
unbroken variety to select from

Carpet

this fall

NEW YORK

** you are, now is a good time
Fall
to make your selections.

VOU
J

I

•

than if you wait until
the season.

later in

DIRECT LINE.

Long Island Sound by Daylight—Delightful
and Invigorating Sea Trip,
The steamships Manhattan and Cottage
leave
Franklin Wnarf on Tuesdays, ThursCity
days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, E. K., same dav, at fip. m.
The elegant steamer Tremont leaves Frank-

lin Wharf at 6 p. m, August 26.
Returning, leaves Pier 38, E. E„ Aug. 23
and 23 at 6 p. m.
Eacli steamer touches at Cottage City. M. V..
in each direction and are due In New York and

Portland, evening following sailiag day.
Fare to New York one way $6.00; round trip
$8.00; to Cottage City one way $4.00; round
trip *7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. General Agent.
je25dtf

FBEEPOBT STEAMBOAT CO.

Prompt Attention.

Better Give the Matter

Perhaps you have done so and decided to let the old carpets do /COMMENCING Sent. 23d will leave Portwhile longer. Well, in that ease if you want them cut over, or V* land Pier for Falmouth. Con sens’, Littlejohn’s, Great Chelieague and JBustin’s Islands,
relaid or both, we are prepared to do it and do it right.
Wolfs Point and Freeport at 3-00 p. m.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.00 a. m.

a

Hates

-TO

Have Yoo Discovered in Your

•

Park

-

|I
X
I

I

1

<^MAINE-^>
Policy Holders

!

WOULD ^

J

PAMPHLET

|

=

have recently expressed,
In convincing letters,
their belief and
confidence in the

#

j
||

]

YOU
SEE the

X
I

r

I

Union Mutual Life
Insurance Company,

H. J. BAILEY &

I

190,

Portland & Worcester Line
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

At

death,
moat;

the

valuable

possession
of

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.

NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
KAY
STATE AND
PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points
bevond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
every Evening at 6 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
THE

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From

Prosperity

I
i

J;

|

|

Have

Holder.

Helpmate?

“INVEST IN

j

MAINE’\

WISEST POSSIBLE INVESTMENT.

gjfe
jfk

:

For

Diamond

not
sedt28dtf

IsP“TbUII
Steamers.

Autumn

elusions

E

x

by

Co.
lm. s. s.
tickets good
Low rates to the

Return

for 30 days.
many through
sep24

points.

CO.,

7.30 and 0.45 a m., 12.35
3.00, 5.30, and 6.20 p. m.
For Weetbi-nok, Cumberland Hills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.30,
and
9.45 A
12.30,
8.00,
6.30,
m.,

6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
"Hoosae
Tunnel
at Ayer Jaactlea With
Route'* for the West and at Union Station.
and New York
Worcester, for Providence for
Norwich and
via “Providence Line."
Now York vis ''Norwich Line” with Boston
for
the
R.
West, and with the
te Albany R.
Now York All Rail via “Spr ngfield.”
Portland
from Worcester
at
arrive
Trains
St 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 A m.,
from Gorham
6.43
m.;
and
1.30
p.
8.80 and 10.50 A
at
m„ 1.80,
6.40,
6.48
m.
p.
4.15.Ban<!
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Ticket

Agent, Portland, lla
je29

GRAND

dtf

Does

run

Falmoutli

and
Island
Foreside.

In stormy weather.
E. R. NORTON.

Manager.

X>I^L»dI03Nr J3S.
A fine line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Diamond Rings
in the latest styles of settings.
My prices are
reasonable and every stone of the best quality,
810.00 to 9300. Me KENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument

Square.

i. W.JrETKBS.Supt.
dtf

TRUNK

RAILWAY.

Saurentian Sept. 28 |
Parisian
Oct. 5 I
Mongolian Oct. 12.
Cabin passage, Montreal service. #50 and upSecond
wards. Return, SlOO and upwards.
cabin. $30, Steerage at lowest rate.
to
and
New
York
$65.
$45
service,
Glasgow
Return, #85 to $130.
Passengers holding round trip tickets can go
via one route and return by the other, thus enjoying the magnificent scenery of the St. Lawrence and the shortest ocean passage
Glasgow to Boston direct via Galway and
Derry: Prepaid steerage, $13; intermediate
$35. Apply to H. &. A. ALLAN, Montreal
or Boston, or AUSTIN BALDWIN Si 00., 53
Broadway, N. Y., or to GEO. H. STARR, or
T. P. McGOWAN Portland.
nuy9dtf

On

and after

MONDAY, Sept. 9th,
trains will run as follows:

1895

9

junlldtf

and Lewiston
7.10, 8.40 a. m.
1.10, 1.30, 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin Falls and Island Pond,
8.40 a m.. 1.30 p. m. 6.15 p. m.
For Montreal aud Chicago, 8.40 a. m., and 1.30
p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
For Auburn

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 and 11.45
a. m., 3.10. 6.15 and 5.25 p. m.
From Island Pond. Berlin Falls and Gorham,
11.45 a. in., and 5.25 p. ni.
From Chicago aud Montreal. 11.45 a. m„ 6.25
m.
p.
From Quebec. 11.45 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
OFFICE
MIDDLE
NO.
177
TICKET
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA

8.25,

STREET.
L. .1. SEARGEANT Geu’l Manager.
Portland. Sept. 9th. 1895,
septlO

Harpswell

♦

Steamboat

♦

Go.

SUCCEED,”

T D V

SAPOLIO

In
Trains leave
1UI

U^UOJO,

1895.

16th,

Sept.

Effect

i

Portland, Union Station, Railway
OMUUI1V

mediate points

as

MOllllOU

UU1U 11

auu

lUVCi

follows:

Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegau, Lisbon Falls.
Lewiston via Brunswick.
8.30 a.m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls,
Lewiston,
Livermore Falls. Farmington, and Philips.
8.46 a. m. For Bridgton. Fabyaus. Burlington, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
11.10 a. m. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
Wmthroo. WaterSpring station, Lewiston,
vllle, Mooselieal Lake via Foxcroft, Bangor,
bar Harbor, Oldtown Houlton, Fort Fairfield
and Caribou via P,. & A. It. R. and St. Andrews,
St. John and Halifax.
1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick. Lisbon
Falls. Augusta, Waterville. Moosehead Lake
via Foxcroft, Bangor, Bar Harbor uud oldtown.
1.05 p. m.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
Rumford Falls,
station. Mechanics
Falls,
Lewiston. Farmington,
Phillips
Kinglield,
and Rangelev.
l.ao p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Augusta, Bath, Rockland aud all stations on
Know & Lincoln division. Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dover and Foxcroft. Bangor
Bucksport, Oldtown aud Mattawamkeag.
1 25 p. m. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
Springs station, Lewiston, Wiuthrop, Oakland,
Bingham, Watervllle and Skowhegan.
1.25 p. m. Bridgton, Fryeburg. No. Conway,
Fabyaus, Lunenburg. St. Johnsbury. Newport,
Vt, Lancaster, Colebrook and Quebec.
Lisbon
For Brunswick. Batn,
6.05 p. m.
Falls, Augusta and Waterville.
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanlo
Falls. Auburn and Lewiston.
5.56 p. ad. For Sebago Lake Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Fabyaus, St. Juhnsburv,
Montreal and Chicago.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, sleeping Cars,for
Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville. Bangor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
Aroostook
all
Stephens, St. John and
County, Halifax and the Provinces, but does
not run to Belfast, Dexter. Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor,
Saturday nights.
12.55 a. ui., midnight, Mt. Desert special, for
Brunswick, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville,
Bangor and Bar Harbor, connecting at Rockmornland
Saturday
Wednesday, and
ings with steamer Fvank Jones for Castine,
Bar Harbor. Mac„iasport and all landings on
7.00

a. m.

For

route.

SUNDAY

TRAINS.

7.WJ a. m., paper train for Brunswick .Augusta, Waterville and Bangor.
1.00 p. m.
For Brunswick. Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,
and Bar Harbor.
Night Express with sleeping
11.00 p. m
ears for all points.
12,35 a. m,, Mt. Desert special for Rookand, Bangor and Bar Harbor
ARRIVALS

IN

PORTLAND.

Sebago Lake and Cumberland Mills
7.50a. m.; Montrealand Bridgton 8.25 a. m.;
LewJ?ton and Mechanics Falls 8.30 a. m.;

1895, Steamers will
Portland,

Beginning Sept. 16,

Leave Portland Pier,
as follows;

For
CHEBEAGUF.
LONG, CLIFF and
ISLANDS. HARPSWELL, BAILEY’S and
ORR’S ISLANDS. 9.30 a. m.. 4.00 p. m.
RETURN FOR PORTLAND. Leave ORR'S
ISLAND, 6.00 a. m.. 1.00 p. m. Lv. HARPSWELL. calling at intermediate landings, 6.35
Arrive Portland, 8.30 a. m„
a. m.. 1.36 p. m.
3.30 p.

Waterville

and

Kiugfleld,

Lewiston,

Falls,
Skowhegan

m.

-SUNDAYS.-

PORTLAND lor HARPSWELL and in
termediate landings, 10.00, a. m., 2.00 p. m.
Return from Harpswell. 1.00 and 5.30 p. m.
Daily excursions 22 miles down the bay.
Rounc trip tickets, only 60c. Sundays, excursions to Harpswell 35c, other landings 26c.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Manager.
Ie22dtf
Lv.

ana

8.35

Augusta.

Phillips,

ford

a.

m.;

Farmington, Rum-

Lewiston

11.40

a.

11.60

Harbor. Greenville, Bangor, Aueusta 1.20 p.
in.; Lancaster, Fabyans, Bartlett, No. Conway,
Frjreburg, Sebago Lake 4.65 p. in., Skowhegan,
5 25
St,
Rockland
ni.;
p.
Waterville,
John, Bar Harbor Caribou and Moosehead
5.35
ill.;
Lake via B & A., Bangor
Rangeley,
jl
Farmington. Rumford Fails, Lewiston 6.45 p.
all
Montreal and
White
m ; Chioago and
Mountain points. 7.46 p. m.; Mattawamkeag,
Bar Harbor, Rockland 1.40 a. m.: express
Halifax, St. John. Vanceboro, Bar Harbor,
Watervllle aDd Augusta, 3.50 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
Portland, Sept. 1C, 1895.
dtf
jel8

In Effect June

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

WEEK

DAY

TIME

a. m..

2.15 p.

DEPARTURES.

a.

ra.

Time

lr,

%

•'_dtf^

“SOKOKIS.”
Table.

after May 30, 1895, Steamer Sokokis
until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a, m.,
2.00 and 3.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Mallisoti Falls at 11 a. m.,
2.45 and 4.30 p. m.
ivlll

Mechanic Falls.

Saturdays only
m.

Poland Springs, and at Rumford Falls for Andover and Rangeley Lattes.

Through passenger coaches between Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Falls.

Through tickets on sale for all points
on P. A R. F. R’y.
C. BRADFORD, G. F. Si T. Agt.
Portland, Mains.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent.
Rumford Falls. Marne
FeblOdtf
R.

TA'feUE.

For Forest City and Tref^then’g Landing,
Peak’s Island. Little and {Treat Diamond
Islands, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15, 4.20 p. ra.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m., 2.15, 4.20 p. m.
For Cushing’s Island. 10.30 a. m., 4.20 p. m.
C. W. T. CODING* General Manager.
*
Not run in stormy. .0$ foggy weatuer.

STEAMER

1.05

train leaving Portland 5.10 p.
connects with train on P. & R. F. R’y running
through to Rumford Falls.
in., 4.20 Stages connect at Poland Springs Station for

RETURN.
Leave Forest City Lauding. 6.20, 7,20, 9 15,
*11.46 a. ra., 3.30, 6.00, 6.25 p. ra.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.00, 7.05, 9.00, *11.30 a.
m.t 3.15 4.45, 6.45 p. ra.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.10, 7.15, 9.10,
*11.40 a. m., 3.25, 4.35, 6.35 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.05, 7.10,
9.05,
*11.35 a. ra.. 3.20, 4.40, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.45,
*11.15 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s Island, 7*25, 3-1.50 a. m.,
5.05 p. m.

sept!2t

From Union Station
for
Falls, Bucklield, Canton.
Dixlield and Rumford Falls.
8.30 a. m., 1.05 and 5.1 Op. m, From Union
Station for Poland Springs, Poland aul
M.

m.

SUNDAY TIME

R'y.

18'J3

ft
P. M.
TABLE,! 8.30 A.Poland,
Mechanic

Commencing Sunday, Sept. 15, 1895.
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Landing
Peak’s Island, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 5.30, 6,40, 8 00. *10.30 a. m.,
2.15, 4.20, 6.10 p. m.
For Ponce Landing, Long Island,
8.00,
*10.30

tn.;

m.:

a.

Mattawamkeag aud Bangor 12.05 (Sundays
12.10) p. m.; Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Lancaster and Bridgton 12.16 p. m.; Express Bar

Falls
CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT GO., Portland & Rumford
34,

On and

“IF AT FIRST YOU DON’T

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

From

p.

WEDDING RINCS.
A
Thousand, Solid Gold Kings, Diamonds.
Emeralds, Pears, Opals, Rubies, M<>on Stones and
Garnets In anv kind of a setting- Kngag}‘m£nt and
Moek.
Best
wedding Rings a specialty. Largest tae
Goods. Lowest Prices.
McKEN$Y,
Jeweler,
auglOdtf
Monument Square.

and Olasgow Service.
|_From New York.

For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, *10.30

LEAVE,

On and after Sent. 30th steamer Madeleine
will leave Port'and for Diamond Island, 7.00,
11.00 a. m., *4.00, 6.10 p. in.
Return, leave Diamond Island, 7.20, 8.46 a.
m.. 1.20. 6.26 p. m.
For Falmouth Foreside, 7.40, 11.00 a. m.,
*4.00, 6.10 p. m.
Return, leave Falmouth Foreside, 6.00, 8.20
a. in., 1.00, *5.00 p. m.
*

*■ A

5.30 p. m.
For Gorham at

PORTLAND PIER

you this

Is the UNION MUTUAL’S motto!
Is it yours?
To insure your life is the

M

Saturday.

Philadelphia every Wednesday
and Saturday.
3
From

FALMOUTH FORESIDE STEAMBOAT

average

^

and after Sunday. .Tuna
30, 1895
Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For Woreeeter, Clinton, Ayer Junction
NMinna, Windham and Sipping at 7.30 a
m. and 12.80 p. m.
For Manchester, Conoord, and points North
at 7.80 a m. and 12.80 p. m.
For Recheater. Sprlngvala Alfred. Water,
boro aud Saco River at 7.30 A m. 12,30 and

Mass.oct22dtf

the

Quebec.

STATION FOOT OFPKEBLE STREET.

Central Wharf, Boston, p. m.
Pine Street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Id*
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South Dy connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip 918.00.
Passage 910.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
General
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building, Boston.

all THROUGH
LIFE.

H

On

S

IT HELPS

j

_

jfrom

SllCCeSS

railroads.

STEAMERS.

fs

is the

CO.,

Portland, Me.

octl’__d3tTTS

! From Bostonevery Wednesday and

®--•

and

192 Middle St.,

•ainer*.

^.llan State lilue.

From Montreal,

i

* A Policy in this
I reliable Maine Company

Royal Mail

Montreal to Liverpool via
Rain.
New York

j
I BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.

Portland, Maine.

J. P. BAXERT.

Allan Iain©

places

J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.

°

Portland.

sep9dtf

from us.)

1

PROMINENT

for

Inspection

that look worn, (probably not if they wete purchased
Well, R (JCS, “like paint and putty cover multitudes of
sin,” We have them (the rugs) in all sizes, varieties and grades
but at lowest prices.
any

days only.
with
Scarboro Crossing
UConneets at
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
to
North
Division
Berwick.
Western
*
Througn tickets to alt pointst South and
West for sale at Ticket Office, Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. and T. A., Boston.
dtf
ie21

Fall Arrangement.
On and after Sept. 9th, and until further
notice, t he steamers cl* this lino leare KailPortland.
road
Wharf,
Monday and
Friday at 5 p. m.. fcr Eastport, Lubeo
the above connectionj.
and St. John, with
Returning—Leavo St John, Lubec and Eastport same days.
Througn tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. |3f~Freight received up to 4.00

OLD CLARION l!

Rigby Park for 70 Gents

60 see.
3 sec.
bell will be rung

Tues-

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nora Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campcbello aud
St. Andrews. N. B.

going
8
0 to need

Studio
open all day. For full particulars write to 478V2
Congress St., or apply after Oct. 1st. Day and
evening classes reopen Monday, Oct. 14th.
A new collection of 300 photographs has been
added to the resources of the studio for a more
au31 eod2m
comprehensive study of art.

j

whistlo be disabled

on

Eastport, Lubeo. Calais, SlJohn, N.3.. Halifax,N.S.

Al'll’t

$10 a month, Antique Class.
$13 a mouth, Portrait Class.
Evening class. 25 cents per week.

RToo

3

Harbor

FOR

in

1
Light-House Board,
Washington, D. C., Oct. 1, 1896.1
more than Portland rate. For further particulars
VIRGINIA.
apply to agents,
Shoal
Light-Vessel.
Winter-Quarter
L. J. SKAKGEANT,
or
Octoon
about
that,
is
Notice
hereby given
General Manager.
ber 4 1896. or at the first favorable opportunity.
d4t
oetl
Light-Vessel No. 46 will be replaced on lier station about 2% miles EE of Winter Quarter
No
9.
Relief
temporaLight-Vessel
Shoal, and
rily marking the station, will be withdrawn.
No change has been made in the characteristic
of the light or general appearance of the vessel,
but the fog signal has been changed to a Crosby
chime whistle, operated by compressed air, and
the characteristic of the sigual changed to sound
blasts of 3 seconds’duration, separated by alternate silent intervals of 69and 610 seconds, thus;
Silent
Silent
Interval
Blast
interval
Blast
If

Boothbay

International

tion, Headache, Fainting Spells, or are
Nervous, Sleepless, Excitable, Melancholy
or troubled with
Dizzy Spells, Electric

Races.

Office of

Beach and

days, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a in.
Returning—Leave Boothbay Harbor for Bath,
Popham Beach and Portland on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.45 a. ni.
Tickets, Si.oo to Bath and Boothbay Harbor.
O. C. OLIVER.
CHAS. li. LEWIS,
President.
Treasurer.
sept21dtf

237-239 Middle Street.
gept28

Electric Bitters as a remedy for
your troubles? If not, get a bottle now
and get relief. This medicine has been
found to be peculiarly adapted to tho relief and cure of ull Female Complaints,
exerting a wonderful direct influence in
giving trength and tone to the organs.
If you havo Loss of Appetite, Constipa-

Rigby

4 05 a. m.
Boston and
Arrive
5.30 p. in.
in Boston. 7.30 a. in.. 6.29. 9.58 p. ra. Leave
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. in.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station for Cape
Elizabeth,
Newburyporfc,
}* 8.45 a. in.; Biddeford,
Aineabury, Salem. Lynn, 2.00. 9 00 a. m.,
12.30, 6,00 p. m.; Portsmouth. Boston, *2.00,
t9.00 a. m.; §12.30, *1.45, *6.00 p. m. Ararrive in Boston, 6.58 a. m.. 12.55. 4.10, 4.40,
9.26 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 7.30,
9.00 a. in., 12.30, 7.00, 9.30 p. in.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Biddeford, Portsmouth.
Newbury
port, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m., §12.30
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.68 a. m., 4.12 p.
Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. ra.,
ra.
7.00, 9.30 p. ra.
1Connects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West
(Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sun-

For Boston, express.
way stations, 12.66,

on,

ROCKPORT, Oct 2—Ar, sch Idella Small, Dillingham. Boston.
Sid, schs Chester R Lawrence, Ott, Providence ; Ethel Merriam, Newman, Camden.
The Grand Trunk will sell tickets at single
SACO, O 12—Ar. schs Theresa Wolfe, Phila- fare for the round trip from Bethel and interNew
J
W
Ellis,
delphia; Jos Luther, Norfolk;
mediate stations to Portland from October 1st
York.
to 4tli. Tickets good to return until October 6th
exchange dispatches.
They will also issue through coupon tickets
Ar at Buenos Ayres, Sept 26, barque Annie including admission to
NS.
Lewis, Gould, Yarmouth,
Notice to Mariners.

new

SALACIA.

STEAMER

Ever

Excursion

for Boston.

NAVIGATION to.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Tuesday, Sept. 24th, the
fast

Try

CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Oct 2—Ar, soil Marguerite, Waldoboro for Gloucester.
Sid, schs Delta, New York for Windsor. NS;
White Foam, Portland lor-; Lizzie Maud.
lor shore fishing; Caroline Vought. for do.
In port, sch Silas McLoon, Morrill, Rockland

Island,

and

FOX STUDIO,

York, clay

7.16

Boothbav Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol
and East Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaauid at 6 a. m. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at G.45 a. m. for
Touching ai Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor.
Isiahd.
Harbor at 9 a. m.
leave
Boothbay
Friday,
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel-island.
Saturday, leave Portland at G.45 a. ni. for
East Boothbay.
Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFKEi) KACE, manager.

MAINE COAST

Bitters is the medicine you need. Health
and Strength are guaranteed by its use.
Large bottles only fifty oents at Geo. M.
Young’s Drug Store, 489 Congress St. G.
H. Starr, Westbrook.

New York.
Sell Maggie Ellen. Littlejohn, New
to Portland Stoneware Co.
Son A H Whitmore. Boston.

Squirrel

at

September 4, 1895.

For Bath, Popham Beach and Boothbay «arbor. ftafeton

Sept 29, 5 Dm, lat 31.03. Ion 79.05. sch JoliauSwan, from Satiila River for New York.

Did You

at

aug31dtf__

The Fiuest out.

Caps.

Touching

Pemaquia.

New sleeves put into Seal GarMinks made from your old
Furs.
Capes made from your circu-

Enterprise

Bristol.
11 eron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
Tuesday, leavo Portland at G.45 "a. m. for

at short notice.

ments.

Steamer

Efhct

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland. Union Station, tor
Scarboro Crossing, 10.00a. m.. 6.15,6.20, i>.
ni.; Scurboro Beach, Fine Point, 7.00,10.00
a. ill.,
8.80. 6.15,6.20, d. ni.; Old Orchard
Reach. 4.06, 7.00, 8.40 10.00 a. in.. 12.20,
Bldd**1.45, 3.30. 5.15. 6.05, 6.20 p. m.
ford, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. 111.. 12.20,3.30,
K#m>em. ;
Saco,
0:20,
5.15,
}>.
bunk, 7.00, S.4U, 10.00 a. m., 12.20. 3.30..
5.16, 6.05, 6.20 p. ra.; Kenn chunk port. 7 <K>,
8.40. 10.00 a. in., 12.20. 3.30, 6.05, 6.20 v.
m.; Wei la Beach, 7.00. 8.40 a. m.. 8.30,6.15
p. ra.; North Berwick, Dover, 4.05. 7.00,
8.40 a. Hi., 12.20. 3.30, 5.15. 6.05 p. m. ;
Somersworth, 4.05. 7.00, 8.40 R. 111.. 12.20,
3.13. 5.16, p. m.; Rochester. Farmington,
Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.40 a. III.. 12.20,
Island
3.30
111.:
D.
Wolfboro, Long
Alton
Center
Bay
(Via
Harbor,
12.20
8.40
a.
in.,
steamer,)
4114.
Worcester
(via Somersvrort-li
p.’ hi.
and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m. J Manchester,
Concord (via Rockingham Junction, 7.00 a.
8.40 a. m.;
m.. 3.30 p. m., (via Lawrence)
12.20 p. m. ; Rockingham Junction, Ex*
eter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell. Boston. *4.05,17.00, *8.40 a. m.. §12.20, 3.30,
t0,05 p. in. Arrive in Boston. 17.30, tlu.15 a.
m,-tl2.56, §4.14. 7.30, *9.31 p. m. Leave
for Portland, 7.30, 8.00. 8.30 a. JJL,
1.00, 4.15, 6.01 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

After Monday, Sept. 2,

Will leave East Boothbay Monday
a. ni. lor Portland, toucnlng at So.

Ii\ THE WORLD.

Steamer Manhattan, Bragg, New York—with
passengers and merchandise to J B Coyle.
Steamer Bay State. Snowman. Boston.
Sch Clara Leavitt. McDuffie. New York, with
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Win Keene, Norton, Boston, with pig iron
to Portland Stove Foundry Co.
Both to liveandto paint for tho true brother
Soli Sea Bird, Murphy, Boston, with cement
hood of man.
to Me Cent RR.
Sch Smith Tuttle, Bryant. Hondout for Boston.
Sch Hannah Carieton. Beals. New York, with
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sck I) W B (Br), Whittaker. St John, NB. for 478 1-2 Congress St., Portland.
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notice affects the List of Lights and Fog
Signals, Atlantic and Gulf Coasts, 1896, page
7* No. 432, and the List of Beacons and Buoys.
Fourth Light-House District, 1894, pages 13
Coffee—Rio firmer and more active: No 7 at
and 42.
PORK.
l •>%. Sugar—raw firmer.quiet;refined act,firm,
By order of the Lighthouse Board,
No 6 at 4%@4 6-16c; No 7 at 3 16-16@4%c;
Oct.
Dec.
John G. Walker.
No 8 at 3 13-16®4o: No 9 at 3% @3 15-16c;
Rear-Admiral U. S. N„ Chairman.
Opening. 8.40
No 10 at 3 ll-16@3%: No 11 at 3Vfe@3 13-16;
Closing. 8.30
No 12 at 3 9-16@S%c:Ne 13 at 83'ac; off A at
Memoranda.
LARD.
4 l-l 6@4 5-16.Mould A 4 11-16@4% standard A
July.
Sept. 4 7-1645/gc;
The new four-masted sch
Confectioners’ A at 4 5-16@4%c; «Boston, Oct 2
Opening.
cut loaf and crushed 5 l-16@5%c: powdered
Lewis If Goward. Capt Haines, arrived hero
Closing.
her
first
on
at
4
4
trip, with coal from Norat
7-16@4%c;
Yesterday,
13-16@4%c granulated
Wednesday—No report
The L H Goward was built and Is owned
Cubes 4 11-16@47/8C.
folk
G
G
and others. She is a big
to
Deerlng
Ltvorpool nominal, quiet—grain in Bath by
Freights
carrier, registering 1192 tons gross.
by steam —d.
Boston .'Stock Market.
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was
The following were io-day'3 quotations at
Domestic Ports.
quiet and steady. Wheat—No 2 Spring at 60%ia
Ptooks in Boston:
62c: No 2 Red «2@63%c. Corn—No 2 at 31%
Mexican Central 4s.*. 70
BOSTON—Ar 1st. schs Carrie Strong. Strong,
Oats—No
2
at
No
2
18%@x8%c:
Atchison. Topeka A Stasia 5e R. 22% @31 %c.
Darien; Lewis II Goward, Haines, Newport
Rve at541c. No 2 Barley 42c. No 1 Flaxseed
Boston A Maine R....176
93%@97c. Provisions—mess pork at 8 25@
do pfa.156
Highland Light—Passed Dortb at dark, schs
8 37 V2. Lard at 6 82 V* @5 85;sliort rib sides at Jordan L Mott, Laura M Lunt.
Passed south,
Maine
Central.135
5 37%@6 50. Dry salted meats—shoulders at
New York and New fincJanu it.
sch A Heaton.
5 75@5 87Va : short clear sides 5 62%@5 75.
XVIIU—ai xat, ouu miim*
Onion Pacific. 14
u*, a»vp
I- > T
Receipts—Flour, 18,600 bbls: wheat.!33,000 kins, Bangor.
American Hell.198
aush: com. 436,000 bush mats. 966.OOu bush:
Ariemus
Leonora,
merican Sugar, common.109 %
soli
Richmond;
Tyrrel,
Sid,
3300 bush barley. 145,000 bush.
Kondout tor Boston.
Sugar, pfd.101 Va rye.
Shipments—Flour 12.700 bbls: wheat 17,000
Mass., pfd. 57
Ar 2d, ship Commodore T H Allen. Japan.
bush;
oats
bush: corn. 420,000
411.000 bush;
do
common.
13
APA LACHICOLA—Ar 1st, sell Mary Jenness,
rye. 18u0 bush: barley 29,000 bush
Mexican Central. 13
Nickerson, Galveston,
Sid. sells M V B Chase. McKown, Boston;
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R.140%
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
uncnangea;patents.5 2Wg3 30 ;extra iancy 3 u (& Charlotte T Sibley, Foster, do.
3 16; fancy 2 8 ^2 90: choice at 2 60@2 70.
BAiH—Ar 1st, schs W C Tanner. Boston,
New York Ouot itioeis on Stocks and Bonds
Wheat higher. Corn higher,
uats unchanged
passed up; City of Augusta, do: D Howard
f3y Telegrami..
Provisions—Pork, standard mess at 8 87 Va® Spear, Portland, do; Douglass Haynes. Dover.
The following are to-day's dosing quotations
9 (»0.
Sid, sell Abel Babcock, Philadelphia.
Lard—prime steam 6 70@5 77Vj. Bacon
Gi Bonds:
BUCK SPORT—Sid 1st, sell N E Symonds, Pe—shoulders at 7; longs 6% ; clear ribs at 6V2 ;
Got. 1.
Get. 2.
short clear 6Vs. Dry salt meats—shoulders 6: terson, from Boston for Cayenne, SA.
npw 4’s reg..!f£ 11 i %
BANGOR—Sid 30th, schs Sarah D J Rawson,
ribs at 6V2 ; clear 5 66.
New 4’s
coup.@111%
Receipts—Flour 2.700 bbls; wheal 30,000 French. Rockport; W T Emerson, Heath, Glou97
Lniied States 2s reg. 97
busn; corn 6.800 bush; oats 40.000 bush; ry* cester.
K'4Vg
Centra! Pacific lsts.102
BALTIMORE—Cld 1st, schs Geo M Adams.
bush.
110
Denver & It. G. 1st.il<»
Shipments—Flour 8,600 bbls: wheat 17,000 Standisli, Boston.
81% bush; coru 14,000 bush; oats 6,000 bush; rye
Frio 2.1s. 80
Hid. sell Cora Dunn, Stevens, Cardenas.
78%
Kansas PacificrConsoJs. 78%
BANGOR—Cld 1st, sells Ira Laffrluier. Hasbush.
111
New York; Paul Seavey. Getchell, ProvlDie nun Nav. lsts.Ill
DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red at 66; No 1 kell,.
Kansas Pacific lsts.107%
107% White
deuce.
at 66c. Coru—No 2 at 33c.
Oats—No 2
38%
30th. sch Nellie WoodBRIDGEPORT—Ar
Northern Pacific cons 5s.... 38
White 22% c.
crocks
CI-'Miij miounioii*
bury, Clark. St John, NB, for Stamford.
sch
Ethel Men lam, New1st
22%
1st,
CAMDEN—Ar
asst, paid.... 22%
Atchison,
Cotton
.tlai'lceci
v

..

,,

In

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

YOUR FURS

R.

Boston & Maine R.

Boothbay Steamboat Co.

Portland and

'I.ii+m

I-

....----

Boston; Florence A,

Beverly.
Calais: 28th. GW
sen
NEW BEDFORD—Ar previous to JUtn,
Bangor.
Robinson,
Gamecock.
str
Peutagoet.
NOBSKA—Passed at 2 pm, 1st.
from New York for Rockland and Eastport.
NORFOLK—Ar 1st. sohs Andrew Adams,
Adams. Portsmouth; Rosa Mueller.
NEWBURYPORT—Sid 1st. sell Elliot L Dow,
New York via eastern port.
NEW LONDON—Ar 1st, sell Mary A Randall,
Randall. Norfolk; B W Morse, Philadelphia for
Allyn’s Point; Wm T Parker, Portland for New

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS,

York; 28th,
sch Freddie Eaton, Heman, New
sch M B Oakes, (Janieit Boston.
„7,h
-7tn.
York,
Sid 26th. sell Beta, Colbeth, New
28th. su
sch Lone star. Pettigrew, coastwise;
Iran
sch
Element, Cummings, Jonesport; 29th,
B Balano. Sawver, West Indies.
BosSteed,
M1LLBK1DGE—Ar 28th, sch War

_

Eggs, choice, 22®24: East 18@19.
Eggs. Mich. 17®17%c; Western 16@17c.
Beans, pea, l 50®1 «o;medlums, 1 46@1 65.
Beans, yei. eyes, 1 76&i 86:red kid. I 60@1 66.
Beans foreien, 1 40@1 60.
Potatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons 3S@40c bush.
Potatoes, N Y Hebrons 36.
Hose 30@35.
do
bbl, $2 00@2 50.
Apples, new cnoiec
Apples. No 2 at $1 25®V50.
York
and
Can, fancy. $18 00@19 00.
Hay. New
Fair to good $$16 00@$17c;lower grades $L1
@$15.
Straw, rve, $12@813; oat, $7%@$8%.

j

ana

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS

_

3 76fi®3 86
rooier..
clear do. .3 60^3 65
Middlings. .818 @20 00
Wnt'i wheat
3 85@4 00
bag ots. $20@22 00
patents
Fish.
Coffe®.
Cod—Large
@24%
.4 7535 25 JRio,roasted22
Shore
26
Java
do.28@31
2
6033
small do..
Molasses.
.2 26(&3 26
Pollock
Haddock... 1 60@2 oo Porto Rico.27@33
Hake.1 60(g;2 00 Bar Dadoes.27@28
33 @38
Fancy...
Herring, box

1896.—The Cotton
American middling 4 3-16(1;

...

_

etc.:

8pring

Produce Market.

BOSTON. Oct. 2. 1895.—The following are
to-aav’s quotations of Provisions. Produce,etc.:

PortlandWiioiesaie Market.
PORTLAND. Oct. 2. 1895.

Wliear, 60-lbs.
uperfine &
tow grades.2 90g3 10 Corn, car....
Wneat bakI Corn, uag lots.
ers.cl and st3 40(3360 Meai, bag lots..

ora

Quicksilver...

Port

powdered, Gc; granulated
7o;pulverized.
6c ;co&ee crushed. 6V2C; vellow. —jZdq.

}

(By THearaph.)
YORK. Oct. 2. 1895.—The following
ro-day‘i closing quotations 01 mininc stocks:

cars.

Flour.

23%
92%

Ontario.

—c;

Provisions. Produce,

4G
9

Homestake.

Retail Grocers sucar Katea.
Portland marfcet—cut loaf at Tciconfectlone;''

The markets

120
114
111
l-%

Col. Coal...

miscellaneous mercnaudise; for

oars

77%

125V»
43Va

NEW

quoted

Centra! R. R.—Eor

connecting roads 143

'9%

Nevr York Mining: Stock!.

PORTLAND. Oct. 2
by Maine

31
172Vo
21%

U. S. Express.— 47
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific.. 9
do prfd. 23%
Western Union. 92%
Richmond & West Point.
do prfd.

E*£ Railroad Receipts.
Pecelnts

70
I8V2

2.

market is easier;
estimated sales 12,000 bales; speculation
export 1000 bales.
Quotations Winter Wheat at Os 0di&5s
Spring Wheat 6s ldjtos 2U.
Corn 8s 6’Ad.

51
177

Sugar, common.108%
Texas^Pacific.1— 11%
Union Pacific.new... 14%

Bar silver 67.
Mexican dollars 53%.
At

IC‘1%
15%

New York Central.101%
New York.Chicago & St. Louisi'l 5%
do Is; pfd. 70
Ohio & Miss.
New York & N E. 61
Old Colony...
Ont. & Western. 18 Vi
Pacific Mai 1. 31 %
Pulman Palace.172%
Reading. 21%
78%
Rock Island
St. Paul. 76%
do pfd.126%
St.Paul & Omaha. 43Va
•lo prfd..'120
St Paul.'Minn. & Mann..... .114

Quotations of Staple Products in the

New York Stock and

147

Oct.

LIVERPOOL.

run

Arrive at Westbrook in time to connect with
lie 12. 3.30 and 5.30 electric cars for Portland.
Be sure and take the 9.10 a, m., 1.10 or 2.40
rlectric cars from Portland, head of Preble St.

J. H. URZLLTOR. Prop.
'tunelStf

Wlscas.se; A Quebec Kaiiroad Co
Read down.
Jtead up.
No. 4
No. 31 No. 5, In of fecTjnly 24, •[>.-, No.
__

a. m.

9.26

Ip.

ai.

I

I

r. m.

S.55.

"2,48

a. si.

3.55 Lv...

Wtscassef.

Ar

ILv. ..tSlncpgcoi. \r|
r
I Lv.. lAlna Centro
I Lv.tAlmi.lr;
10.00' 4.321 Lv. ..Hernl Tide. .Ari 8.20: 2.1
1.5.
\VhiM-l;eU...Ar. 8.0!
10.1 S' 4.62 Lv.
I.v... i I'rrble.\r
i
7.43
1.37
Wni-eli'dd.
10.361 6.12 I.v.No.
10.53! 5.31,Lv..Cooper's 'Oils ..'.r; 7.25 1.19
I
I.v.. 5laxV< Mill'.. Ari
-Ar: 7.08
1.02
11,10| 6.49 Lv—Wimi.v.u
11.28 6.081 Lv..Wee)C'- Mills..Ari 6.60,1244
| LvtNewall’s Corner .U!
Pa-iertmi.
11,481 6.30jAr
Lvl: 6 SOI 12.25
(t) Stops on signal or notice lo Conductor.
J. ¥. TUCKER. Supt.
RICHARD T. SUNDLETT, Gen’l Sler.
ofenia*
maylS
..

—

THE

PRESS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.
Larrabee’s White Store.—2.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Eastman Bros & Bancroft.
R. Libby.
Bines Bros.—5
Bank Statements—4.
John E. Palmer.
Wheelmen’s Protective Repair Co.
Notice js Hereby Given.
A. V. Hill & Co.
Haskell & Jones.
T. F. llomstead.
Graud Trunk Bailroad.
Mrs. M. A. Crosby.
Houses at Oakdale—Alfred Woodman,
J. A. Flanders.
The Hr. Archambault Co.

in one sense a oharitable institution, to
the benevolence of the many, does it owe
its existence.
Now that it has taken its
Annual Meeting and Report of Various
plaoe among other public interests, it is
the desire and aim of those giving it
Officers,
personal care to make it self-supporting.
Until that time shall arrive, with grateThe annual meeting of the Board of
ful thanks to all who have contributed to
held
Managers of the Invalids’ Home was
its success, we appeal to the citizens of
Wednesday afternoon at the Home in Portland for still further aid, believing
The attendance was large. Dr. that a good work has been well begun.

INVALIDS’

Dalton was present and offered prayer.
Officers for the years 1895 and 1896 were
elected as follows:
President—Mrs. George C. Frye.
First Vice President—Mrs. Henry

L.

Taylor.

Second Vioe President—Miss Ernestine

Libby.
Secretary—Mrs.
/

>

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under
their as pr opr late neads on Page 6.

Mrs. M. A. Croaley, 736 Putnam averfue
Brooklyn, has arranged for her tenth
York January
select party to leave New
8tk, 1896, for another interesting and deAmong the
lightful Holy Land Tour.
in
pleasant features are a week’s stay
Southern Spain, several days at classical
Ten
Athens and historic Constantinopla.
around Jerusalem with exdays in and
a grand
perienced Arabian dragomans, and
the hirst
voyage “Up the Nile,’’ 585 miles to
address
For full information
Cataract.

J. A. King.
Treasurer—Mrs. W. J. Knowltn.
Auditors—Mrs. Henry Pennell, Mrs. E.
M. Pickett, Mrs. H. L. Taylor.

At 3 p.
....

is

in

O..

Grand

to her

Trunk

BRIEF

estate.
Interest on mortgages,
Note discounted,
Cumberland Loan
Walker fund for
of mortgages,

Cash

picked

number of pupils have been transA
ferred: from the North[Primary school to
the Chestnut street school, owing to the
crowded„condition of the North school.
Daniels has [returned from his
Lino
camp at Sebago Lake, where he says he
took 126 salmon during the season.
A man named Kennedy who stole a
watch in
Deering last Pourth of July,
and afterwards escaped from the^lock-up
breaking out a window, was arrested

by

recently forjrreaking and

entering.

g.The

Grace S. Sears brought 185 barrels
She is a Gloumackerel were
line, instead ol

of mackerel
yesterday.
and the
cester vessel,
canght with a hook and

seine.
Schooner Seabird arrived with lumber
from Bangor and sailed, but returned;
and the .Swallow that had sailed also
returned, probably as the wind and sea
a

adverse.

were

A sermon to the youngK ladies is announced
by Rev. P. C. Rogers|of the
Pine street church for next Sunday evening. Doubtless this will be a spioy address. This will be followed by a sermon
to young men the following Sunday eve-

ning.
The police
at David P.

yesterday seized a
McGlinchy’s store

lot of beer
on Middle

street.
Fine Teas.

The firm of W. L.Wilson & Co.has always
held high rank among leading grocers oi
this city, and this is not strange when it
is remembered how many years they have
catered to the best custom of the city in
The
fine, fancy and standard groceries.
secure
firm is always on the lookout to
the best things at fair prices and put
them before the publio.
Today they are
offering a splendid assortment of teas,
not teas
fresh arrivals in the country;
tKnt Kaua

hoonelrnnf»tinfr arminH in

a

fif.nrp

These teas
for no one knows how long.
embrace Formosa, Japan, English Breakfast, Gunpowder and Ceylon. They come
in all styles of packages and are offered
It is
at prices most favorable to buyers.
of the firm
a pleasure to purchase goods
because the purchaser knows he is getting
what he pays for and once
ways a customer.

a

customer

al-

Four Per Cent in I-ithia.

The beer seized at Ingalls Bros., and
and
claimed by them to bo Lithia beer
non-intoxicating, has been analzyed by
Prof. Robinson of Brunswick and found
to contain four per cent of alcohol. Since
over two and cno-half per cent of alcohol
looks very
is considered intoxicating it
much as if Lithia beer was contraband

goods

ticura
Skin

i Remedies
Are Pure

! Sweet Gentle

j

And Most

I Economical
sar AarffitSfiSsPoi*»

Sim
£ojar..Selo press* SssmbTU- 8. A-

Pace

a

363.60

8,500.00
39.50

hand,

The report of the secretary, Mrs. J. A.
is as as follows:
May 19th, 1894, marks the birthday of
the institution known as the Invalids’
Home. On that date sixteen persons met
in the rooms of the i. M. C. A. for the
purpose of organizing as a coropration.
The meeting was called to order by
Rev. Matt & Hughes, and conducted by
The
chairman.
Mr. W. J. Knowlton,
object of the corporation, the establisha
of
and
maintenance
Temporary
ment
Home in Portland for invalid women of
good character, yho shall conform to the
rules of the Home and pay a reasonable
board. At this meeting a committee of
three was appointed, consisting of Mrs.
J. B. Donnell, Mrs. MaoDowell and Dr.
Hersom to draft by-laws and nominate
officers for the society. Less than a fortnight later, the board of managers held
their first meeting at the residence of the
president, Mrs. George C. Frye, thirteen
From that time to the present
present.
there have been thirty-two meetings of
the board, the first eighteen held with the
of mempresident: average attendance
Some idea of the time and
bers, eleven.
attention given by the officers and board
of managers may be gained from the
fact, that from May 30, ‘94, up to the first
meeting in Deering, last November, the
board met every week in each month,
The society
with the exception of July.
began its work with no money and no
for adand
waiting
applicants
house,
mission.
on
location
June 6, 1894, the committee
The
of a home reported “no success.”
committee for soliciting funds reported;
“on account of the unsettled condition of
Committees were
affairs, no money.”
One week later,
requested to continue.
the
the aspect of affairs changed for
better. Mrs. Mary J. Brown offered her
Peaks
cottage at Trefetben’s Landing,
Island, for the use of the society during
the summer months, and Mrs. Currier,
her services as matron.
The society membership and its friends
emulated the signal genarosity by contributions of necessary furniture, groceries
Three applications for
and provisions.
admission were aocepted and the Invalids’
to
Home began
possess “a local habitaFor the financial
tion and a name.”
condition of the society, you are referred
to the report of its treasurer, Mrs. W. C.
Suffice it to say, that one
Knowlton.
in
the
year ago last July we had $45
treasury, and were the beneficiaries of
Mrs. Brown ana Mrs. turner.
we
were
October
The
following
the
privileged to invite the friends ofDeerInvalids’ Home, Mechanio street,
it
is
when
ing, to its formal opening;
estimated one hundred and fifty persons
were in attendance.
Today, we consider with pride this
its
pleasant and convenient house, withwith
matron, nurse and cook. We recount
satisfaction the twenty-seven women who
have here found rest and comfort, and in
a majority of eases, renewed health.
Members of the board who have attended the monthly meetings have become familiar with these interesting inThe invalid young, middle-aged
mates.
and solitary, have here found the comforts of a home in its best sense, and have
It goes without
left it with reluctance.
saying, that these results have uot been
Too muoh
attainod without sacrifice.
cannot be said of the indefatigable labors
of our president. Of the thirty-two meetings of tho board she has missed but
two, and nothing but the intervention of
the Atlantic detained her from these.
Only those acquainted with the ordinary perplexities of houso keeping can
have any appreciation of the labor involved in the oversight of an institution
like ihe home, with its demands on ones’
patience and judgment. There have been
days of doubt, and discouragement, for
those most..interested in this movement,
but fmistTs have arisen to the occasion.
absence of our president,
MriPIleitrjf -I.Jl'ay'.or, first vice president,
rendered niUer. vliiciont service.
Committers ! avo worked faithfully and
harmoniously, in one instance a member
has
.'Urs. a phia Clarke,
of the !■;■•!
! elc nine for weeks to
the
given he.
Contributions have
use.
service < l vbrbeen fr. ;in>iit q,n Uug.'iiorous,
including
donation
(ttwritwro. fruit, flowers and
on
friend
providing a
provisir.ii
generous ’J'l.uub-giviiig dinner.
schools
Some -eiielars in onr public
have lie .,', among the donors. Packages of
tied
with
s
n
ribbons,
>;<ly
pillow siij
while
have altestid to the fact that
pupils bate bceu taught sewing, their
lessons
of
teachers have uot forgotten
practical henevolouco as well.
Sometimes the
special comfort and
pleasure of the inmates of the home have
been considered as evidenoed in the gift
of a hammock and a garden filled with
flowering plants. While the home is not

King,

during

$

5

on

payment

SECRETARY’S REPORT.

Cushing’s

Island October L

in Rockland

and

Cat*.

his

from

house

on

$9,946.66

evening. Business of importance.
Yesterday was a'fine October day.
Wild

1,800.00

Building Association,

Lawrence, Mas s., last evening.
£ All members of Casco Lodge, No. 73, A.
O.U. W., are requested to be present this

on

3,933.35
187.60
871.77

Supplies,

of the West Congregational church, delivered his lecture
In Black and "Vthite” at
“The Devil

383.88
395.64
86.50

summer

City

at

a

matter

of

are two

good

HIGH

CALIFORNIA

have $6.00 value in every

reasons

additional

lowest

coast wool, elegant
Very large, long fibre, Pacific
Sale they go at
pair. During this Blanket

con-

prices

Next, wool Blanket with very

Persian Lamb

Sightly Blankets.

ERY

Four and three quarters

vvw^wj

Capes.

□DENTS

Capes.

Capes.

a

pair

pound Blankets, large Grey

a

large well lighted

of the Children’s Cloak

MILLINERY.
On

an

elties

Floyd, 7 North street, scarlet fever.

Fall

very great
I was
sufferer.
very weak and run
down. I have used
of

bottles

Hood ’sSarsaparilla
and oannot praise
it and Hood’s
Pills enough for
the wonderful
benefit they have been to me.” Mbs.
r.rnni Jackson, Scituate Centre, Mass.

Styles

the

season.

for 85c, with

ribbon

with

specialties:

untrimmed felt hats for 58c
each.
They are correct in

ent is a line of

....

Thieves

are

Why

nicely finished,

and

two In

....accidents will happen.

One
for 5c

Protect

us

but we will put them in while

Mens

last at 29c bunch.

they

One lot of wings in pairs, in
black and

MONUMENT SQARE.

codtt

31c

Repair

Have

Gen’l Office 45

Co.

/
,

H.

Exchange St., Portland,

W. McCABSLAND, 416 Congress
St., Gen’l Agent for Portland.

dlw

oct3

mean

it

this store.

place means

By F. 0. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.

We mean

we

fall than any

Large Sale of Household Furniture,

sell

one

more

clothing this

else hereabouts.

low prices. It means too that the
and
clothing will be the very latest styles
to

you—big business

I
____________

for us.
s

A. F. HILL & CO.

oot3

TRUNK

GRAND

RAILWAY.

to every
store.

HOMSTED,

F.

451

congress street.

an

RICH TO-DAY,
PENNILESS TO-MORROW.

1
| riaybe.

“HOW ?’’

TO

Gorham

or
AN1>

FARE

Berlin

Falls, ^

RETURN.

ONLY

$1.00.

And from Intermediate Stations and Return at

correspondingly low lares.
Leave Grand Trunk Depot, Sunday, Oct.
6th, at 8.30 a. m. arriving at Berlin Falls at
12 noon.
riving at

oct3d3ti

Leave Berlin Falls at 3.30 p. m.,
Portland at 7.30 p m..
L. J. SEARGEAKT,

ar-

General Jfcpagev,

/

rich

man

t
♦
X

X
X
X

poor.

^

! DOW &
|

|f
X
X

Property isn’t insured.
Those who are without insurance
T are without any assurance of a
♦ house tomorrow. Doesn’t take
♦
long for a little fire to make a

X

Sunday Excursion

,

♦

♦

SPECIAL

\
i*-

THURSDAY.

THURSDAY.

I

of the best material. It means economy

SATURDAY.

medium colors

in

give away Thursday 300 Pinks. One
one making purchases at the little corner

I

That

means

Carpets, etc.

Ootober 5>h, at 10 a. m., at
we
street,
salesroom 46
Exchange
shall sell a large lot of household furniture
furniture,
of
col slating in part
parlor
oak.
chairs, sideboards,
lounges, easy
one
tables,
cherry, and Walnut dining
larvo
with
handsome oak
folding bed
marble
and
oak
chamber
sets,
mirror, oak
ornaclocks and
top tables, book-cases,
tapestry, and
ments, pictures, Brussels,
urolien carpets, straw matting, mattresses
cook
and feather-beds, one cabinet organ,
and parlor stoves, kitchen furnitiue, and
household utensils.

nor does

doing without,
mean buying cheap clothing. The better
it is in
grade you get the more economical
s
little
it
cost
Good
run
clothing
the long
The
at
the
right
right place.
only you buy

Me.

Ginghams

yard.

T.

IN CLOTHES
Dosn’t

of 10c

been 42c

543 CONGRESS ST,
Wholesale and Retuil.

ECONOMY

F A. ELWELL, President.
T. D, SALE, Secretary.
B. T. WHITEHOUSE, Treasurer.
G. M. HYAM8, Genb_Manaw_

case

at

fancy colors,

pair

a

....

Wheelmen’s Protection &

3rd.

THE

We shall

J. E. PALMER,
—

doing

were

cheap. We consider them a bargain at 50c,

Furnishers.

yourself from loss by registering....
.with the.

Here’s

the Black Wool Dress Goods at Cut Frioe.

THURSDAY.

bunch,

feathers,

curly

nice,

sold to

_

aug3

and....

Just

f ai. ■y-sP

Not?

growing bolder,

That’s

way.

Selling Linen Damask and Napkins at Cut
Prices To-day.

IS YOUR WHEEL INSURED?

NotT-

some

doing this week.

THURSDAY,

until todai.

If

AROUND

style and would sell readily

HASKELL SI JONES

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Subc ,s*

what we are

All

A small lot of 20 doz. black

CdS^lL^

fancy borders.

Another attraction at pres-

ostrich tips,

Prominently In the public eye. fl. 6for|5.

clean colors,

good

corresponding

at

goods
prices.

Hygienic_Underwear,_Dr^

Clothiers

Good size,

we are

Such

velvet for $1.13; also better

Tailors,

Large size.
^
^ ^

in proyou have seen

walhing hats that have just
appeared, trimmed
lately

entoshes made to Measure.

Only

pair.

always celebrate in

what

in
We now ash you to come
and
sailors
the
see
stylish
and

Jaegers Sanitary ^"Woolen Undeawear,
Noyes Bros, perfect fitting Shirts; Mack-

True Blood Purifier
Hood’s Pills

to other

You most

this week.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is the

attention

in fine Woolens for Custom clothing.
Full and complete stock of ready mad e
Coats, Suits and Trousers of our own
make. Everything that is new and desirable in Furnishing goobs.
We are Agents for the following

The Jarose

to the

fusion at our Fall Opening

NEW

a

six

wc can-

’.of

goods

me

opening day

call

not

typhoid

bined with severe
headaches, stomach troubles and
dyspepsia made

pounds

COMES

Hats and
goods than Pattern
novnewest
Bonnets and the

com-

*

WHEN AN ANNIVERSARY

room in

room.

EASTMA BROS, & BANCROFT.

Up

*

and Tan,

Tan and White Blankets.

Grey,

for

J. E. PALMER.

the lowest,

Our fur sales-room is

the pair.

J. R. LIBBY.

Chinchilla.
We do not carry fine furs exclusively, Our
assortment of all medium and low priced fujs is very

The system, I have found Hood’s Sarsaparilla a splendid tonic. I had the grip
four times, and the

$8.89.

long,

Clean, white stock, weighs 5 1-4

Fine Electric Seal Capes.
The Electric Seal Capes we have in all
or
lengths from 18 inch to 36 inch and either plain
*with trimmings of Marten, Bear, Persian, Lamb or

of;contagious

Borders handsome
During this Blanket

ject to manufacturer’s slight imperfections,
Blankets in our East window.
Samples of all these

Capes.
Marten

rear

Broad, long and thick.
Has been $5.00 a pair.

stylish borders,

Next is a splendid $1.25 Blanket at
Brown and Grey.
Graduated borders. Body ol Blankets Is Fawn,

KJVW*

bar-

These Blankets

borders.

Fancy borders of blue, pink, yellow,

Mink

the

season as a

70 inches wide, 164 inches long.

Real Seal Capes.

large and prices

Sold last

snow, warm as June.

as

Measures 70 inches wide, 168 inches
Next is a strictly all wool Blanket,

Alaska Seal Coats.

Fine Coon

all wool, clean

RANDFATHER’S” BLANKET.
enough for a dress. Very fluffy.

Central

prostration

~

-—— --—

'

sistent with honest goods these fine furs.

JJU/CILIV

are reported:
diseases
September 28th,
Mrs. Frank Legree, 95 Salem street and
Mary Quinn, rear of 237 Danforth street,
Nora
fever; September 30th,

To Build

east window.

sale

We carry in sock and sell at

Contagious Diseases.
These

into

BLANKETS.

When you pay us your money for a cape you get
our absolute guarantee that it Is just what we claim it
to he.
£

Strictly

CLASS BLANKETS.
gain at $6.50. Price now,
See them in the window.

railroad.

oases

Libby’s

—

please pour fancy.

Hall next

Maine

people

J. R.

can
other stock, but we do claim that in our stock you
kind
whatever
may
of
finest
furs
that
find the
grow

is the subject of the
lecture and in the small number of times
that it has been heard, it has received the
most favorable mention. The New York
Herald deolares it to be the greatest of all
of the famous orator’s efforts. To accommodate those desiring to attend, half
rates will be given to out of town resithe

most

or

why you, if you conto
well
will
do
buy of us.
template purchasing,
no good furs in any
are
don’t
claim
that
there
We
These

Tuesday evening.
“Whioh Way ?”

dents on the line of

to

hundred

Take furs,
Fine furs are expensive
All furs are deceptive.

Tickets were placed on sale at Stockbridges yesterday morning for the Inger-

given

or

any article,

Ingersoll Lecture,

soll lecture to be

hundred

going

are

_

Danforth street.

The

two

a

These Blankets

Make way, there!

moment,
The average person wants to know surely that he
is getting money-worth when he pays such a price for

"

re-

home to his
When he returned he foundj that his house had; been
entered in his absence, through a window
by breakinglthe glass over the catch with
a stone.
They went through the house,
the
pulling open drawers and scattering and
contents all about, turning trunks
down and twisting the
boxes upside
handle oil of a pieoe of plated silver to
if it was solid. Nothing is missing,
see
and the police are inclined to think that
boys were the guiltyipartios.

$406.06 turned

Repairs,
Furnishings,
Sewor assessment,
On account purchases real

JOTTINGS.

were

The spending of
even fifty dollars is

Ramsacked.

Samuel D. Rumery has lately

Mr.

Paid salaries and wages,

Rev. Leroy S.Bean

roses

A House

nrTf.x

street, Woodfords. Me., consisting of a 3 1-2
story wooden house and stable, with lot of
about 0000 feel, also immediately after sale
of house and lot will be sold the adjoining
lot of about 6000 feet. See anetion eoluumn.

■■■,,._____—---“

RICH FURS.

It

western home.

was

$9,946.66
DISBURSEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.-^

BLANKETS.

Mrs. Ella T. Rust of Logan, Kansas,
who has been visiting old-time friends
and relatives in Limerick, Gorham, Peering and elsewhere during the past six
returned on the 2d inst via the
weeks,

of

the

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

LIBBYT
■

Donnell.

today, F. O. Bailey & Co., will

1

1

J. R.

nearly 40 years ago that she went
late
with the family of her father, the
Board of Managers—Mrs. Alfred Wood- Dr. S. M. Cobb, from Limerick, to Iowa,
Ada where he died in December, '93. This is
man, Mrs. Lyman Cousens, Dr.
Odiorne, Mrs. John Dyer, Mrs. O. W. her first visit east during all these years.
Fullam, Mrs. George West, Mrs. Henry
pleasant memories of western
Mrs. Many
Pennell. Mrs. Josiah Burnham,
and scenes has she taken.west
Mrs. Mary Maine
PbiliptBrown, Mrs. Denney,Mrs.
Sophia with her.
Brown, Mrs. Geo. Shaw,
Clarke, Miss Mary Gerrish, Mrs. Charles
Stall
Captain Edith Marshall of the
Cushiug, Mrs. Augustus Stevens, Mrs.
will speak in this city
E. M. Fickett, Mrs. S. B. Kelsey. Mrs. Salvation Army,
4 on the “Slum and Rescue
October
Charles Forster, Mrs. H. P. Merrill.
Advisory Board of Gentlemen—Mr. J. Work of the Army.” Miss Marshall has
W. Dyer, Mr. George C. Frye, Mr. W. J.
Mr. been an officer in the Salvation Army
Knowlton, Mr. C. M. Plummer,
eight years and received her training in
Lyman Cousens, Mr. Rufus Hinckley.
She served as an officer
Advisory Board of Ladies—Miss Mary Paris, France.
Dr. M. A. Avery, Mrs. Thos.
J. Clapp,
and
Switzerland for three
France
in
L.
Dr.
J.
Hersom,
Shaw, Miss Johnson,
the time of the severest
years
during
J.
B.
Mrs.
Harriet
Miss
Hobson,
The

m.

—

PERSONAL.

persecution there. She never conducted
the meetings in the English language until
report
following
transfor to-the.United States. She
from June 20th, 1894, toOotober her
A Whirlwind of Exciteineut at Mystic Hall treasurer
was at length put in charge of the Auxil1895:
2nd,
at
dailv
The audiences are increasing
iary league which, under her able manRECEIPTS.
Mystic hall. Monument square, to witness
agement, has developed rapidly.
the wonderful and astonishing cures per- Reoeived from James P. Baxter,
Mr. Clarenoe Burleigh of Augusta, edformed by Hr. Russelle, simply by the layg
John
H.
and
Seth L. Larrabee
itor of the Kenneboo Journal, was in the
ing on of hands. All diseases, no matter
of
estate
of
trustees
Fogg,
bow bad or how long standing are cured by
83,500.00 city yesterday and attended the Melba
Joseph Walker,
123.50 concert.
him free of charge every forenoon, com- Annual subscriptions,
treatment
1,886.99
mencing at ten o’clock. Private
Board,
VTnn "NTolanTi TVinclav. -Tr
of Lewiston.
500.00
9
m.
a.
Life
membership fees,
at his office, 199 1-2 Midlile street,
last evening in attenwas In the
city
1,400.00
and
Loans,
lo 8 p. m. Consultation, examination
4,136.17 dance upon the Melba concert.
All other souroes,
advice free.
above.

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

new advertisements.
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■

■

■
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advertisements.

new

HOME.

luwiioi/jti

Deering.

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre.
AUCTION SALE.
F. O. Bailey & Co.

as

rinwu.

DA1LI

JrUKTJL/AJN U

8

35
Write

PINKHAIVlJ

Exchange
Insurance

in the

COMPANIES.

I

St.

very

best
oct3tu,th,&sat
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